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Preface
The 1st UKSEDS Student Space Symposium was run virtually on the 10th October 2020 through UKSEDS’
custom conferencing platform, Nebula, with a small technical team working out of the British Interplanetary
Society’s office in London, UK.
The intention behind setting up the UKSEDS Student Space Symposium was to provide an opportunity for UKSEDS
members to write and present papers on space-related topics of their interest, with the chance for publication. A call
for abstracts ran from 26th June 2020 to 26th July 2020, in which time we received 68 abstracts from students across
the country; 15 of which were selected for oral presentations at the symposium.
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Symposium Organisation
The symposium was organised by UKSEDS with support from the British Interplanetary Society.
UKSEDS is the UK’s national student space society. For over 30 years we have been supporting students and young
professionals across the country by running events, providing resources, and teaching them new skills relevant to the
space industry. Our alumni network spans across the global space sector in government, industry, and academia.
UKSEDS is the UK chapter of the global SEDS movement that includes sister organisations in the United States,
Canada, India, Singapore, and many other countries.
Organising Team: Arran Reedman, Jacob Smith, Joshua Bernard-Cooper, Oluwadamilare Opeyemi Aluko, Sachin
Reddy, Sophia Lee Roberts, and Zaria Serfontein.
Abstract Review Team: Alex Crossman, Antonio Duduianu, Jacob Smith, Jessica Goldie, Joshua Bernard-Cooper,
Nishika Chettry, Oluwadamilare Opeyemi Aluko, Pratyaksha Purohit, Sachin Reddy, Sophia Lee Roberts, and Zaria
Serfontein.
The British Interplanetary Society (BIS) promotes the exploration and use of space for the benefit of humanity, by
connecting people to create, educate and inspire, and advance knowledge in all aspects of astronautics. Founded in
1933, it is the world’s longest established organization devoted solely to supporting and promoting the exploration of
space and astronautics. The BIS is financially independent, has charitable status, and obtains its main income
from a worldwide membership. They kindly allowed us to use of their office in London as our technical hub for the
symposium and will be peer-reviewing shortlisted papers from the event for publication in a special edition of their
journal, JBIS.

Sponsors
It would not have been possible to run the symposium without the generous sponsorship provided by AstroAgency,
Blue Abyss, and Momentus.
AstroAgency is the first space focused marketing agency in the UK. They provide innovative companies with the
strategic guidance to thrive in the new commercial space market. Their expertise are perfectly suited to assist anyone
looking to grow their business in the space market, from space and non-space companies to industry groups and
organisations that represent the wider interests of the space sector.
Blue Abyss is a pioneering centre which will be the most comprehensive deep sea and space research, training and
test facility of its kind in the world. Blue Abyss’ primary function is to enable extreme environment development,
both human and robotic, ranging from the offshore energy industry through to the growing human spaceflight sector
and adventure tourism.
Momentus is the first company to offer the infrastructure services necessary to enable enterprise and human existence
to flourish in space. They are striving to meet the needs of their customers by offering the most affordable
last-mile satellite and cargo delivery, payload hosting, and in-orbit servicing options. Their technological
breakthroughs paired with recent disruptions in the launch industry unlock business opportunities in space of a
previously unimaginable magnitude.
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A Mission Architecture and Systems Level Design of Navigation, Robotics and Grappling
Hardware for an On-Orbit Servicing Spacecraft
William Easdown
Cranfield University
College Rd, Cranfield, Wharley End, Bedford, MK43 0AL
weasdown99@gmail.com
ABSTRACT
On-orbit servicing (OOS) includes a range of servicing types that increase the lifetime of a satellite and its
performance, as well as ensuring that it does not contribute to the growing issue of space debris. The avoidance of
satellites becoming derelict is particularly important given the rise of ‘mega-constellations’. With the first cases of it
in the 1970s, OOS has been achieved many times using crewed missions and robots controlled from the ground or by
astronauts, for example during repairs and upgrades to the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) and on the International
Space Station (ISS). This has allowed various space agencies and other organisations to mature processes and tools
for several OOS mission types.
The Northrop Grumman Mission Extension Vehicle-1’s (MEV-1) success servicing Intelsat 901 in early 2020
demonstrated that OOS is now viable from a commercial as well as technical standpoint. However, due to low
technology maturity, autonomous rendezvous and proximity operations (RPO) and servicing remain challenging,
despite autonomous rendezvous and docking with space stations having been demonstrated many times.
This report will investigate the current state of the art in OOS and which technologies require further development to
enable widespread adoption of OOS. A mission architecture to support OOS of satellites in the highest populated orbits
will be described. Using this architecture, the report will focus on the selection of hardware required for guidance,
navigation and control (GNC), for relative navigation towards and docking with the target satellite and of robotics to
service the target. The report will use the design of the OneWeb satellites as a baseline for the target spacecraft but
will also show how the servicing spacecraft’s services could be applied to a range of orbits and target spacecraft.
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

MEV

Mission Extension Vehicle

ADR

Active Debris Removal

MW

Momentum Wheel

CDF

Concurrent Design Facility

OOA

On-Orbit Assembly

CMG

Control Momentum Gyroscope

OOM

On-Orbit Manufacture

COTS

Commercial Off the Shelf

OOS

On-Orbit Servicing

DOF

Degrees of Freedom

RNS

Relative Navigation System

DORIS

Doppler Orbitographyyand Radiopositioning Integrated by Satellite

RPO

Rendezvous and Proximity Operations

RW

Reaction Wheel

EOL

End of Life

SSN

Space Surveillance Network

ESA

European Space Agency

TDRSS

Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System

ETS-VII

Engineering Test Satellite No. 7

TID

Total Ionising Dose

GNC

Guidance, Navigation and Control

TMR

Triple Modular Redundancy

GNSS

Global Navigation Satellite System

TOF

Time of Flight

HST

Hubble Space Telescope

TONS

TDRSS On-board Navigation System

IRP

Individual Research Project

TRL

Technology Readiness Level

ISS

International Space Station

LEO

Low Earth Orbit

LIDAR

Light Detection and Ranging
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INTRODUCTION

Technology areas that this paper will focus on will be
absolute and relative navigation, grappling hardware and
robotics, as these are all key to the successful
implementation of an OOS mission.

This paper describes work undertaken for the author’s
MSc Individual Research Project (IRP) at Cranfield
University. The project studied mission architectures and
technologies for guidance, navigation and control
(GNC), relative navigation, grappling and robotics
within the context of on-orbit servicing (OOS).

LITERATURE REVIEW
OOS Types
OOS can be split into five distinct operation types as
described below. This paper will particularly focus on
operations applicable to orbit maintenance and hardware
replacement/refuelling. Active debris removal is out of
scope due to the likely tumbling target that complicates
docking and makes relative navigation significantly
more challenging [4].

Background
With OOS not currently widely available, spacecraft
designers must ensure that it can complete its mission
with only the hardware in place at launch. This
necessitates high technology readiness level (TRL)
components and/or fault tolerant design. Qualification to
raise TRL is high cost, with fault tolerance techniques
adding mass and complexity. Qualification also leads to
the “time-to-market gap problem” with long component
development times [1].

1) Active Debris Removal (ADR) – removal of
objects to avoid collisions and Kessler
Syndrome [5].
2) Orbit maintenance – keeping the target in an
operational orbit or moving it as required.
3) Hardware replacement/refuelling – replacing
broken or old components to extend lifetime or
upgrade functionality. Refuelling extends
lifetime.
4) On-orbit assembly (OOA) of large structures
– enables spacecraft to be assembled that have
greater capability than could be launched in a
single launch vehicle.
5) On-orbit manufacture (OOM) of high value
components - uses space environment to
produce components that would be impossible
to manufacture on Earth. Out of scope for this
paper as it would use a single spacecraft.

With hardware being fixed at launch, heritage and
environmental concerns mean it is often very outdated
relative to ground-based components. Failures can still
occur that cause permanently degraded performance
unless ground controllers can find a workaround.
Eventually, a spacecraft’s propellant will become
depleted. Components may have several years of lifetime
remaining, but the mission is forced to end as the
spacecraft can no longer manoeuvre.
Satellite disposal once it has reached end of life (EOL)
also needs to be considered to comply with the IADC 25year disposal guideline [2]. The failure of the de-orbit
system would put the spacecraft at risk of collision with
other resident space objects (RSOs).

OOS Applications and Benefits

The size of large structures such as communications
reflectors is currently constrained by the launch vehicle
fairing. Current technology is approaching fairing limits
- for example, the James Webb Space Telescope uses
complex mechanisms to deploy its components [3].
Despite redundancy, the greater number of mechanisms
increases the likelihood that a critical failure will occur,
prematurely ending the mission.

Hardware replacement would mean spacecraft systems
could be designed for significantly shorter lifetimes, as
they could be replaced once failed. This would lower the
need to tolerate the harsh space environment, meaning
more commercial off the shelf (COTS) components
could be used, lowering cost and speeding up
development. Even if normal lifetime components were
used, replacement would allow the satellite to continue
operations in the event of an otherwise potentially
crippling failure. By replacing hardware, spacecraft
capability could also be improved throughout the
mission, giving more useful data at less cost than
launching an entire satellite.

Aim
This paper seeks to determine how OOS can be used to
tackle the problems previously described. A review of
previous and current OOS developments will be
presented to build understanding of current OOS
limitations.

Orbit maintenance or refuelling would mean the
spacecraft lifetime becomes limited by its systems rather
than its remaining fuel, as is often currently the case [6,
p. 41].

A systems engineering approach will then be used to
define an OOS mission architecture, using current
technology where possible to provide OOS to a
commercially relevant target satellite. Using this
approach will also allow the points it raises to be
considered by future spacecraft designers.

Easdown

OOA would allow large structures to be built in orbit that
would have significantly greater capability than could be
launched in a single launch. This would be particularly
useful for space observatories [7].
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Previous Uses of OOS
Before beginning development of a new OOS mission, it
is important to understand previous implementations and
the current state of the art, so these can be built upon
moving forward.

Astroscale’s End of Life Services by Astroscale
demonstrator (ELSA-d) mission will demonstrate
navigation and capture techniques in 2020 [19], with a
variant of the mission, ELSA-OW, under development to
service the OneWeb constellation [20].

Early examples of OOS include crewed missions to
repair Skylab and the SolarMax, Palapa B2,Westar 6 and
Intelsat VI satellites [8] [9, p. 116] [10]. The Hubble
Space Telescope has also made extensive use of crewed
OOS with five servicing missions repairing and
upgrading it [9, p. 25].

NASA’s
On-orbit
Servicing,
Assembly
and
Manufacturing 1 (OSAM-1) mission is currently
targeting a 2023 launch [21] and will demonstrate
servicing of the Landsat 7 spacecraft and technologies
relevant to OOS [22] including several robot arms and
relative navigation systems [23].

Japan’s Engineering Test Satellite No. 7 (ETS-VII) was
the first spacecraft to perform autonomous rendezvous
and docking during its 1997 mission [11], using LIDAR
and GPS to achieve this. It included a robot arm that was
used to take pictures of the target satellite and for a
variety of experiments.
Current State of the Art
OOS missions and mission concepts have been
developed by a range of space sector organisations.
These include ESA’s e.Deorbit [4], the University of
Surrey’s RemoveDEBRIS [12] and DARPA’s Orbital
Express [13].
Figure 2: Altius Space Machines' DogTag grappling
fixture [24]

Servicing of geosynchronous satellites is an area
currently under significant investigation, with DARPA’s
Robotic Servicing of Geosynchronous Satellites
programme [14] and Airbus’s O.CUBED Services [15]
and Astroscale’s Space Drone [16] all targeting this
application. In February 2020, Northrop Grumman’s
Mission Extension Vehicle (MEV) 1 completed the first
docking of two commercial satellites when it docked to
Intelsat 901 in GEO (Figure 1) [17]. MEV-1 is now
acting as a propulsion system for IS-901, while MEV-2
is en route to its target satellite, IS-1002 [18].

MISSION ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
Background
A mission architecture was defined to enable later
hardware selection. The servicer would be launched to a
parking orbit, complete commissioning then rendezvous
and dock with its target. Servicing such as refuelling,
hardware replacement or orbit maintenance would be
carried out before the servicer moved on to the next
target.
A satellite of the OneWeb constellation (Figure 3) was
baselined as a target due to its large and growing size and
the fitting of each satellite with an Altius Space
Machines DogTag grappling fixture which would
facilitate docking [25]. The constellation will also be
representative of other ‘mega-constellations’ current
under development such as SpaceX’s Starlink and
Amazon’s Kuiper.

Figure 1: IS-901 seen from MEV-1 [17]
Easdown
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Figure 3: OneWeb satellite [26]
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While the OneWeb satellites are in 1200 km altitude
orbits [27], the target orbit was selected based on which
orbit was found to be most populated. This used a
satellite database from the Union of Concerned Scientists
[28], with graphs generated from it shown in Figure 4
and Figure 5. The analysis found that the most populated
region was low Earth orbit (LEO), particularly a Sunsynchronous orbit (SSO) at around 510 km altitude and
97.4 ° inclination. This was therefore selected for the
mission architecture.

Figure 5: LEO satellite apogee vs inclination
Once the dry mass had been calculated, the required fuel
was found by assuming the servicer would complete a
series of noncoplanar phasing manoeuvres during its
mission. These would take it between a 600 km parking
orbit and a 520 km target orbit, with an inclination
change of 0.3 °. It was calculated using an algorithm
from Vallado [30, pp. 368-369] that this would require a
one-way v of 190 m/s. Two return trips were assumed,
and with fuel for docking a total of 903.1 m/s was
required. Using the rocket equation then gave a fuel mass
of 84.68 kg, which with margin added gave a total wet
mass of 323.97 kg. The spacecraft mass budget is shown
in Table 1.

Servicer Sizing
As a first approximation, the servicer spacecraft’s
volume was estimated as 1 m3, which was supported by
visual inspection of images of the ELSA-d spacecraft.
The servicer was modelled as a cube to simplify
dynamics calculations.

Table 1: Servicer mass budget

The servicer’s mass was determined by estimating the
mass of each subsystem and adding margins as per the
ESA concurrent design facility (CDF) study guidelines
[29]. The total dry mass was 237.60 kg.

System
Bus

GNC

Payload

Propulsion

Totals

Component

Mass (kg)

Structure

30.00

Margin

6.00

GNC sensors

20.00

Margin

4.00

Reaction wheels

5.00

Margin

1.00

Robotics

75.00

Margin

15.00

Payload margin

18.00

Thrusters

10.00

Margin

2.00

Tanks

10.00

Margin

2.00

Fuel

120.67

Dry mass

198.00

Margin

39.60

Total dry

237.60

Total wet

323.97

Figure 4: Satellite distribution by apogee altitude

Easdown
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REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION

GNSS-based system would have the simplest equipment
of the three options with a mass of around 1.1 kg and
power draw of 7 W [33], and would provide acceptable
accuracy, so was selected.

The key spacecraft requirements related to mass and
volume, with a wet mass of no more than 400 kg and no
dimension greater than 1.5 m. Another driving
requirement was for the spacecraft to be capable of fully
autonomous operations, which would enable the servicer
to perform more tasks between receiving operator
commands [6, p. 71]. A minimum mission lifetime
requirement of 10 years was also formalised and was
based on MEV-1 servicing IS-901 for five years before
moving to its next client [17].

For attitude determination, sensor options included, Sun
sensors, Earth horizon sensors, star trackers, gyroscopes,
accelerometers, magnetometers and GPS receivers. A
high accuracy sensor was required to meet the attitude
determination accuracy requirement of 0.05 ° and a star
tracker and gyroscope system was devised. The star
tracker would be used to periodically provide a highly
accurate attitude determination that could then be
updated over time using the lower power gyroscopes
until their drift necessitated calibration by the star
tracker.

Other requirements were defined alongside these in a
requirements specification [31], with those pertaining to
specific systems discussed in their relevant sections
below.

The lower power and mass requirement for a GPS system
made it a good backup option, especially considering it
had already been selected for attitude determination. The
baseline between the GPS receivers should be as long as
possible to maximise accuracy, meaning they should be
placed on opposite corners on the spacecraft.

GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION AND CONTROL
(GNC) SYSTEM
GNC Architecture
The GNC system performs absolute navigation for the
servicer. It will work independently of the Relative
Navigation System (RNS) described later and will be
part of the spacecraft’s autonomous control. The GNC
will use three-axis control, with the default attitude
pointing the solar panels towards the Sun for battery
charging.

Plant
The plant models the spacecraft dynamics and external
torques such as solar radiation pressure and atmospheric
drag so they can be account for in the control loop.
Attitude and orbit perturbations were not modelled, but
the spacecraft inertia matrix was calculated precisely, as
this would influence the servicer’s dynamics.

GNC Requirements
The main requirements for the GNC were for orbit and
attitude determination accuracy (50-100 m and 0.05-0.25
°, respectively, depending on operational mode),
pointing accuracy (0.05-0.25 ° depending on mode),
stability margins (based on the ESA CDF guidelines
[29]) and slew rate (1 °/s while not docked to the target).

The inertia matrix for the servicer alone was found to be
3.
0
0
kg m2,
or
0
3.
0
0
0
3.
2.23
0
0
kg m2
while
docked,
0
2 .3
0
0
0
300. 2
assuming a full fuel tank. The position of the centre of
mass was found for the servicer alone and while docked
to the target, with it laying near the docking interface. As
propellant is consumed the centre of mass would shift
towards the target.

Control Loop
A single-input, single-output control loop design was
selected as the low slew rate meant spacecraft axis crosscoupling effects could be ignored. A proportionalintegral-derivate controller would potentially be most
appropriate for the GNC (and RNS), although detailed
control loop design was beyond the project’s scope.

Actuators
GNC actuators had to be selected for attitude and orbit
control, with full six degrees of freedom (6DOF) control
required. The translation actuators would also be used by
the RNS while docking. Several options – reaction
wheels (RWs), control moment gyroscopes (CMGs) and
momentum wheels (MWs) – could achieve rotation, but
only thrusters could be used for translation during orbital
manoeuvres and docking.

Sensors
Orbit determination methods that were considered for the
GNC were global navigation satellite systems (GNSS,
including GPS), the space surveillance network (SSN),
Doppler Orbitography and Radiopositioning Integrated
by Satellite (DORIS), the Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite System (TDRSS) and the TDRSS On-board
Navigation System (TONS) based on TDRSS.

Eight thrusters were found to be the minimum for 6DOF
control [34], with ELSA-d using eight corner-mounted
thrusters plus four for translation [35]. This 12-thruster
layout was chosen as a baseline and is shown in Figure
6.

A solution was sought that would allow the GNC to
operate independently of the ground. Only TONS,
DORIS and GNSS could achieve this. DORIS had the
highest accuracy, on the order of a few centimetres [32,
p. 596], but this level of accuracy was not required. A

Easdown
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marker that can be tracked by a monocular optical
camera at up to 5 m range [40, p. 1]. This forms the
innermost layer of the RNS.
From 5 m to 250 m range, a Light Detection and Ranging
(LIDAR) sensor will be used, giving a constant range
accuracy [41]. A selection of LIDAR options is shown in
Table 2. From these, the Canadian Space Agency LARS
sensor was selected due to its high accuracy and mixture
of triangulation and time of flight (TOF) modes.
Triangulation mode enables sub-millimetre accuracy
below 1 m range and 2 cm at 10 mm, with a constant 3
cm accuracy in the long-range TOF mode [42, p. 278].
Beyond the 10 km range of the LARS, no target pose
information will be required, only range and range rate.
For this, a long focal length camera is ideal due to its low
power consumption and simplicity relative to a LIDAR
system. For example, the narrow field of view variant of
Neptec’s VisCam could be used for this [43]. The range
limit of this sensor is not known, but for comparison
Astroscale’s ADRAS-J will use a visible camera from 80
km range [39]. This is baselined as the outer limit of the
RNS. The RNS architecture is summarised in Figure 7.

Figure 6: Spacecraft basic physical model with
thruster positions labelled
The thrusters were angled so that each produced a torque
as well as a thrust. The total torque and thrust could be
found using a custom spreadsheet model that determined
the values based on the thrust of an individual thruster
and its pointing as found using a direction cosine matrix.
Calculations found that the minimum linear acceleration
for impulsive orbital manoeuvres was 0.356 m/s2. The
Moog DST-12 thruster was selected, with a maximum
thrust of 22 N and an Isp of 302 s [36]. These give a
maximum linear acceleration of 0.371 m/s2.

Table 2: Existing LIDAR examples [41, p. 58]

For attitude control, magnetorquers would not provide
sufficient torque. RWs were selected as the primary
attitude actuator due to their simplicity over CMGs,
lower power draw and several COTS models with flight
heritage being available [37] [38, p. 2]. The thrusters
could also be used for attitude control, particularly when
the servicer is docked to the target, but to avoid excess
fuel burn they would normally only be used for orbital
manoeuvres or to desaturate the reaction wheels.
RELATIVE NAVIGATION SYSTEM (RNS)
The RNS is used to perform navigation relative to the
target satellite and is switched to from the GNC once the
target is within sensor range. It remains active until
docking has been achieved.
RNS Requirements
The main requirements on the RNS are to provide the
following accuracies in target range, range rate, pose and
pose rate respectively to the servicer’s OBC: 1 cm, 1
cm/s, 1 °, 1 °/s. The handover between GNC and RNS
will occur at a baselined range of 80 km to match the
handover point in Astroscale’s ADRAS-J mission [39].
The onboard computer (OBC) will switch from using
orbit state vector and attitude information from the GNC
to using target range, range rate, pose and pose rate data
from the RNS.
RNS Concept and Component Selection

System
(developer)

Operational
mode

Technology
&
measurement
principle

Operational
range (m)

Documented
range
accuracy

LARS
(CSA)

Cooperative

Scanning CW
Triangulation
Pulsed TOF

0.5-10
10-10,000

Sub-mm
3 cm

LCS
(Neptec)

Cooperative
Noncooperative

Scanning CW
Triangulation

1-10

0.1 mm –
5mm (1σ)

LAMP
(JPL)

Cooperative
Noncooperative

Scanning
Pulsed TOF

<5,000

10 cm (bias)
2.6 cm (3σ)

RVS (JenaOptronik)

Cooperative

Scanning
Pulsed TOF

<2500

0.01 m – 0.5
m (bias)
0.01 m - 0.1
m (3σ)

RVS-3000
(JenaOptronik)

Cooperative
Noncooperative

Scanning
Pulsed TOF

1-500
1-100

N/F

TRIDAR
(Neptec)

Noncooperative

Scanning CW
Triangulation
Pulsed TOF

0.5-2,000

N/F

LDRI
(SNL)

Noncooperative

Scannerless
CW AM

<45

0.25 cm

DragonEye
(ASC Inc.)

Noncooperative

Scannerless
Pulsed TOF

<1,500

10 cm (bias)
15 cm (3σ)

GoldenEye
(ASC Inc.)

Noncooperative

Scannerless
Pulsed TOF

<3,000

10 cm (bias)
15 cm (3σ)

VNS (Ball
Aerospace)

Cooperative
(potentially
noncooperative)

Scannerless
Pulsed TOF

<5,000

10 – 20 cm
(3σ at 10 m)

The DogTag grappling fixture (Figure 2) found on the
OneWeb-like target satellite includes an optical fiducial

Easdown
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4. (5 m - contact)
Visible monocular camera
tracks DogTag fiducial;
pose, range, pose rate,
range rate
3. (20 m - contact)
LARS LIDAR in triangulation
mode, tracks target pose,
range, pose rate, range
rate. Backup within 5 m
2. (10 km - 20 m)
LARS LIDAR in TOF mode,
tracks target pose, range,
pose rate, range rate
1. (80 km - 10 km)
Long focal length visible
monocular camera tracks
target range, range rate

Figure 7: Proposed RNS architecture
Safety

Servicing Arm

To ensure maximum possible safety during rendezvous
and proximity operations, the servicer will employ
techniques such as a walking safety ellipse and
evacuation points, similar to those used on Astroscale’s
missions [35] [39] [44, p. 5]. Approach trajectories
would also be tightly defined and could use the r-bar
method formerly used by the Space Shuttle to approach
the International Space Station and Hubble Space
Telescope in a passively safe way [45] [46, p. 533].

A robot arm would be used for dexterous servicing
operations such as replacement of failed hardware
modules or attaching a refuelling hose. Arm options
include the Next Generation Canadarm (NGC) Small
[51] (Figure 8), the SPIDER arm used on OSAM-1 [52]
and the DARPA FREND arm on which SPIDER is based
[53] [54]. All of these would be appropriate options for
a servicer spacecraft, but the FREND arm has undergone
significant testing and is at around technology readiness
level 6 [53]. The author recommends that the servicer be
baselined to include an arm based on the FREND design,
but which could also factor in lessons learned from NGC
Small and SPIDER once the latter has been used on orbit
for the OSAM-1 mission.

GRAPPLING AND ROBOTICS
Grappling Fixture
Under the proposed mission concept, a grappling fixture
would be used as an interface between the servicing and
target and would be attached directly to the side of the
servicer. With the OneWeb satellite being baselined as a
target, the target can be assumed to carry an Altius Space
Machines DogTag grappling fixture (Figure 2). This is
normally captured using an electropermanent magnet
(EPM) grappling head on the servicer, although
mechanical and other forms of grappling are also
available [40]. Altius’ MagTag fixture, which also uses
EPMs [47], could also be used to capture hardware
modules on the target for replacement.
For other targets no grappling fixture can be assumed,
but alternatives to the DogTag that could be implemented
to enable servicing include the iBOSS iSSI [48] or
Obruta Space Systems Puck [49].

Figure 8: Next Generation Small Canadarm [55]
Tooling and Sensing

Alternatively, a probe system like that found on Northrop
Grumman’s MEV [50] could be used to capture the
engine bell of a satellite without a dedicated grappling
fixture.

Easdown

Tooling for OOS is currently an area of technology
immaturity. Generic tools such as grippers have been
used in space for some time and specialist tools have
been developed and tested for operations such as
unscrewing fuelling caps. However, there is currently no
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standard tool set or tool specification for tools designed
to work with a variety of target spacecraft. NASA’s
series of Robotic Refuelling Missions has demonstrated
tooling and procedures for propellant transfer [56]. With
no tool standards currently available though,
commercialisation in this area remains challenging.

showing that commercial OOS missions for applications
such as hardware replacement are within reach.
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ABSTRACT
Of all disease-carrying vectors, mosquitoes are the most prevalent, spreading malaria, yellow fever, and dengue
across the entire world with nearly 500 million cases, resulting in over one million deaths each year. Environmental
factors such as the presence of vegetation, water bodies, and industrial or urban areas have been strongly correlated
to the incidence of outbreaks due to their influence on the interaction between vectors and hosts as well as the
intensity of transmission given by their vectorial capacity. In the region of Lake Victoria, stagnant water bodies have
been shown to foster vector breeding habitats of the genus Anopheles, including water hyacinths, with the possible
effect of increasing the risk of vector abundance and mosquito-borne disease transmission. Considering the effects of
global warming on the spread of mosquito habitats, the rise in drug-resistant parasites, and the anthropogenic
environmental changes in surrounding land use, the Lake Victoria region could experience a resurgence of
mosquito-borne diseases during the 21st century. The Oracle-1 3U CubeSat aims to contribute to the global effort of
monitoring environmental factors influencing the geographical distribution of vectors associated with increases in
mosquito-borne disease transmission by monitoring the formation of stagnant water bodies through remote sensing.
The payload consists of a nano-hyperspectral instrument covering the visible-near infrared spectrum (400- 1000 nm)
which can acquire high-quality earth imagery on a frequent basis, at 60 m spatial resolution in 270 spectral bands at
a 6 nm spectral resolution. In addition, the planned sun-synchronous orbit for Oracle-1 with a frequent revisit time
would allow this mission to collect highly detailed and unique data on the development of stagnant water bodies in
the east african-region, which could potentially make the mission of uttermost importance for national disease
control programs in Africa, with a focus on the management of larval and mosquito control measurements.
INTRODUCTION

reconstructions of plant species distributions have
provided evidence for a general, longer-term cooling
during the Holocene [4]. Consequently, the warming
phase through which Earth passed over the years since
1940, after the cooling tendency in the world climate of
the Little Ice Age, is a minor, less than a first-order
variation [1], [3]. Nonetheless, the evolution of climate
of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries increasingly
occupies the attention of the world primarily because it
is accounted for by a combination of rising greenhouse
gases due to anthropogenic activity. The natural range
of CO2 for the past 800,000 years has been between 10
and 280 molecules per million. However, nowadays,
owning to the massive clearance of forests for
agriculture, followed by an exponential rise in the
combustion of fossil fuels, the concentration of CO 2 is
far above this limit, making the temperature jump to
levels warmer than the range to which organisms have
adapted [5]. According to the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC), the observed global mean
surface temperature for the decade 2006- 2015 was
likely between 0.75 and 0.99 degrees Celsius higher
than the average over the pre-industrial period, which is
a substantial increase in the temperature of the entire
globe [6]. To be sure, these values represent just brief
statistics for much higher regional changes, which
modify both physio-chemical equilibriums and
biological reactions in marine and terrestrial

Mid-Holocene Natural and Anthropogenic Influences
on
the
Biophysical
and
Biogeochemical
Characteristics of Water Bodies and Vegetation
Dynamics
Considering the natural climatic variability produced by
the changes in the incoming solar radiation available at
different latitudes and seasons which accompany
regular cyclical variations in the Earth's orbital
a a e e
S
ac
, e c a
e
prevailing winds and in the transparency of the
atmosphere influenced by the amount of airborne
particles, or the alternations in the circulation and heat
distribution of the atmosphere and oceans , there is no
surprise that the ea
c a e a bee
a ae
adjustment for an enormous range of time-scales [1],
[2]. However, in comparison with the large and fast
swings that typified the 10,000 years between the Last
Glacial Maximum, and the end of the Younger Dryas,
the climate of the Holocene has been relatively stable
[3], lacking the dramatic modifications for long periods
of time in the boundary conditions of the climate
system. In analogy with most of the geological history,
when the temperate influences extended to the poles,
making the planet ice-free, the pollen and macrofossil
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ecosystems. Conforming to Auhemis relation, a
temperature increase of 10 degrees Celsius can double
the kinetic energy given in a chemical reaction,
favouring processes such as dissolution, solubilisation,
and complexation and contribution to water quality
degradation [7], [8]. Additionally, the delicate
hydrological balance is prone to being deteriorated by
the imposition of the extension of arid conditions in
adjoining lands, resulting in a reduction in the drainage
basin and surface areas or in a spectacular rise in the
sedimentary load, from a sinuous suspension of clay
and silt to a less stable, coarser bedload which makes
the river rapidly shift its set of braided channels in its
downstream [9]. Regarding the vegetation structure or
other vegetation-controlled aspects of the terrestrial
ecosystem, the strong changes in carbon dioxide may
impact not only the plant productivity and water-use
efficiency, but also the soil conditions and the build-up
of habitats for other organisms, including mosquitoes
[10].

also facilitate the persistence of the
population in larger geographic ranges.

Since 1988 malaria epidemics have been reported with
an increasing frequency in Eastern Africa [14].
Globally, there are 350 to 500 million cases of malaria
annually with at least 1 million deaths [16], out of
which 93- 94% occur in Sub-Saharan Africa [17].
Similar trends have been also noticed in the case of
dengue, which has expanded its range considerably in
recent years, being responsible for 50 to 100 million
infections annually [18], while the total burden of
yellow fever in Africa has reached 84,000 170,000
severe cases, and 29,000 60,000 deaths [19]. In most
cases, the bites of Anopheles and Aedes mosquitoes
re e e
e a
e
e a ce
e
a b d ,
where it colonises a liver cell. Therein, the pathogen
divides many times, ultimately rupturing the liver cell,
and producing a new form of pathogen that infects red
blood cells. Despite of the capacity of the pathogen to
maintain itself in the circulatory system through
repetitive multiplication, some infected cells could enter
a different developmental pathway with the pathogen
undergoing meiosis to produce microgametocytes and
macrogametocytes that can be taken up by a feeding
mosquito. When cells containing male and female
gametes are ingested by the Anopheles mosquito,
sexual reproduction and genetic recombination produce
microgametes that fuse with macrogametes to form
zygotes. Developed into ookinetes, each zygote
penetrates the midgut epithelial cells where it matures
into oocysts. This further form releases a large number
of sporozoites into the mosquito hemolymph system
[20], [21]. C
de
e
e
e,
which varies between 13 and 23 days, only the old
female mosquitoes could be infected during bloodfeeding episodes as the development of sporozoites, and
the migration to the salivary glands take a minimum of
9 days when the temperatures are high (30 degrees
Celsius), and a longer amount of time in cooler periods
(20 degrees Celsius). [21] However, whether the old
female is infected, anticoagulant saliva is injected
together with the sporozoites when taking another blood
meal from a different person, thereby beginning a new
cycle. [22] Besides nectar, the blood meals after
mating are essential for the maturation of mosquito
eggs, laid in fresh or brackish aquatic habitats, strictly
dependable on the climate. The 0.5 × 0.2 mm eggs
hatch within 2- 3 days, with resulting larvae spending
9-12 days to develop into disease- carrying adults. [22]
Therefore, it is of utmost importance for integrated
disease management approaches to consider the control
of larval stages, in correlation with the environmental
variables.

The Influences of the Vegetation Dynamics and the
Changes in Water Bodies on Mosquito Ecology and
Mosquito-borne Diseases in the Lake Victoria Region
Due to the mismanagement of the natural resources and
the overall economically and politically destabilizing
factors, the Sub-Saharan African region has
experienced one of the most striking shifts in climate,
with an estimated increase in the observed mean surface
temperature of 3 up to 5 degrees by 2050 [11] and a
drop in the a
a ea a a
e a 800
in the south to le
a 200
e
[12].
Particularly interesting is the Lake Victoria basin, a
catchment area of 181,000 km2 , stretching 355 km in
east e d ec
(31 37 E 34 53 E) a d 412
north
d ec
(00 30 N 3 12 S) [13]. W a
shoreline of 4828 km, and a total water area of 68,800
km2, [13] Lake Victoria is considered the largest
reservoir of freshwater on the African territory, its
catchment being shared between Kenya, Uganda,
Tanzania, Rwanda, and Burundi [14]. Besides its pools
of waters, the tropical humid climate of the Lake
Victoria region, with temperatures ranging from 15 to
28 degrees Celsius and annual rainfall varying between
886 and 2000 mm [13], influences the ecology,
behaviour, development and the survival of larval and
adult disease-carrying mosquitoes, as well as the
mosquito biting frequency and pathogen development
rate. High temperature has been associated for over 50
years with an enhanced transmission of mosquito-borne
diseases due to the short extrinsic incubation period,
while drought conditions, and subsequently, the
diminished availability of potable water encourage the
animals to share the same water sources, exposing them
more easily to the infectious bites. [15] Consequently,
anthropogenic
activities
that
may
provoke
modifications in the environmentally fragile zones,
making the semi-arid grass- and shrubland vegetation
desert-like and disturbing the hydrological cycle, may
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Approaches
Due to technical and administrative reasons, including
the existence of inadequately eco-friendly promising
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control tools against mosquitoes, the current strategies
for vector control used in most African countries rely
on insecticide-treated nets and indoor residual spraying.
However, since the discovery of the insecticidal
potential of dicholodipenhnyltrichloroethane (DDT) in
the 1980s, the mosquitoes in both Anopheles and Aedes
genera have been exposed to insecticides either as
adults or larvae, through disease control programmes or
agriculture. [23] Consequently, they have developed
synthetic chemical insecticide resistance, threatening
the effectiveness of the modern methods, which will
subsequently achieve unsatisfactory results in the case
of future outbreaks. [24]

of narrow, contiguous, or non-contiguous distinct
spectral bands simultaneously for each pixel detected,
producing a three-dimensional data cube containing
reflectance and emittance data that can range from
ultraviolet to infrared wavelengths [32][34]. In addition,
hyperspectral imagers have a high spatial resolution and
varying spectral resolution, resulting in highly precise
and dense spectral sampling [34]. As a result, HSI is
frequently used for planetary science, astronomy,
medicine, agriculture and many other fields [31]. More
specifically, hyperspectral imaging data from Sentinel-2
and NOAA/AVHRR has been used to map the
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) of
vegetation in northern Kenya, and the Normalized
Difference Water Index (NDWI) of water bodies in
various geographical locations with a high degree of
accuracy and low cost [26][27]. Using remote sensing
to map NDVI and NDWI of geographical regions is the
most common method of mapping the composition of
vegetation and water in a large geographical area [29].
NDVI is generally used to measure vegetative health
using the visible red and near-infrared spectra [30]:

Besides the usage of ovitraps, space spray, and
biological control agents recommended on a limited
scale, and the introduction of new vector control agents,
environmental management has proved itself as a
promising and efficient tool in many countries[25] and
a real contribution to the completeness of the global
integrated control system. Comprising three categories
which
include
environmental
modification,
manipulation, and the adjustment of human habitations,
environmental management aims to manipulate the
environmental factors in order to discourage larval
formation and to reduce the contact between humans
and mosquitoes. [25] While the adjustment of human
habitations involves the regulations to keep people
away from high- risk regions, environmental
modification provides both terrestrial and aquatic
habitats with long-lasting disadvantageous conditions,
implying a reduction, and even an elimination of vector
habitats. Vegetal removal, changes in the water salinity,
or discharge, and the dewatering or flooding of swamps
represent examples of manipulation pursuits. [23], [25]

(1)

which returns a value between 0 and 1 where a value
above 0.5 indicates the presence of healthy vegetation,
since the chlorophyll present in healthy plants is
responsible for the absorption of up to 90% of visible
radiation, especially in the red spectrum, while the
cellular structure of the plant also reflects between 40%
and 50% of near-infrared radiation (NIR)[28].
However, the deterioration of the spongy mesophyll in
unhealthy vegetation with lower photosynthetic
capabilities and lower content of chlorophyll, results in
a higher absorption rate of NIR radiation [31], thus
causing a measurable change in the NDVI index.
Similarly, NDWI uses water's high absorption of NIR
and reflectance in the visible spectrum:

However, the main drawback of environmental
management operations seems to be the fact that the
maximum capability of environmental management can
only be reached if the mosquito spatial ecology,
subsequently the mosquito dynamics, and the locations
of larval breeding habitats, are very well documented.
However, to obtain the fullest understanding, the more
scientific studies in this field should be carried out. [25]
The Oracle-1 mission aims to address the needs of the
scientific community to provide valuable data to
governmental or non-governmental organisations in
order to improve the health of underprivileged
communities.

(2)

which can return a value between -1 and 1 where
positive values indicate the presence of water. In
addition, NDWI can be used as an additional vegetative
index to be used in complement with NDVI since it is
able to detect changes in liquid water content in
vegetation canopies, while experiencing less
atmospheric distortion than NDVI [29]. Since it has
been shown that vector populations are influenced by
the presence of vegetation and water bodies, Oracle 1's
scientific mission aims to map vegetation and water
bodies in the Lake Victoria region using Hyperspectral
imaging to calculate the NDWI and NDVI indices of
that region.

METHODS
Mapping Vegetation and Water
HyperSpectral Imaging in Orbit

Bodies

using

Hyperspectral imaging (HSI) is a method of sampling
spectral frequencies of planetary surfaces which has
been used in remote sensing for over 20 years [34].
Compared to multispectral or super-spectral imaging
which only detects a few different spectral bands,
hyperspectral imagers are capable of detecting hundreds
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Oracle-1 System Architecture: Mission and Platform
Characteristics

vector-borne disease control. In order to minimize the
sensor's revisit time to the Lake Victoria region and
ensure a constant illumination angle for each revisit, the
satellite's sun-synchronous orbit will be at an altitude
between 406km, with an orbital inclination of 51.6
degrees and a sensor angle of 15 degrees, which results
in a revisit time of around 1-6 days and a total of 9-24
months for the mission before atmospheric drag
significantly deorbits the satellite. To operate the
satellite, the payload will also include three-axis
stabilizers and reaction wheels for attitude control, solar
panels for power, and an on-board computer for
telemetry, data transmission, and sensor operation.
Hyperspectral Data Processing and Analysis

Figure 1: Oracle-1 System Architecture. The
diagram represents each subsystem with its main
components and defined connectivity between them.

Once collected, the data will go through preprocessing
and then be transmitted to the ground station for error
correction and exploitation. In the preprocessing stage,
the data goes through three stages. During the first
stage, Level 0, the data is calibrated by the sensor using
optical radiometry to remove the thermal signal specific
to that sensor so that the resulting data represents
radiance in physical units [33]. The resulting Level 1
data is then applied to radiative transfer models for
atmospheric compensation to remove the effects of
atmospheric absorption, Reyleigh and Mie scattering,
solar illumination, water vapor, and instrumental biases
so that the final Level 2 reflectance spectra can be
quantitatively
analyzed
[33][34].
Atmospheric
compensation can be executed either using scene-based
methods which rely on expected or known
measurements within the image to adjust the image
data, or physics-based algorithms which use
atmospheric models to estimate and remove the
atmospheric effects from the data[33]. However,
physics-based methods do not have complete accuracy
so they are often used in combination with Spectral
Polishing to remove remaining residuals [33]. Since
hyperspectral data does not depend on the
morphological properties of the objects being detected,
nonlinear exploitation can be used for data analysis
[33]. A few challenges to consider are errors introduced
by background cluttering, spectral mixing, and other
spectral variability which can be resolved using errorcorrection algorithms such as spectral unmixing using
linear mixing models, target detection to identify
isolated physical objects in the image, as well as
supervised or unsupervised classification algorithms to
correctly identify and group materials the similar
detected spectra[30]. While exploiting the data, each
spatial coordinate in the data cube will have an
associated spectral vector containing the reflectance
data required to calculate the NDVI and NDWI of that
region with corrected and calibrated data as described
above. Hence, the Oracle-1 sensor would be able to
produce mappings of water bodies and vegetation in the
Lake Victoria region during each pass for the duration
of the mission. The resulting images can then be used to
monitor the changes in water bodies and vegetation
throughout the months and even potentially anticipate

The Oracle-1 3U CubeSat system architecture and
payload, consisting of a combination of commercial and
customized components, are centred around the mission
of monitoring stagnant water bodies in the Lake
Victoria region using hyperspectral imaging, with the
goal of providing organizations and governments with
precise and helpful data to complement existing
mosquito population research in the area in vectordisease control efforts and programs. Oracle 1's
scientific payload will consist of a commercial linescanner hyperspectral imager with VNIR spectral range
(400-1000nm), 40m spatial resolution, bit depth of 12
bits, 270 spectral bands, 640 spatial bands, 6nm spectral
resolution, an angular FOV of 3.9 degrees, 350Hz
frame rate, and 480GB of onboard storage. The payload
can operate between 0 and 50 C, reaching a maximum
power of 15 W. In addition, the signal-to-noise ratio of
the collected data can be calculated as:

Figure 2: Signal-to-noise Ratio Formula
resulting in a signal-to-noise ratio of 20 db for this
hyperspectral imager [41]. The sensor uses a slit
spectrometer, which builds each layer of the data cube
using the spectral dimension and one spatial dimension
by moving, diffracting, and parsing the desired spectra
of the incoming projected image across the spatial
mask[33]. With a spectral range including NIR, and the
visible spectrum, and a spatial resolution higher than
MODIS's, a spectral resolution more adequate than
Hyperion's and PRISMA's, and a better temporal
resolution than Sentinel's, the Oracle-1 CubeSat mission
has the potential to collect and produce valuable, high
quality mappings of changes in aquatic and terrestrial
ecosystems by calculating NDVI and NDWI indices of
that area, which can be used in larval control efforts and
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future changes in the area's mosquito and vector
populations.

for LiDAR technology and general aircraft monitoring
[36] , while Airbus has a yearly revenue of £6 billion
from the UK market, which also includes nonobservational services [37]. Considering these
expenditures, the Oracle-1 s miniaturized, low-cost
device enables rapid and affordable systematic
monitoring in a panoply of applications, excepting the
ones mentioned above, which include forestry and
agricultural vegetation control, urban planning, land use
management, and geology. For example, the high revisit
time permits the detection of hydrothermally-altered
rocks, usually associated by speciality literature with
the avalanche risk regions [38], while the 6 nm
bandwidth continuous coverage can identify the cyanophycoerythrin components of main chlorophyll
pigments, an indicator in the detection of toxic algae,
and an useful variable for diverse applications implying
water quality to species succession in estuaries, and
nutrients loads. [38]

Challenges to Overcome
Although there is a multitude of Earth Observations
nanosatellites launched, few of them have been
designed to map the surface using hyperspectral
imagery, as the data could be easily affected by
numerous external factors, such as varying illumination
conditions or viewing geometry, flying height,
geometric distortion and orthorectification issues, as
well as by internal factors such as sensor type and
sensitivity, the spectral response function and dark
current levels [36]. The fundamental challenges that
have been identified in the planning of Oracle-1 mission
are:
Large Data Rate
Due to its 270 spectral bands, Oracle-1 a ad would
produce an enormous amount of data compared to the
downlink speed of antennas. Considering a travelling
speed of approximately 7 km s-1, and the exact spatial
resolution as being 40 m, the rate of data flow would be
45.36 MBps. However, the actual ground segment is
expected to download between 2.2 and 16.5% of the
total amount of observations per pass. To address this
challenge, the Oracle-1 will use 480 GB of onboard
storage as backup until the data can be downlinked, or
to increase the number of ground stations [37]

CONCLUSION
Current changes in the environmental factors are
directly responsible for the modifications in the quality
of vegetation and water bodies, which directly influence
the interaction between hosts and vectors, the
transmission patterns, the global distribution, and the
ecology of these vectors. There are high chances for
Africa to experience a resurgence of mosquito-borne
diseases, disproportionately affecting unprivileged
communities and hampering
their economic
development even more, through direct medical costs,
and indirect cost, such as the loss of productivity, and
tourism.

Calibration
As Oracle-1 3U d e ions (10 cm × 10 cm × 30 cm)
restrict the possibility to add an onboard calibration
system, the hyperspectral imager performance will be
evaluated on the ground before the scheduled launch in
December 2021. The validation of the se
specifications would help detect possible sources of
noise and error and their likelihood to alter the spectral
fidelity, the spatial consistency, and the temporal
stability of the collected data [36].

The Oracle-1 mission aims to support the global effort
to achieve health coverage in the vulnerable African
regions through the production and exploitation of highquality, open source data. Despite the huge data rates,
and the time-consuming performance assessment, the
Oracle-1 CubeSat payload with a spatial resolution
higher than MODIS's, a spectral resolution more
adequate than Hyperion's and PRISMA's, and a better
temporal resolution than Sentinel's, has the ability to
accurately identify the areas of risk, which is
fundamental to establishing future mosquito-borne
disease control programmes.

According to Barreto et al., 2019, the performance
assessment should be comprised of ample analysis of
the dark current and white reference consistency, both
temporally and spatially, the correspondence
wavelength- channel, and a precise determination of
the relationship between sensor-recorded radiance and
spectroradiometer-derived reflectance [36], which are
all time consuming.
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ABSTRACT
In order to contribute to the increased accessibility of space, this study looks to produce a novel deployment system
for CubeSat solar arrays. CubeSats are a form of nanosatellites that conform to the CubeSat Design Specification
created by California Polytechnic State University. In the past decade, their use has seen exponential growth due to
their increased functionality and reduced cost and complexity. These advancements make them a viable option for
small companies and universities who previously would not have been able to afford to enter the space industry.
The subsystem investigated in this design utilises the shape memory effect inherent in nickel-titanium shape memory
alloys. This behaviour allows the alloy to offer increased reliability due to the possibility of repeated testing that is not
an option when using traditional release mechanisms such as nichrome burn wire. In addition to this, the mechanical
and thermal properties of nickel-titanium excel in a spacecraft environment due to their low weight, high strength and
vast thermal capabilities. The subsystem itself is intended for use as a Consumer Off The Shelf product to reduce the
financial and time investment in developing an operational CubeSat for future groups.
The final design achieved in this study offers a two-part deployment mechanism that can be tested and reset back to
its initial state multiple times before launch. This benefit will reduce the number of in-orbit failures that are common
to high-risk CubeSat missions as many deployment orientated issues can be identified in the ground testing stage.
Other advantages include the minimal amount of power that is required to activate the deployment mechanism along
with the negligible amount of shock during deployment.
INTRODUCTION

Satellite appendages such as communication antennas,
solar arrays and booms are generally mission-critical
hardware. Therefore the importance of correctly
deploying such appendages cannot be overemphasized.
If a satellite experiences an issue that prevents the correct
deployment then the mission success will be put at risk.
It is likely that the mission objectives will only be
partially completed, if at all. In this case, it is common
for the satellite owners to file for extensive insurance
pay-outs. This has the knock-on effect of rising insurance
premiums which is detrimental to the space industry as a
whole because fewer groups intending to send a satellite
to space will have the funds to do so, therefore reducing
the accessibility of space.

This study aims to produce a subsystem that is focused
on reliability and robustness in order to reduce the
number of occasions that satellite missions are
compromised due to failed solar array deployment.
While the design in this study is modelled on a 3U
module, the intention is for the design to be compatible
with most variations of CubeSats and sold as a COTS
product.
The system comprises of two separate mechanisms, one
to hold the solar arrays in position during launch to
prevent a premature deployment, and a second to deploy
the solar arrays once the satellite is in the desired orbit.
The
d
i e aim i
produce a subsystem that
can be repeatedly tested prior to launch without the need
for consumable materials such as nichrome burn-wire.
The reason for this is that mechanisms that rely on these
consumable components are subject to repeatability
issues, for example; discrepancies in how tight the wire
is set, how much wire is used or the exact location where
the wire is wound. These factors can lead to different
results when the system is activated or released. It is
crucial that the mechanism can be tested in the exact state
it will be in, when in orbit. With the use of a shape
memory alloy (SMA), the subsystem can be set as it
would be for launch, tested, and then set back to the same
state as it was in pre-deployment. This provides CubeSat
designers with the knowledge that the subsystem will
perform as witnessed during testing.
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The goal therefore is to tackle the issues relating to
satellite appendage deployment. however a study
conducted by Freeman, M (1993) that investigated
deployment anomalies associated with satellite
appendage deployment described the failures as the
most puzzling and subsequently most unpredictable
flight anomalies .
WHAT ARE THE ISSUES AND HOW CAN THEY
BE OVERCOME?
There is a plethora of potential issues and problems that
can lead to satellite appendage failure. In order achieve
the most improvement in satellite reliability, Freeman,
M. (1993) focused on only those problems that could be
directly attributed to, or highly suspected to be, possible
causes of on-orbit spacecraft appendage failures, this list
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has then been further vetted so that it is relevant for
CubeSat class satellites.

thermal expansion between touching parts, examples of
this include rotating arms, or extending telescopic
booms.

Mechanical launch loads

Because of these adverse effects, it is important to ensure
that thorough consideration has been given to both the
design and material of deployment mechanisms. This
concerns the choice of deployment method, in particular
the number of moving components that will be
interacting with each other, as well as materials the
components are made of and the lubricants that are used
to assist in appendage deployment.

On-orbit thermal and solar effects
Inadequate ground-based testing
Mechanical launch loads
Satellite appendage, particularly those used on
nanosatellites such as CubeSats, must be small in mass
so as to save space and weight, this commonly comes at
the cost of the components strength and rigidity as parts
are made thinner and more intricate to achieve the
desired low mass. As a result the experienced stresses in
these lightweight appendages can become extreme when
subject to the mechanical loads generated in a rocket
launch.

Limitations of Laboratory Testing
The effectiveness of laboratory testing is limited by the
ability to replicate the different scenarios the satellite will
experience in its lifecycle. This relates to the test
facilities being able to replicate the environment of both
the rocket launch as well as low earth orbit.

Vertical G forces alone are less of a concern to the
structural integrity of the deployables than the additional
vibrations that are also experienced, this is because the
strength of materials used in structural components of
satellites and their appendages such as aluminium, steel,
titanium, PTFE (Polytetrafluoroethylene) and similar,
can withstand a force equal to approximately three times
their weight. The vibrations of a rocket launch however
can amplify these loads and potentially cause permanent
failures.

While there are facilities such as thermal vacuum
chambers that can attempt to simulate the conditions of
LEO by creating extreme temperatures and low
atmospheric pressure, these currently cannot be
combined with zero-gravity
There are currently vibration tables that can be used to
simulate the vibrations experienced throughout a rocket
launch, these can even be conducted with the CubeSat
integrated into the P-POD to analyse the conditions at a
system level, however, it is not physically or
economically possible to conduct these tests at a vehicle
level.

The primary sources of spacecraft structural vibrations
are generated by engines producing high-intensity noise
pressure and the aerodynamic forces as the spacecraft is
propelled through the atmosphere. However, as stated by
Freeman, M (1993), these vibroacoustic conditions are
heavily researched and documented, as a result, satellite
designs tend to account for, and handle these
environments very well.

CURRENT DEPLOYMENT MECHANISMS
There are many options available to a CubeSat developer
that requires solar arrays, these include, linear and rotary
actuation, pyrotechnics, guiding mechanisms, damping
mechanisms and initial release mechanisms

Instead, the area of concern is the large pyrotechnic
shocks that produce high frequency, but short duration
shocks. These occur at key stages of the launch process
such as engine ignition, stage separation and the release
and deployment of satellites and appendages.

In his study Hohn (2011) identifies a variety of
mechanisms that are involved with the deployment of
solar arrays. These are divided into four categories:

In a study conducted by Moeing, C. (1984) it was
discovered that 85 of the 88 anomalies (96.5%) that
occurred in USAF satellites and launch vehicles
launched under USAF Contract No. F04701-C-0084
were found to be related to the pyrotechnic events. This
suggests it is imperative to design and test satellites to
these conditions.

The study is extremely relevant to this paper, and many
of the researched mechanisms could have been feasible
design options for the CubeSat deployment mechanism.
One of the actuation methods discussed is the chosen
design for this study - Shape Memory Alloys (SMA). It
is discussed as a stand-alone method, but also mentioned
to be a feasible option when integrated into the other
methods.

Thermal Effects on Tribology
In a low earth orbit, for a typical 3-year mission, a
satellite can expect to complete 12 - 17 orbits. This
therefore means, the same number of cycles through
extreme temperatures. These can be as low as -120°C
while in an eclipse, and as high as +150°C while directly
exposed to the sun. These vast temperature gradients can
cause a variety of issues, namely increased resistance and
friction between moving components as a result of
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Hohn (2011) discusses the use of SMAs in coil springs,
torsion springs, flexible joints, spiral springs and torsion
bars. The study highlights the advantages of using SMAs
such as their high work per volume ratio, that they can
be used in a retracting motion and that existing small
mechanisms are partially available in other fields.
The disadvantages are that there are only two positions
ha ca be emembe ed , e e al igge ma be
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It was noted in the paper that the application of SMAs
should be evaluated from a system-level in order to
completely capture any potential issues. The design of
the hinge was a simple sheet of SMA that posed no
immediate complication, but the integration of this sheet
onto the CubeSat resulted in various problems. This also
supports their other point on how prototype assembly
and testing is crucial to uncover issues that may not arise
in models and simulations.

required, the design process can be complicated, and
he e i a i k f f ge f l e
he
ed i a
different position for a long time.
Common alternatives to using a shape memory alloy
include using nichrome burn-wire as a Hold and Release
Mechanism (HRM) and pairing this with a spring-loaded
or torsion hinged solar array. Park, Chae and Oh (2019)
highlight in their study the advantages of using this
method, such as high loading capacity, reliable wire
cutting, multiplane constraints and handling simplicity
during the tightening process.

SHAPE MEMORY ALLOY APPLICATION

The deployable solar array subsystem in the study
consists of a PCB panel with solar cells to generate
power in-orbit, a burn-wire triggering HRM to
implement holding and release functions of the solar
panel and torsional hinges to provide torque for
deployment.

Shape Memory Effect
The principle of the Shape Memory Effect (SME) occurs
because SMAs can exist in two different phases,
Martensite and Austenite, and these different states have
different atomic structures. Therefore a phase shift
between these different structures results in different
physical properties, principally the shape or geometry. A
phase shift is initiated when the alloy undergoes a
thermal variation. There are four critical temperatures in
a phase shift.

In the study, various flaws of traditional burn-wire
HRMs are highlighted and improved upon, such as the
fact that traditional burn-wire applications only
constrains the array in the out of plane direction. In
addition, the tightening of the wire often has to be done
on a flat surface, which creates a more significant
challenge that can lead to insecure retention of the arrays.
However, as Park, Chae and Oh (2019) outline in their
study, there are engineering solutions to these problems.

Austenite start As, Austenite finish
start Ms, Martensite finish Mf.

Af, Martensite

They indicate the temperatures at which the phase
changes begin and end. The graph below plots these
temperatures on a graph of temperature and percentage
Martensite (epsilon).

However, they do go on to identify that irregular
workmanship when winding the wire around the
mechanism can lead to unexpected results. This is a
particular concern as each time the mechanism is tested
the burn wire is consumed and new wire must be applied.
This therefore means that the nichrome burn-wire
applied to the satellite when it is loaded into the
Expendable Launch Vehicle (ELV) has not been tested.
It is this element of risk that is inherent when using burnwire that has prompted a study into mechanisms that do
not utilise consumable components.
In a recent project, Guzik, A and Benefan, O. (2018)
carried out a project at the NASA Glenn Research Center
into designing and developing a CubeSat solar array
deployment mechanism using SMAs.
Their project was built upon SMAs that were being
developed at the Glenn Research Center at the time and
summarised the development of the mechanisms, their
functionality and the lessons learnt throughout the
process.

Figure 1 Temperature phase diagram for a generic
SMA
At a low temperature, the alloy is entirely martensite. As
the temperature of the alloy is increased, the phase
follows the red line and reaches As (austenite start) this
is the temperature at which the alloy begins to transform
to austenite. As the temperature increases further, the
percentage martensite decreases and proportionally the
percentage of austenite increases, up to Af, where the
austenite transformation is complete, and there is 0%
martensite.

The final mechanisms take advantage of both the SME
and pseudo-elasticity that is inherent in SMAs.
The goal of the project was to improve the reliability of
solar array (SA) deployment and therefore reduce
mission failures. SMAs were chosen to be the design
focus, and various concepts were investigated early into
the project. The chosen method uses an SMA pin puller
and superelastic spring hinges to minimise the total mass
of the subsystem.
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The SME can be a one-way or two-way process. In the
graph above the process is two-way. When the alloy is
cooled the process will reverse and follow the blue line
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on the graph. It is important to note that the SMA
experience hysteresis. When the temperature drops
enough to reach Ms, the phase change back to martensite
will be initiated and continue back to where the alloy is
100% martensite, providing the temperature continues to
drop to Mf.

the application of SA deployment, it may be more
desirable to have the Ni i l emembe a
ii
he
than flat. In many cases, an angle greater than 0 degrees
will increase solar exposure. In this case, the Nitinol
hee ca be ha e e . The hee ca be c
ai ed i
the desired position and then heat-treated for a set
amount of time dependent on the composition of the
alloy, as well as the desired thermal and mechanical
properties.

However, for the application intended in this study, only
a one-way transformation is desirable. When the satellite
i i he la ch c fig a i , he NiTi ab ill be i
the martensite phase and folded 180 degrees on
themselves. Once the CubeSat has reached its desired
orbit, the NiTi tabs will be heated up to Af, resulting in a
phase change and associated geometrical change back to
a fla
0 deg ee . Thi ill be he de l ed
ii
as the unfolding tabs will deploy the array. Because
CubeSats are not required to return from orbit, the solar
a a d e
eed
be acked a a agai ,
reverse transition needs to occur.

Additionally, the Nitinol can have different surface
finishes; the most desirable finish for this study is oxidefree (pickled) as this again has the lowest outgassing
value and joining operations such as soldering and
adhesives both of which are utilised will be more
reliable.
DEPLOYMENT MECHANISM
SMA hinge release

This is preferable for the intended design as the
conditions for a one-way process vary from those of a
two-way. A two- a SMA ha a
ed or
emembe ed ha e i b h he a e i e a d ma e i e
phase. Therefore, a two way SMA would require the
alloy to be heated to Af for the full phase transformation
and associated geometry change to occur, then held at or
above the Ms temperature in order to maintain the
austenite phase and geometry; otherwise, the SMA
would begin to shift phase back to the martensite state as
the temperature drops below Ms. For a one-way SMA
l
e a mic
c e i emembe ed . Thi means
once the alloy has been heated from martensite to
austenite, the alloy geometry will change to the
emembe ed h ical ha e. A he ha e cha ge
back to the martensite as the alloy cools, the SMA will
emai i he emembe ed ha e.

The final release mechanism utilises two NiTi tabs that
are bonded and fastened to both the CubeSat bus and the
deployable solar array, along with a piano hinge in the
centre (as seen in figure 2). The NiTi tabs will have a
emembe ed a e i e ha e f a fla ec a gle. Whe
cool and malleable, in the martensite phase, the tabs can
be fixed to the CubeSat and folded back on themselves
i
he la ch c fig a i .

This is beneficial for a CubeSat because only a relatively
small amount of power will be required to heat the SMA.
Compared to the need to heat a two-way SMA
continuously throughout the duration of the mission,
power usage on satellite missions is of great importance
so this design feature is critical.
Figure 2 Exterior view of the hinge
mechanism in the 'deployed' position

Introduction to Nitinol
The chosen SMA for this project is a Nickel-Titanium
alloy (NiTi or Nitinol). Nitinol is ideal for space
applications as the nickel composition lends itself to
reducing the outgassing value of the material, this is
beneficial as outgassing can have severe adverse effects
on satellite subsystems, such as optical and high-voltage
devices Jiao, Z. et al (2019). At the same time, the
titanium provides a high strength to weight ratio,
allowing the mass of components, and therefore the
associated costs for launch to be smaller without
comprising the strength.
Nitinol sheet is most commonly manufactured flat,
therefore the remembered shape is also flat; however, for
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The tabs will have oxygen-free copper electrical wire
direct from the onboard power supply soldered to their
internal face. Once the CubeSat is in the intended orbit,
the power from the on-board supply will heat the tabs
through the process of Joule heating.

Therefore, the time to deploy can be derived from the
total amount of energy required along with the rate of
energy being supplied:
𝑡

𝑄
𝑃

(4)

Where t = time to deploy
Assuming the signal to deploy is sent when the satellite
is not in an eclipse, deployment times are calculated to
be under 10 seconds with the above mentioned power
supplies.
A variable resistor may be desirable to limit the current
flowing through the circuit. This can help slow down the
rate of heating to reduce any thermal shock the tabs may
experience.
When the tabs reach the As temperature, the NiTi will
begin to transform from martensite to austenite. As this
process occurs, the tabs will begin to unfold and revert to
their original flat shape, in doing so the tabs will deploy
the solar arrays.

Figure 3 Cross-sectional view of the
internal bonding between the electrical
wires and the SMA tabs
The amount of energy required to heat each tab to Af is
found using:
𝑄

One of the benefits of this method is the negligible effect
the deployment will have on the attitude of the satellite
due to the almost non-existent shock. Many springloaded or pyrotechnic releases require dampeners as part
of the deployment mechanism due to the inertia created
by rapidly deploying external structures. These
dampeners add to the weight, complexity and cost of the
satellite.

(1)

𝑐 𝑚 ∆𝑇

Where Q = energy; c = specific heat capacity; m =
mass; ∆𝑇 = change in temperature.
∆𝑇

𝑇 −𝑇

(2)

𝑚

Where 𝑇 = austenite finish temperature; 𝑇 𝑚
ambient temperature of the NiTi tabs while in orbit.

The total power required from the battery pack to actuate
the tabs are shown in the table below. An ambient
temperature of 0°C is used to represent a median
temperature in the experienced range.

=

The ambient temperature of the NiTi will be dependent
on the orbital conditions which will vary greatly
according to the a elli e exposure to the sun. Mission
controllers monitor these conditions and determine the
most appropriate time do deploy the arrays in order to
minimise risk. The ambient temperature at this time will
be taken to calculate the amount of energy required.
The power delivered to the tabs is found by:
𝑃

(3)

𝐼𝑉

Where P = power; I = current; V = voltage.
U i g da a f m he GOM ace C m le e
for 3U-nanosatellite he c e a d l age

e
i

l
ae

3.3 volts at 3 amps
5 volts at 3 amps.
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Table 1 Battery power usage for solar array
deployment
Configuration

Power required
to deploy solar
array(s) (WattsHours)*

% stored battery
capacity**

1 Deployable
Array

0.05

0.3% - 0.6%

2 Deployable
Arrays

0.10

0.6% - 1.2%

3 Deployable
Arrays

0.15

0.9% - 1.7%

4 Deployable
Arrays

0.20

1.2% - 2.3%

Figure 4 Retention Mechanism in the 'Launch'
configuration
The retention mechanism can be released from the
launch position when the pivot arm is actuated using the
SME of NiTi wire.
The NiTi i e ill ha e a emembe ed a e i e
geometry of defined length. When cool and malleable, in
the martensite phase, the wire will be stretched to a
greater length. The wire will then be fed through a course
of channels to compact the wire into a smaller area. Once

* The power required to deploy the solar array(s) does
not include the power needed to actuate the pin-puller as
this value is negligible in comparison.
** The %
ed ba e ca aci
i based upon the
GOM ace
Complete power supply for 3Unanosatelli e hich c me
i h a ba e ca aci
f
2600-5200 mAh.
Retention Mechanism
According to the CubeSat Design Specification (CDS),
all deployables must be constrained by the CubeSat and
not the P-POD. Until further analysis and testing has
been conducted, it is unclear if the NiTi tabs alone have
sufficient strength to constrain the solar arrays within the
envelope of the rails. Because of this, another mechanism
would be required to hold the panels against the structure
of the CubeSat to ensure compliance. This is often where
the use of nichrome burn-wire is employed. As the SME
has already been utilised the same phenomenon was
incorporated into the retention mechanism. This will
reduce the number of different technologies used in the
satellite, which can help to reduce the risk of failure.

Figure 5 Pin puller device in the
retention mechanism
the NiTi wire is heated to As the phase will begin to
change and wire will contract back to its original length,
in doing so it will pull the pin clear of the retaining slot.
Once the pin is pulled clear the two compressed springs
will push the plates apart, the shorter shafts used to hold
the arrays in place will be displaced and this will in turn
unpin the solar arrays from the CubeSat preparing them
for deployment. The longer support shafts stay in contact
with both plates, ensuring that the unfixed plate does not
become dislodged inside the CubeSat.

The mechanism utilises two plates, one fixed in position
and the other with one degree of freedom. These plates
compress two springs in between them that are guided by
two shafts. In the la ch c fig a i
he la e a e
pinned together at a proximity that allows additional
shafts to pass through slots attached to each array, which
in turn pins the arrays in position.

The majority of sources state that NiTi wire contracts
between 3% - 7%, however the most formal, published
source (Nichols, 2018) states 20%.
In order to be conservative and by using the most
commonly reported figures, 5% contraction was
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FUTURE WORK
Thermal FEA
Thermal Finite Element Analysis (FEA) would be used
to simulate the conduction heating of the NiTi from the
supplied current, as well as simulating the extreme
temperatures experienced in low earth orbit. This would
be used to provide data on the radiation heating of the
NiTi tabs, This can be used to determine if additional
solar protection would be required to prevent premature
actuation or thermal warping.
Thermal FEA software cannot calculate the heating of
the NiTi from solar radiation alone and the user must
explicitly input the radiation conditions. As a result of
this, for the software to be accurate as possible, mission
data regarding the orbital conditions between the time the
satellite leaves the ELV and when solar arrays are
deployed should be gathered and entered into the FEA
software.

Figure 6 Retention mechanism in the 'Deployed'
configuration
assumed - empirical tests will be conducted to validate
this figure. From examining the dimensionally accurate
Computer-Aided Design (CAD) assembly it was
possible to determine that the wire needed to contract
2.5mm to pull the pin clear of the retaining slot. This
would therefore require an extended length of 50mm.

Launch G-Force Loading
Mechanical FEA would be used to simulate vibrations
and G-forces experienced in launch. Individual structural
components will be evaluated as well as the system as a
whole.

PRESENT AND FUTURE RESULTS
The CAD assembly created in this study was produced
to scale. This allowed the assembly of components to be
i ali ed a d he de ig
ge me
be alida ed
against the CDS requirements. In addition to this, the
components were assigned the correct materials allowing
data to be gathered on the weights of the subassemblies
and the subsystem as a whole.
Table 2 Quantities and masses of the mechanism's
components
Sub-assembly / Components
Base Plate
Top Plate
Release Shaft Sub-assembly
Bushings
Release Shafts
Nuts
Washers
Slot Bushings
Support Shaft Sub-assembly
Bushings
Nuts
Washers
Slot Bushings
support shafts
springs
Pin-Puller
NiTi Wire
Pin-Puller Base
Lever Arm
Universal Joint
Grand Total

Individual Mass
Sum of
(g)
Quantity Mass (g)
66.1
1
66.1
64.2
1
64.2
1.52
6
9.12
0.43
6
2.58
0.67
6
4.02
0.23
6
1.38
0.13
6
0.78
0.06
6
0.36
1.95
2
3.9
0.43
2
0.86
0.23
2
0.46
0.13
2
0.26
0.06
2
0.12
1.03
2
2.06
0.07
2
0.14
1.81
1
1.81
0.04
1
0.04
0.89
1
0.89
0.21
1
0.21
0.67
1
0.67
145.13

The CubeSat and all the incorporated subsystems must
be able to withstand the axial loading of a rocket launch.
For this study, accelerations of up to 12G would be
investigated so as to include a factor of safety. The key
points of interest will be the release pin for the retention
mechanism as this contains the thinnest components and
therefore should experience the most concentrated
stresses. The other being the solder joints between the
electrical wires and the SMA tabs, as these have the
possibility of detaching which could cause the
deployment subsystem to be inoperable.
ESA requirements state that for all elements to be
qualified by analysis, the margins on the yield stress shall
be 1.6 times that of experienced loads, and the ultimate
stresses shall be 2.0 times that of the experienced loads.
Launch Vibration Testing
Sinusoidal and random vibration tests will be carried out.
For sinusoidal analysis, frequencies between 5 Hz 100
Hz will be examined, and for random vibrations,
frequencies between 20 Hz 2000 Hz in accordance with
GSFC-STD-7000A and the ESA published S acec af
Mecha ical L ad A al i Ha db k .
A modal analysis will initially be run to determine the
natural frequencies of the assembly; this will highlight
the frequencies that can be harmful should any resonance
occur.
The Poly Picosatellite Orbital Deployer Mk II
specification states that the integrated P-POD s first
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natural frequency must be above 120 Hz. Should the first
natural frequency of the CubeSat and integrated
subsystems occur under this threshold, then to remain in
line with ESA recommendation, stiffeners such as highpressure laminated G10 material can be applied to the
PCB s la a a
e g he he hell f he C beSa .

be an issue with the other, such as a disconnected
electrical wire.

Expected Results

the amount of power required to heat the individual
elements to Af should be tested empirically in order to
validate the theoretical calculations.

As well as deployment forces, the failure rate of
deploying the Nitinol should be tested, having this data
can be used at a system level to determine reliability

It is expected that the components made from
aluminium-6061 such as the square plates in the retention
mechanism will have sufficient structural strength.
Therefore it may be possible to further optimize these
parts by reducing their thickness or removing larger
sections than those that have already been cut away to
save weight. Software may be used to achieve an
architected design.

CONCLUSION
The mechanisms designed in this study achieve the goal
of developing an in-orbit solar array deployment
mechanism that does not rely on any consumable
components and can, therefore, be repeatedly tested prior
to launch. This will in turn help achieve the goal of
reducing in-orbit failures through increased reliability.
The retention mechanism effectively constrains the SAs
throughout launch and has an efficient actuation process.
The deployment mechanism utilises the SME inherent in
SMAs to provide a tailored, reliable, low shock
deployment.
Throughout the process, the design for manufacture
mentality has been kept at the forefront of engineering
decisions. This is to ensure that the subsystem can be
manufactured in practice, and integrated without
unnecessary complication, into a variety of CubeSat
configurations. This is ideal for a COTS product as
various CubeSat builders will be able to implement the
design into their build without major modifications.

The PTFE components pose a higher risk of failing or
deforming from the loads in particular, the 3D printed
PTFE pin- lle . Thi i beca e f he c m
e
smaller cross-sectional area and the lower structural
strength of PTFE compared to aluminium.
If the pin-puller does deform, then the design will have
to be re-evaluated. The material could be changed to
aluminium with a solid lubricant applied, or additional
support could be printed.
Additionally, it is expected that the 1mm NiTi tabs will
have enough strength to maintain structural integrity. As
a result optimization should be investigated to reduce the
thickness of the tabs. Guzix, A and Benefan, O (2018)
used NiTi hinges that were 0.2mm thick this could be
used as a benchmark to begin the optimization.

The CAD assemblies that have been created demonstrate
the deployment motion for all mechanisms. The
accuracy in the models also allowed for material
properties to be applied and accurate calculations of mass
to be obtained. This is crucial for the total mass and
determining the location of the centre of mass.

Recommended Empirical Testing
Certain empirical tests can be conducted in order to
further validate the proposed design. Additionally, there
is specific data needed for this study that must be
obtained empirically.

There are further simulations and empirical tests that
need to be completed to validate the decisions that have
been made and exploit any potential optimisations yet to
be investigated. Nevertheless, the requirements that have
been researched in this study have guided the design to a
ii
he e bec mi g la ch alified i a eali ic
possibility. Through actioning both the recommended
analytical and empirical tests, this possibility can
become a reality. This is, therefore, evidence that
suggests that shape memory alloys provide a very
feasible and functional solution to traditional methods.

Testing for the near future
There are specific empirical tests that can be conducted
in facilities currently available to the researcher. These
can validate predicted results and provide empirical data
where accurate calculations have not been feasible.
Firstly, as recommended by Guzik, A and Benefan, O.
(2018), producing prototypes or 3D printed models can
help identify issues in functionality or assembly that can
be missed when working with purely virtual models.
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ABSTRACT
One of he mo im o an abili ie in ecie i he abili o comm nica e. Thi a e o o e e o ake hen
and if alien came in con ac i h h man , and ho h man o ld comm nica e i h hem. The i a ion o ld be
a ime- en i i e cena io, meaning ha comm nica ion i a he mo im o ance if ch an e en e e o ha en.
Fi , h man o ld need o e abli h m al eace b con e ing ha he e i no h ea o he alien ace. Second, he
alien
o ld need o ackno ledge hi nde anding and eci oca e. Thi
o ld be e emel diffic l o do
ega dle of hei in elligence le el nle
he a e e h man-like and ha e imila i ie o o
a of
comm nica ing. The fi
e o a d nde anding hei mind i o anal e hei le el of in elligence - Le el
1-Lo in elligence, Le el 2-H man-like in elligence o Le el 3-Ad anced o High In elligence. The e h ee le el
go hand in hand i h he Ka da he cale. F he , he Ba o cale ill al o be ed o ca ego i e alien ecie in
ho e of de elo ing a common ni e al lang age o comm nica e in. Thi a e ill del e in o ho he le el of
in elligence can be ed o a d achie ing comm nica ion i h alien b
edic ing a io
o ible cena io and
o come b
o o ing an in en i e ca ego i a ion
em. Thi can be achie ed b
d ing hei Emo ional and
In elligence Q o ien (along i h echnological and cien ific kno ledge/in elligence). The limi a ion and
ca abili ie of hei in elligence m
al o be
died. B ob e ing ho he e ond and eac (e e ion and
en e ) o diffe en kind of cena io , i em and eo le, he da a ill hel enable good ca ego i a ion. I can be
h o he i ed ha he mo e h man-like alien a e, o can ela e o h man , he mo e likel i i ha comm nica ion i
o ible. De ending on he i a ion, ei he h man can each alien a h man lang age, o h man can lea n an alien
lang age, o bo h he ace o k oge he o de elo a m al nde anding o mode of comm nica ion. The e a e
h ee o ible a of con ac . Alien i i Ea h, o h man di co e alien hile on ace e lo a ion, o h o gh
echnolog in he fo m of ignal . A m ch a e ca e o ld be h man and alien
nning in o each o he d ing a
ace e edi ion of hei o n. The fi
o o ibili ie allo a mo e in-de h anal i of he alien life and
enhanced e l com a ed. The im o ance of finding a me hod of alking i h alien i im o an in o de o no
onl
o ec Ea h and h man b a he fo he ad ancemen of Science h o gh he ha ed kno ledge be een he
o ecie .

BACKGROUND
Fo ho and of ea , mankind ha dedica ed him elf
o he
i of e lo ing one of he mo m e io ,
e baffling no ion of he ni e e
he e i ence of
e a e e ial alien life. De i e i h o he icali ,
m ch a en ion ha been aid o he echnical and
e lo a o d namic of comm nica ing i h alien ;
i h la ge amo n
of e ea ch foc ing on
elec omagne ic ignalling echni e and enginee ing
ace-bo ne ime ca le
ch a he Vo age obe.
Ho e e , m ch of hi elen le
i can of en
o e look he i al idea of he ocial and ling i ic
mechanic
nde inning alien comm nica ion i h
mankind; an a g abl
icele com onen of e ea ch
conce ning h man con ac i h alien life. Acco ding o

Arif & Raviraja

he O fo d Engli h Dic iona , ling i ic i he
cien ific
d of lang age and i
c e. Thi i
incl i e of elemen
ch a g amma , n a and
hone ic . The a ea of e ea ch e amining he lang age
and comm nica ion
le of e a- e e ial life i
di e el efe ed o a a oling i ic ( ed in hi
a e , hencefo h), enoling i ic [9] o e oling i ic
[6, 7]. S b-b anche of ling i ic ha a e of a ic la
ele ance o hi
a e a e com a a i e ling i ic ,
choling i ic and ocioling i ic ; a ea ha de i e
hei ignificance in he in e ac ion be een c ea e ,
a en
hea il
e ea ched in he niche field of
a oling i ic .
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Anal i and cce f l im lemen a ion of h man
alien comm nica ion ma be mo e diffic l han once
ho gh . The c en
nde inning of gene a i e
o e ie of lang age in h man n me ical cogni ion
a e ho gh o ha e a iall o igina ed f om n mbe
heo and he ba ic
e of cce o f nc ion o
di ing i h be een n mbe
[4]. O he
ke
cha ac e i ic ha infl enced lang age e e ol n a
con ol
of
ignal
od c ion
(in en ional
comm nica ion) and Theo of Mind, fo e am le [4].
S ch cha ac e i ic ma ha e la ed a ole in ha ing
mode n comm nica i e indica o of en imen ch a
ol me, i ch and agg e i e one. In ligh of hi , i i
im o an o no e ha ch indica o of en imen (and
hence meaning) ma be adicall diffe en in he alien
lang age, e hibi ing ol mo hic o e ie o im l
no e i ing a all [26]. F he , com le i ma be
added d e o he a aling i ic ( ing a mode of
in-di ec comm nica ion no
ic l defined in a
lang age, ch a con e ing meaning h o gh ol me)
na e of h man comm nica ion [5], a alien lifefo m
ma o ma no e hibi hi comm nica ion in a ing
a . Thi c ea e a ignifican challenge fo h man ,
a he a k of e abli hing a m al comm nica ion
me hod in he fo m of a lang age ma be nkno ingl
com le .

a he o ible ambig i of alien ea on fo a i ing
on Ea h make he need fo a id nde anding gen ;
a alien
o e co ld ange f om ho ili and o al
de c ion of h mani
o ha mle
o i m and
en e ainmen [21].
Thi a e e lo e he e no ion , la gel foc ing on
ho anal ical long and ho - e m
choling i ic and
ocioling i ic a egie ma be im lemen ed in o de
o en e moo h in e ac ion be een mankind and
e a- e e ial life.
SECTION 1: SHORT TERM EVALUATION &
FIRST RESPONSE
I i e im o an o ha e e
o e me hod and
oced e of ha e a e o be aken if alien e e
o ii
. The main
o e of doing o i o en e
he afe of he h man o la ion. The econd main
ea on o ld be fo kno ledge e ac ion f om he
alien . Thi mean cien ific endea o and o ibl
fo m a galac ic alliance i h he alien o mee mo e
in elligen
ecie ac o
he ni e e. H man m
con ide he o ibili ha alien migh hold al able
info ma ion ha migh hel h man o og e a a
galac ic ecie [28]. Some of he al able info ma ion
of hi kind o ld be an he e f om ol ing h nge
and o e
o ligh - eed ace a el o immo ali .
Hence he need o en i e.

The e abli hmen of me hodologie fo nde anding
comm nica ion and add e ing
i e in a ola ile
en i onmen i ano he c cial e in he managemen
of an Ea h-ba ed alien enco n e fo man ea on .
One can ob e e hen looking a hi o , ha hen
ne enco n e a e handled in an incom e en manne ,
chao ma en e. A famo e am le of hi i he A ec
ci ili a ion enco n e i h he S ani h con i ado
in 1519, and he A ec
b e en de c ion
he eaf e . Acco ding o ome a chaeologi , he
A ec
e e immedia el defea ed d e o hei o n
i e and chao ic hock a he a i al of he
S ania d [6]. Thi c l al n e a edne
of he
A ec
o ide le on o lea n fo mode n h mani
lan fo enco n e ing and comm nica ing
ih
e a e e ial life. P o e
oced e , ag eemen and
olicie fo comm nica ing i h alien on a i al can
ell m ch of he ma hem ha ma a i e o he i e
ch a he ma
anic de lo men of mili a a e
d e o mi in e e ed eacef l comm nica ion f om
alien o oli ical di nion a o ld leade lo e fai h
in in e go e nmen al alliance abili ie o handle alien
a i al and b e en comm nica ion. Efficienc in
he e oce e co ld o k o ed ce he chance of ch
e en . Mo eo e , hi efficienc ma al o be im o an
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Ha ing an ac ion lan a ell a a dedica ed f ame o k
fo hen an nkno n ecie f om o e
ace come
in con ac i h h man , i a e im o an hing fo he
ained e i ence of mankind. The main ea on fo
ha ing ch a lan i o en e a m ch e a a ion a
o ible fo
a io
o ible i a ion ha migh
endange h man , a
ell a gi ing h mani he be
chance of o i i e o come f om ini ial con ac and
managing i k (mi iga ing nega i e o come ). The
i e of comm nica ing i h alien o ca
o an
gen i k a e men in he ho - e m can be
a oached f om man diffe en angle . Thi ec ion
o line
ha
ch a lan migh look like, he fac o
ha need o be e lo ed i hin hi lan, and o ible
limi a ion of he o o ed f ame o k fo ho e m
( eac i e) e on e o ET life.
Thi a e and ec ion ill foc on he mo e in elligen
alien ecie ha come in con ac i h h man . Thi i
d e o he fac ha le e in elligen alien ecie ill
ha e a im le e of c i e ia o be nde ood. To d a
an analog , le e in elligen alien ma im l be of
he e i alence of e , and hei anal i o ld come
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nde a diffe en ca ego
ha hi a e i n majo l
conce ned i h. Thi
a e deal
i h he mo e
in elligen ecie a he
e en a fa g ea e h ea o
he h man ace.
1.1 D

a
a a

Anal ing iabili of a h man defence o a
co n e -a ack cena io. I i in he in e e of
h man , ha he alien do no engage in malicio
ac
and in ead
o k o gain a deg ee of
nde anding of each o he ' defen i e and
offen i e ca abili ie (one co ld ded c f om he
alien
e ence on Ea h, ha hei
a egic
ca abili i ignifican l mo e ad anced han ha
of h man ). Ho e e , h man
ma
ill
cce f ll
eek o
lne abili ie
i hin ET
inf a c e - ch a cond c ing o e f l c be
a ack again e e e-enginee ed alien code - a
i k alien ma no ha e acco n ed fo ). Tha
o ld allo a dee e nde anding of he e each
ecie lie in he in elligence ange and f he
ha e an e change abo he kno ledge he each
hold abo he ni e e [16].

a
a -a

a
The a oache defined in hi e ea ch a e fo a id
e on e and long e m comm nica ion e abli hmen
a e e diffe en . The ea on fo ha i
i e ob io
d e o he diffe en end goal of each age. In he a id
e on e age, h man and alien come in con ac fo
he e fi
ime and ge o kno ba ic info ma ion
abo each o he . In he la e age, if i og e e o,
he o ecie a e
ing o go f he han j ba ic
info ma ion abo hem el e . The a id e on e age
i im o an and deal
i h immedia e e al a ion in
o de o a e
and im lemen con in o
lan
conce ning he follo ing fac o :

) S


a
En ing ha he eam ha
ill be
engaging
i h ET life di ec l i ade a el
elec ed and e a ed, aking in o acco n of he
c en kno n na e of he alien , a
ell a
making
e he engagemen me hod i ag eed
on - fo e am le diffe ing me hod
o ld be
i able fo he di co e of alien ignal , e
alien a i ing in h ical fo m on Ea h.

i) H a Sa
&S
The ga ging of an
immedia e h ea
o h man ec i
ch a
o en ial i e
i h food
lie , biological
h ea , ci il a , a e ec i , oli ical im ac
and h ea in he immedia e icini
o nding
he e ence of he alien .

a

ii) I
a
he e i en b
non-agg e i e
ga he ing,
anal i
and
di emina ion of info ma ion hedding ligh on he
afo emen ioned fac o . A logical f ame o k i
needed and ha in elligence ga he ing and e ea ch
i i al o gaining an acc a e, holi ic ho e m
anal i . Thi in elligence ga he ing
oce
a iall go e n he effec i ene of info ma ion
gained on he o he fac o men ioned in hi
b ec ion. Thi i ho n in Fig e 1.1.

iii) N
a
P
& Na
a
Con ide ing he he he alien a e a em ing o
o en
a dialog e, anal ing hei a em
o gain
le e age, hei e en of e ce ion of feeling
ch
a h ea , ho ili and eace. Im o an l al o, ho
he a em
o comm nica e ( e bal, i al, EM
a e , e c) [13].
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a

i) Ma a
a
ET
a
 Relea ing he info ma ion abo he
e i ence of alien o he gene al blic ill ha e a
h ge im ac on ocial media, eligion and he ne .
Thi i beca e of he n eceden ed na e of alien
life. I migh al o be a hocking eali a ion ha
h man a e no alone in he ni e e. A
ch, hi
co ld ca e nde i ed im ac
ch a ma
anic,
global io ing and ci il a ha h ea en he
in eg i of h man - alien comm nica ion in he
long e m [17, 21].

ii) I
ET L
The e migh be
com le , and m l i le; hence needing o be
e abli hed o a deg ee. If he in en ion of he ET
life
n o
o be ha mf l, hen ca iona
e
ill ha e o be aken [21]. I i e im o an o
ini iall kno if he i i o a e a med o a e in
o e ion of ea on on hei i i o Ea h. Thi
cena io ill ha e o be deal i h e eme ca ion
a he afe of he en i e h man o la ion o ld
be a i k.

i ) O
Ca ab
a
a a
(B
a
a
he i a ion fo an indica o

ab

a
a ) E amining
of alien ca abili .
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F

1-S

- a
a a

.F

(b

a

An addi ional con ide a ion hen doing he i k
a e men o ld be o en e ha he alien do no
ca
a hogen ha o ld endange h man heal h.
1.2: C
Ra

a

a
IA

h man li ing in o he off- o ld habi a
he moon o o he o bi ing habi a .

a

b
.

ch a Ma ,

One can ded c ha i hin he abo e o cena io ,
he e a e a ange of ambig o
i a ion ha migh
a i e. Fo e am le, he alien ma o e
i ible
ea on and migh e agg e i e one in lang age o
comm nica ion. In he h man o ld, hi i con ide ed
a a i e h ea and a ign of ho ili ; ho e e fo he
ET life hi ma in ead be a ign of e ending eace
and g ee ing . Thi al o o k in he e e e - h man
ma nin en ionall ala m he alien , leading o
n edic able con e ence . O he ch e en migh
in ol e a com le e lack of nde anding of alien
comm nica ion - leading o an a k a d ilence
cena io ha ma be in e e ed in a ange of diffe en
a b ET life. The e le han de i able i a ion
make i e emel im o an fo a doc men ed,
coo e a i e and in-de h f ame o k/me hodolog o be
ead and ed on alien con ac , o minimi e he
obabili of a nega i e i a ion o o come. A b ief
o o al fo hi f ame o k a ell a f ndamen al
a m ion ha m be made hen coming
iha
f ame o k, a e o lined belo :

a
&

A a

)a

a

A a f ndamen al le el, a bina model i o o ed fo
o ible immedia e o come of alien con ac . Thi i
ei he i) The ET life come in eace and i he no
di ec o in-di ec ha m again Ea h-bo ne life and i
dail f eedom, a onom and f
e o ec . O ii)
The ET life doe no come ( holl ) in eace, and
di ec l (o indi ec l ) h ea en he e i ence,
a onom o f
e og e ion of Ea h-bo ne
c ea e ( he mo ignifican of hich a e of co e
h man ). Ideal o come fo he fo me la gel boil
do n o h man ecei ing and f ll nde anding (a
ell a ackno ledging), a me age f om he i i o
clea l con e ing he no ion ha he come onl in
eace. Ideal o come fo he la e , migh be ha he
alien ha e i i ed fo a niche
o e ch a
ing
o land and lane fo e o ce , o ing man a a ool
- an o come ha ha m he a onom , f eedom and
ad ancemen of h man b doe no eek o
com le el obli e a e o id h man f om Ea h - hich
o ld be he o ca e cena io fo hi . I m be
d l no ed ha Ea h-bo ne life ma al o con i e

)S
a

A a
a

a

A e io l ead, a ide f om he man fac o ha
need o be e amined o make a i able immedia e i k
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a e men , he f ndamen al, mo ignifican fac o o
con ide a e he bina o ion of he he alien i h
o ca e ome deg ee of ha m o h man , o no . I ma
be likel ha a ET life a i e on Ea h, he ma hold
(and comm nica e) in en ion , feeling o o inion ha
de c ibe hei e ce ion of h man in ome a . Thi
i efe ed o a en imen . Be ond he bina na e of
he o ion ( he he alien i h o ca e ha m, o no ),
he e ma lie a ec m of com le en imen . Thi
a m ion can be ela ed o h man comm nica ion.
H man comm nica e com le en imen h o gh a
mi of bod lang age, facial e e ion and dialog e.
The e en imen can be o i i e, nega i e o an hing
in be een. Fo an e a e e ial in elligence, i i
hence no n ea onable o a me ha ch an
in elligence o ld e hibi he abili o comm nica e
en imen in a mo e com le , non-di c e e fa hion.
Sen imen anal i e i
o anal e alien
comm nica ion i h , and o allo h man o
nde and b oadl , ha me age he alien ma be
ing o con e .

Thi a m ion i ignifican beca e i mean ha a
la ge o ion of he ling i ic d on alien
comm nica ion can ac all be di ega ded. E ac
d
on he lo -le el com onen of alien lang age g amma
o
c e ma no be needed. On Ea h, i i kno n
clea l ha lang age
n ac ic
c e a e no
needed fo effec i el con e ing en imen o emo ion.
An e am le of hi i ho deaf o m e h man
comm nica e ing ocali a ion , facial e e ion
and hand mo emen [6]. Thi comm nica ion of
en imen hence doe no holl e i e o nd i en
o oken lang age, and el ing on o nd/ i en
lang age o ld be di ad an ageo a o he im o an
me hod of e e ion ma be mi ed o on.
The ba ic model of emo ional e e ion find i oo
in Cha le Da in' The E e ion of Emo ion in
Man and Animal . Thi a e ha he e e ion of
emo ion in ol e man
em : facial e e ion ,
beha io al e on e, and h ical e on e , hich
incl de hing like h ical and ocal a ia ion . Man
cien i con in e o d hi oda [19], and belie e
in Da in
o o al of he Uni e ali h o he i hich link emo ional e e ion di ec l o biological
e ol ion; meaning ha on Ea h, emo ional e e ion
and hence e e ion of en imen can be a ni e al
hing. Thi no ion can be e a ola ed o he d of
alien - al ho gh c en en imen anal i echni e
e i e clo e
die of n a o nde and en imen ,
ch echni e co ld be im o ed on and/o o he
echni e
ed o ob e e non- i en comm nica ion
f om alien , o ded c en imen o in ended me age
f om hi . Da in heo he e effec i el ell
e en
ho gh alien ma ha e a diffe en lang age, hei
e e ion of en imen o emo ion ac o hei ecie
can be a med o be ni e al and
c ed - bo h of
hich a e hel f l a ib e fo h man o d .

C en l , Sen imen anal i in and of i elf i a
ling i ic and com a ional echni e ha ili e
na al lang age oce ing, machine lea ning and
A ificial In elligence echnologie o
ema icall
iden if , e ac and an if en imen i hin a gi en
e of da a ( all da a e e en ing na al lang age).
Hence, i can be a med ha if c en echni e a e
e anded, hi ma o k o a d anal ing, a a
imi i e le el, alien comm nica ion. I m be no ed
ha if alien i i Ea h, and i h o comm nica e
effec i el , hei le el of ad ancemen ce ified b hei
ca abili of a elling o Ea h o ld make i likel
ha he ha e al ead
died h man and hei
lang age
c e /comm nica ion me hod ; enabling
hem o make in en ional comm nica ion ignifican l
mo e nde andable fo h man - e en o he o ible
e en of alien being able o comm nica e in a
main eam lang age ch a Engli h b an la ing
hei o n lang age. Hence o e all, en imen anal i
a a ling i ic echni e i ke o nde anding alien
lang age, in en o o he fac o in he ho e m - a i
can o k o ell
ha he alien like, di like o a e
ing o a . Thi can be ed o facili a e e en he
mo ba ic of comm nica ion
ch a ho ing alien
ic e o de ic ion of ce ain hing , and d ing
hei eac ion.
)G a
a
a
a

a a
a
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a

a
a

a

a
a

)D
a b

b

a
a

Ea

-a

a

a

a

a

a
a

a

.
In a and con em o a lang age, eman ic can be
b oadl defined a he logical, nbia ed (li e al) a
lang age le ical and n ac ic
c e ela e o and
fo m meaning, he ea agma ic i he d of
con e and ho hi con e can infl ence o
in e e a ion of ling i ic e ance [21]. One can
ob e e ha on Ea h, he con e of bo h e bal and
non- e bal comm nica ion i a ignifican fac o in

b
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ha ing con e a ion and m al nde anding of he
o ic being di c ed. Tha i o a , ha eman ic and
agma ic meaning ma a l a , o no de ending
on he ci c m ance and ha e e nal fac o a e
infl encing he comm nica ion in e ion. Hence,
being able o di ing i h in he alien lang age, ha
agma ic en imen i ( en imen ha ha been
infl enced mo e o b con e ) e
ha he
eman ic en imen i ( en imen ha i d a n di ec l
f om eman ic i h li le infl ence b con e ) i
a amo n .

A a f ndamen al le el, mo heme and honeme a e
con ide ed he minim m ni fo e bal/a di o and
i en comm nica ion. A honeme i he malle ni
of o nd ha ma ca e a change in meaning i hin a
lang age, b ma no ha e an meaning in and of
i elf. Fo e am le, a k and a ked ha e ligh l
diffe en meaning b o nd imila . The d o nd a
he end of he o d a eno gh o change he meaning.
Mo heme , in a imila fa hion a e con ide ed o be
he malle ni of a o d ha o ide a meaning o a
e ence of cha ac e (le e ). Ba ed on mankind
c en idea of lang age, one can a me ha i '
highl likel ha if alien ha e a lang age o me hod of
comm nica ion, he ha e o ha e a ia ion in i ha
follo a a e n, ha gi e meaning and ha link o d
oge he . The e i ence and na e of ch mo heme
and honeme m be nde ood and hi
nde anding can ignifican l inc ea e o e all
nde anding of he lang age, a mo heme and
honeme a e con ide ed o be one of he main
com onen of lang age . Anal i co ld be done b
ing com a ing and finding imila
o d /comm nica ion i hin he da a ha he h man
ha e, abo he alien lang age [4, 15].

Thi no ion can again be e a ola ed o a d he d
of alien . Fo e am le, alien ma comm nica e on
ini ial landing ha he i h fo
o e ea , beca e
he feel h ea ened. The ma comm nica e hi ia
he ho ing of ea on , b oken Engli h f om hei
anal i of o lang age o a non-ling i ic ge
e.
Seman icall hi ma mean lea e e ea , b
h man in hi con e ma
agma icall in e e hi
a Re ea no , o e ma
eo
ea on - a mo e
h ea ening meaning, e eciall d e o he fa aced
and ala ming con e of he ini ial landing. Ho e e ,
la e on d ing nego ia ion , alien ma again e he
ame n a o ge e o indica e ha he i h fo
h man o i hd a a o o al o a emen made in
he nego ia ion. In hi ca e, he eman ic of he
a emen i he ame - Plea e e ea - b
agma icall ma be ignifican l le agg e i e,
ha ing a agma ic meaning im l of lea e
i hd a f om ha a emen , e a en ha
ihi
in hi nego ia ion . H man on he o he hand, ha ing
e io l hea d hi a emen in an in en e, e f l,
almo iolen cena io ( he ini ial alien landing) ma
e cei e hi a a h ea a i a befo e. Thi di a i
in agma ic in e e a ion co ld mean he diffe ence
be een ho ili and eace, o be een nde anding
alien and im l com le el mi nde anding hem;
hich a g abl ma be o e han no nde anding
hem a all. Hence hen de i ing ba eline a egie fo
a ing o ca ego i e and anal e alien comm nica ion
ling i icall , i im o an ha mankind e abli h
he he agma ic and eman ic a conce e en
e i in he alien lang age, b mo e o, e abli hing he
diffe ence be een he e [2, 3, 7].
)T
b
(
b

F he , a medi m of comm nica ion m be
e abli hed. Fo e am le, h man can im l aneo l
comm nica e h o gh igh and o nd (bod lang age
and alking). If alien a e comm nica ing i h
h o gh o medi m , and e do no kno hi , e
ma onl foc on deci he ing da a f om one medi m;
leading o a b an ial lo of info ma ion. Thi i n
di imila o clo ing o e e hen alking o a h man
- no eeing bod lang age ma mean one i mi ing
o on m ch of he en imen he eake i
ing o
con e . The e medi m( ) of comm nica ion ho ld
hence be e abli hed befo e an meaningf l alk en e .
)U
a

-ba
a

,a
ab
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a
,

a

a

a

On man occa ion , i o ldn be fa -fe ched o
a me ha bod com o i ion and h iological fac o
can info m lang age, comm nica ion and e ec i e.
E e ling i ic ha e been doc men ed efe ing o
hi effec . Fo e am le, o en e of lef and igh
i defined b he ha e of he h man bod , and a io
h a e e e ch a ee he oin
em f om he
fac ha h man a e igh ed c ea e [11]. Ul ima el ,
hi a m ion ma be dange o . Alien fo e am le,
ma no be igh ed a all and hence comm nica ing i h
hem in a fa hion he eb comm nica ion i hema ic

a
-a

a a a
a a

)
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o ce ain h iological cha ac e i ic
ch a e e ,
migh con e he ong me age o migh no con e
an hing a all. The e h ical fac o ho e e , af e
nde anding hem, can hel mankind anal e ho he
alien e e ience life and e ec i e, and im o an l
al o, ma feed in o nde anding he agma ic of
hei lang age/comm nica ion me hod. A good
e am le of ho h iological cha ac e i ic migh be
mi in e e ed i he d a ing on he Pionee
S acec af Al mini m di k:

F

2 - C

con ide a ion fo he ne l di co e ed alien life. An
gen a oach i needed beca e he alien ma anic
o a o ake nde i able mea e again h man .
Thi migh en ail a cena io he e h man do no ha e
m ch e o ce (fo e am le finding alien life on
ano he lane ). In hi ca e, he alien in elligence le el
m be a e ed. To kee a im le model of
in elligence le el, hi a e in od ce a efe ence
oin of ing h man le el in elligence a ome hing o
com a e o. An hing le e han ha o ld be of
Le el-1 in elligence, and an hing highe han h man
in elligence ( o ibl ha ing a god-like hinking) o ld
be of Le el-3 in elligence [8]. Thi o ld ob io l
mean Le el-2 in elligen alien life o ld be e
imila o ha of h man . Thi in elligence le el
ca ego i a ion o ld al o fall in line o ld he
Ka da he and Ba o cale [6].
B ca ego i ing he ne fo nd alien life in o ei he of
he e le el , i o ld become clea e on ho o engage
i h hem o no o. Engaging i h hem o ld no onl
be i k , b he alien kno ing he e lane Ea h i ,
o ld
he en i e h man o la ion a i k. A
Ma hall Mc han claimed, The medi m i he
me age , efe ing o he me age in c ibed on he
Golden Reco d and Pionee Pla e [27]. The ame logic
o ld a l o hi cena io- he fac ha h man e i
in he e e of alien . Thi ca ego i a ion o ld al o
enable a di c ion on ho o f he
d he ne
fo nd alien life and in ha en i onmen (con in e on
he lane o b ing i back o Ea h) [2, 7].

NASA

The image famo l de ic h man h iolog .
Ho e e , he e a e man a hi in ended
in e e a ion ma go ong. Fi l , alien ma
e cei e m ch of he eng a ing he e a im l
c a che end ed f om deb i in ace colliding i h
he c af . The onl main di ce nible d a ing i he
ill a ion nea he bo om, e embling o ola
em, of hich he mo ecogni able elemen i he
d a ing of he c af i elf - he onl main eali ic cl e
ha hi i an a ificial d a ing made b in elligen life.
Thi highligh he im o ance of clea comm nica ion
i h no ling i ic bia conce ning h iological fac o .

1.3 T

O

:H
ET

a
a

a

1.4 L

a

a

The e a e ome limi a ion o hi a oach. Thi i
beca e edic ing f
e e en o lan fo e en a i e
mea e , deal i h a lo of obabili ie and
o ibili ie i h o m ch nce ain . Thi a e ha
a em ed o incl de all kind of o ible e en b
he e migh be i a ion ha a e im l n edic able
d e o i na e. Fo e am le, ha if alien ho a e
in i ible e e o i i o in ade ea h? S ch
ci c m ance ill obabl e i e a diffe en e of
eg la ion o follo . Ma be a h man og e in o
he f
e and ne in en ion and inno a ion come
in o e i ence, i o ld e ha allo fo a be e
nde anding and a o deal i h he e c en
n edic able cena io . In he f
e, he migh be
ea ie o edic ba ed on he e i men and e o ce
ha o ld be a ailable fo he
o e of
comm nica ing i h alien . Thi o ld f he al o
de end on he in e e and co e of
ing and

a

A ide f om he di c ion of alien i i ing ea h, he e
i a mall o ibili h man ma di co e alien
d ing o ine ace a el, and ma do o in ch a
fa hion he eb a oiding fi con ac i n o ible fo e am le if he Alien ee h man ace hi , and i
oo la e o e ea in ec e . Thi ill e i e ome e a
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belie ing in he e i ence of e a e e ial life i elf.
C en l , he e i
i e an o imi ic ie on coming
in con ac i h alien . Ne e hele , if in he f
e hi
o ibili de cend , he e migh be no mo e
de elo men in he field hich o ld lead o a le e
e a ed cena io and e o ce if ch an in e ac ion
e e o ha en i h an nkno n ecie f om ace.
I i likel ha he alien migh no nde and he
me age ha i
ing o be con e ed, o he migh
in e e i
ong leading o a ha oc. Thi i h he
i a ion m be deal i h calml a i i e delica e.
A mi ake co ld lead o he i eo of he en i e h man
ecie , beca e ini iall i migh be e ha d o
nde and he ca abili ie of he e a e e ial . The e
i al o ha o ibili
he e h man a e cce f l in
making con ac and de elo ing comm nica ion i h he
alien b he alien ha e diffe en in en ion o migh
la e ha e a change of mind. H man m be e a ed
fo ha . Poo olicie and deci ion making co ld ill
e e a ne hi and ca e di loma ic en ion
among h man and alien . The ma gin fo mi ake i
i e high ela ed o hi ma e ince he e no o ible
a of kno ing ha migh ha en, and he be co e
of ac ion eem o be anal ing n me o
o ible
ca e and edic ing i o come. Thi a e aim o
ho he ca e ha a e mo e likel o ha en and
o ide mea e ha can be aken.
2 LONG TERM COMMUNICATIONS &
PSYCHO-SOCIAL CONSIDERATIONS
2.1 S

a

-

,

a

a

One of he ideal o come fo h man , if ha alien life
a i e in eace and i he o eek kno ledge abo
,
and o
nde anding of he ni e e and e i ence,
and ice e a. Hence, he long- e m m al
de elo men of bo h ecie i im o an . When
lanning o con ide ing hi long e m m al
de elo men , mankind m
f ame o k in o lace
fo managing he ocial and
chological im ac of
alien , and ho lang age i h hem migh e ol e o
change in ligh of he e fac o . Hence hi
choling i ic con ide a ion fo he long e m
de elo men (o nde anding) of lang age, i c cial
o bo h a ie in ol ed.
In o de o mo e on o hi age, i m be en ed ha
he e io
ho - e m e al a i e mea e o o ec
he h man ace ha e been aken and highligh ed o he
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i io
he e a o ia e. I m be no ed ha o
og e in o e abli hing a long e m comm nica i e
de elo men me hod and coo e a ing i h he alien , i
i efe able fo h man ha hi age i o ake lace
on Ea h o in a familia en i onmen ch a an
e e nal L na o Ma ian habi a . In doing o, h man
o ld ha e all he e o ce (high am le i e ocie ,
echnolog ) o no onl begin hi age of in-de h
anal i of he a alien o ld comm nica e i h
h man b f he al o o im lemen afe mea e
o con ol he nega i e im ac of e a e e ial
in elligence (ETI) e ence on Ea h he e o ible.
Ho e e , hi al o co ld mean ha mode a ion i mo e
diffic l . Fo e am le, a og e a e ma la nch an
a ack again he alien nbekno n o he
engagemen a (ie ). E en if hi a ack i o ed
befo e i ca e damage, ET i i o ma ob e e hi
and ill ee i a a h ea - ending a le han de i able
me age o n edic able alien life. The ideal e ing o
ini ia e dee e oce e o nde and and de elo a
comm nica ion
em ma change de ending on he
na e of Ea hl and ET h ea a he ime. Rega dle
of he abo e fac o , he ke elemen needed fo
cce f ll a ing hi long e m oce ideall i a
m al nde anding of i k and in en ion be een he
o a ie a ell a a eali ic am le i e of h man
and alien fo he cond c of f he e ea ch and
de elo men .
The a e al o e en a o ibili if he alien e e
o ha e mo e enhanced echnolog o
o he
oce of c ea ing a m all nde andable lang age
o bo h ecie , o nego ia e in ha ing an la o , i
migh be be e and fa e . Thi o ld de end on he
ci c m ance ha e en i elf.

2.2 F
a

-

a a

a

If alien and h man e le on an ag eemen o
nde and each o he
o ld , he ma mo e fo a d
o a long e m comm nica ion lan. In hi e , he
alien and h man ill coo e a e o o k on a m all
beneficial a eg . In hi age he hall a em o
ei he lea n each o he lang age o if ha i no
o ible d e o biological ca abili ie , he hall o k
oge he o c ea e a di i i e me hod o comm nica e.
Thi ill la gel de end on he alien in elligence
le el.
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I im o an o no e ha he medi m b hich he long e m anal i me hodolog ma be ca ied o de end on
a ange of ci c m an ial and a egic fac o . Fo e am le, a able geo oli ical clima e on Ea h, i h a e
ad anced Ma ian habi a o ld mean ha an long e m d can og e o Ea h icke , af e he ini ial IAM
( ef fig e 1.1) being ca ied o on he e e nal habi a (Ma ). Thi e e nal habi a o ld allo fo a afe ini ial
i k a e men befo e con in ing f he in-de h d on Ea h. On he o he hand, if he alien life i deemed a
highe i k/i oo m e io , and/o he oli ical clima e on Ea h i n able, a ell a if he e l of he IAM
a en o i i e, hen i ma be fa o able in ead o ca o ome of hi long e m d on he e e nal habi a
in ead. Thi a e i making an a m ion ha he ea lie alien life ill i i
ill be hen h man ha e
e abli hed, ad anced habi a on Ma and he moon a ell a a ing o ca o long ange in e lane a
a el
i hin o ola
em. The abo e e en iall im lie ha hi me hodolog and f ame o k( ) ill ha e o be
con in all efined e e fe ea a h man ad ance; in o de o be
e a e fo he a i al of. Hence, one can
a i h confidence ha a good f ame o k fo long- e m anal i he e ha o in ol e a d namic and con in o
e ie of aid f ame o k

Tab 1 - H
W a

La
I

a

a

a

C

a

S

a

Gende

a

a

a b

a T

a

a
H
a
? (
e a d g he c e f e ea ch ec
f
f he f )

a

-

-

G o ing o d oge he of kno n meaning, allo ing
machine lea ning model o be e nde and he
na e/ en imen of comm nica ion a he diffe be een
gende .

E and bina cla ifica ion a oach: If alien
ha e mo e han one ob io gende , hen he
bina model fo machine lea ning can be
e anded o he e i ence of 3 cla ifica ion of
gende in ead of 2, hil
ill aking in o
acco n diffe ence in he a a io gende
alk. Ini iall , one canno make an a m ion
ha alien gende comm nica e diffe en l ,
nle hi ha been di ec l ob e ed.

A igning bina , biological cha ac e i ic o am le
aining da a, and ning a lang age da a in o a bina
cla ifica ion a k. Ho e e gende b man i ie ed a a
ocial con c in ead of a bina
a iable. Thi o ld ha e
o be ded ced on a con e al ba i , hen anal ing he
alien hem el e .

Age

La
a
I
a

Modelling age: hi i an e emel diffic l a k.
Re ea che ha e no e ag eed on a me hod o do hi .
I im o an o no e ha he e a e diffe ence in
e of
age, ch a ch onological age (No. of ea ince bi h),
biological age ( h ical ma i ) and Social age ( he
a ing of life e en ) [20]. T icall , machine lea ning
algo i hm g o da a o ce of imila age oge he ; b
hi ge com lica ed hen one con ide he di a i
be een age
e . Fo e am le, o being of he ame
ch onological age migh ha e had diffe en life e en , o
ill ha e diffe ing ocial age .

&S

a

Sha ing ocial ela ion hi
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d

Unde anding he na e of he a diffe ing
alien gende in e ac i h each o he o ld gi e
al able in igh in o alien ociolog .

Age edic ion can al o be done hen eali ing ha olde
eo le end o e mo e anda d lang age e
o ng
eo le ho e mo e non- anda d lang age.

Aging i a ni e al occ ence, acco ding o
[20] and hence d ing he a lang age e in
alien change a he age o ld be a eliable
a o gain in igh in o he link be een age
and lang age. Age i a eliable mea e he e, b
ca ion m be e e ci ed a alien ma ha e
diffe ing aging oce e ha a e mo e com le
han he linea aging h man e hibi . Re ea ch
ho [20] ha o nge eo le ili e mo e
non- anda d lang age. Hence once an idea of
cale i e abli hed fo alien age, foc ing
d on he olde alien ma e l in mo e
con i en e l , and o e all e l in be e
aining da a fo da a oce ing and machine
lea ning
em .

-

-

A oma ic e ac ion of ocial ela ion hi f om e al
aining da a. Thi e in
can be modified in he f
e o
acce a diffe en anda d of in
- ch a o nd, o a
ma k
e lang age h man de i ed o hel com ehend
he alien lang age.

Thi o ld be ef l if i became he no m ha
h man and alien in eg a ed o an e en , and
had man man e change of comm nica ion.
Anal ing ocial ela ion hi on a la ge cale
ill hel nde and he ocial d namic of
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Unde anding o e ela ion : B ecogni ing im le o d
and iden if ing ha en imen
bjec ho each o he , a
model can be made he e b he
em can edic ho ha
o e o e ho ( ch a a eache and hei
il )

comm nica ion be een alien and h man .
E i ing echni e a e ed o e fo m e ea ch
in ociolog o hi i fea ible.

S le Shif ing

Thi efe o ho
eake accomoda e o each o he
d ing con e a ion [20] a ell a ho he d namic of he
a o d a e oken change de ending on e ing.
Con e ging ( imila
le) eake a e een a mo e
fa o able and coo e a i e, and hence one ma adj
hei
le of eaking o fa o hi . The main heo ha o k
o mea e hi i called Comm nica ion Accommoda ion
Theo .

Thi echni e can hel
nde and ho
alien hif hei comm nica ion
le i h
each o he , i h ce ain h man , and h he
migh do hi . If he di e ge ( ing a diffe en
le) a o o ed o con e ging o o nd imila ,
e can ded c a io hing
ch a he he he
alien i in fa o of he o he a o no . Thi
con e gence and di e gence i o lined in
g ea e de ail in [20].

Comm ni

Thi link in o he abo e o . Comm ni d namic ,
acco ding o [20], efe o ho
le hif ing can gain
ecific end in a io comm ni ie , ing me hod
afo emen ioned, ch a Comm nica ion Accommoda ion
Theo .

Thi allo fo a dee e mo e long e m
nde anding of ho , and he he a all alien
a e ca able of de elo ing egional dialec ,
le o ling i ic bia e .

-

-

Thi i im o an a man h man ma a em o
comm nica e i h he alien in a io diffe en lang age ,
and ice e a. Thi hold
e e eciall in he long e m.
Acco ding o [17], m l iling al eo le can e e a b idge
be een comm ni ie on ocial media. Thi i done ing
a oma ic lang age iden ifica ion.

The la ge benefi hi ma ha e i a be e
nde anding of ho alien - h man
comm nica ion can be facili a ed. Fo e am le,
i ma be mo e i able o e ome o of
in e media com e
em o ac a an
acc a e an la o a o o ed o di ec l
e change of comm nica ion.

M
I

D namic

a

&S

a

a

Anal i and P edic ion of
M l iling al Comm nica ion

P

b
1.

2.

3.

a

I m be no ed ha de elo ing hi me hod ill be
m ch ha de o nea l im o ible if alien e cei e
na e and hei
o nding in a com le el
diffe en manne com a ed o . Thi ma o ma
no occ . The la e i efe able a hi mean ha
comm nica ion e abli hmen ho ld hence be
ome ha
aigh fo a d.

Alien lea n an e i ing Ea h lang age: U e
einfo cemen lea ning ( ch a di la ing a
o i i e o nega i e en imen )
H man lea n he lang age of alien : U ing
ling i ic modelling, e can a o model
ini ial da a of he alien lang age, and a o
link i o he lang age
c e of
Engli h/o he Ea h lang age , o a o
nde and ba ic comm nica ion.
C ea e a ne m al lang age o mode of
comm nica ion
a. Sign lang age (if alien do no ha e
a hea ing en e, b ha e e e )
b. So nd o mod la ion o con e
feeling
c. Vi al - A combina ion of ideo
and fla hca d co ld be an o ion
[3]
d. Feeling ha d face , imila o he
B aille c i
e. The mo likel o ion: De elo ing
an in e media echnolog ha can
ac imila o a an la o .

Arif & Raviraja

2.3 D

a a

The oce o e abli h a common lang age fo bo h
a ie migh be a long and in en i e one. I i
o ible ha ei he o bo h of he a ie migh lo e
in e e o become im a ien . A o e o ibili
o ld be an o b eak of a o conflic . I i diffic l
o edic long- e m im ac of alien comm nica ion
and in eg a ion i h mankind, ho e e one o i i e
i ha if he ini iall ag ee o f nc ion eacef ll
and coo e a i el i h , hen he likelihood of a
nega i e o e all o come ch a a i ignifican l
lo e .
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6.

CONCLUSIONS, FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS
AND IMPACT
The o come and e ea ch of hi a e omi e
able ea on o ca fo a d d ing hi ma e .
Ne finding in cience migh e l in edic ing o
elimina ing ce ain o ibili ie a ime og e e .
Be i f he confi ma ion on he e i ence of alien
o i denial.

7.

8.
9.
10.

The e ill mo defini el be an im ac , if no a h ge
one on he blic. The di co e and alliance of
alien o ld no onl allo fo ni e ace
endea o b a he o en a hole ne ga e a o
he f
e. If he alien ace n o o be of
e
in elligence, he migh be able o lead he h man
ace on o he ame a h h o gh e ol ion. Ha ing
link i h ch a ace o ld lead o a id and eak
amo n of e ea ch and de elo men in he h man
o ld. Thi lea o ld al o mean ha h man a en
alone in he ni e e, hich o ld ha e an im ac on
a lo of hilo o hie . If he alien hold an e o
e ion ha ha e e le ed h man fo
gene a ion , he e co ld be a i e of a ne eligio
o heological o ld o he end of all kind of belief
[29]. The belief of he alien o ld la a
b an ial ole in o he li e of h man .

11.

12.

13.
14.
15.

16.

To concl de, he jo ne of fo ming an alliance i h
alien ill be a fa cina ing one b al o a dange o
one. I m be deal i h e eme ca ion. To en e
ha , a ong comm nica ion mode m be
e abli hed, allo ing a ho o gh anal i of he
e a e e ial alien .

17.

18.
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ABSTRACT
A significant proportion of the risks of living in space can be attributed to staying in a microgravity environment for
an extended period of time. These risks include a decrease in bone density, major atrophy of all major muscles due to
not having to expend energy to maintain an upright posture, and even vision impairment due to the redistribution of
fluids in astronauts' bodies. At the moment, astronauts on board the International Space Station attempt to mitigate
this risk by doing an intensive and rigorous two-hour daily exercise routine to maintain their bone density and muscle
strength. Even with this exercise routine, many astronauts have difficulty adjusting back to life on Earth. These
expeditions to the International Space Stations are only six months long, if astronauts were to stay in space for longer
periods of time, such as travelling to another planet, these symptoms could potentially become life-altering if not fatal.
A solution to this issue would be to recreate the effects of Earth’s gravity in space. The only way to create artificial
gravity with current technology is to take advantage of the phenomenon of centrifugal force. This would call for the
construction of a large rotating ring, around which astronauts would experience a force similar to that of a gravitational
field by standing on the inside rim of this ring. It will be important to ensure that the angular velocity is low enough
for astronauts to be comfortable, as excessively high velocities can cause nausea. Although the inside of the rim will
experience a simulated gravitational force, the middle of the ring will continue to experience a microgravity
environment, meaning that scientific experiments that require zero gravity can still be completed.
INTRODUCTION

microgravity environment for an extended period are
already well documented and involve to name a few
specific examples of the vast variety of negative side
effects: gravity density effects, insignificant effects of
buoyancy, effects on capillary pressures, and bone
density variations. [1] Bone loss occurs at 1 to 1.5
percent a month, loss of muscle mass in the lower
extremities occurs, cardiovascular physiology puffiness
occurs, and the neurovestibular system becomes
differentiated. [2]

Centrifugal space-stations are not a new idea, with it
being frequently depicted in popular media, one of the
most famous and earliest examples being 2001: A Space
Oddyssey where the crew lived and worked in a rotating
space station. The health benefits of being able to avoid
the harsh toll on the body that microgravity takes are of
clear benefit, but the feasibility of being able to design
and construct such a large space-station is harder to
predict.

The International Space Station is the most well-known
low-earth orbital space station. This poses as a fantastic
opportunity to study the long-term effects of
microgravity, and thus a test and evaluation to see how
feasible the idea of a low-earth orbit station would be.
The International Space Station should be used as the
primary test station for the baseline research and data for
human physical and physiological research. A major
example is NASA, who has not dedicated enough
resources to access the feasibility of human health in
low-earth-orbit microgravity. [3] Humans have been
traveling in space for almost four decades with a lack of
clinical data and analysis collected, with this lack due to
insufficient funding, overtaking mission priorities, not
enough attention to detail, not enough access to live
biological samples, and the methods themselves.

Any space-station being constructed within the next
decade or two is likely to be limited to Low-Earth-Orbit
for the foreseeable future due to the prohibitive expense
of sending such an enormous amount of mass further
than LEO.
This paper will examine the physics of a centrifugalgravity space station, identify possible construction
methods for a space station in LEO using technology
available today, and estimate the potential costs of
construction, taking into account current and future
commercially available launch providers on the market.
HEALTH RISKS OF MICROGRAVITY
An important consideration of having a permanent
space-station in low earth orbit is the medical aspects for
the crew on board. The risks involved in living in a
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Therefore, there is a mixture of positive and negative
connotations to whether or not it is feasible, so we must
rely on the data that NASA and other major spaceflight
agencies have on short term missions, rather than long
term mission data, whereas with long term missions the
effects of microgravity have potential exponentially
increasing results. A NASA example is that of the Apollo
missions, where there were significant changes in
resistance to bacterial and viral infections within the
members resulting in changes to thymus size,
lymphocyte blastogenesis, cytotoxic T-cell activity, and
bone marrow response. These play a significant role in
the development of immunological parameters during
and post the mission. [4] These effects will be strong on
the space immune response. The long-term responses are
unknown. To secure this feasibility, space agencies
would be wise to develop a strategic health care research
plan designed to increase the knowledge base regarding
the risk to human physiology as well as the physiological
adaptations for prolonged inhabitant in low-earth-orbit.

the low-earth orbital near-collisions. An example of a
failed mission is NASA’s nautilus concept, as it never
was built. The design proposed a central corridor with a
rotatable livable centrifuge, with additional inflatable
modules for storage and crew purposes, solar power
arrays, all as a reconfigurable thrust structure. As also
discussed in this paper, the spacecraft had a centrifuge to
reduce microgravity's hazardous effects on the human
body. The project did not advance further than the initial
design and drawings. It contained a centrifuge. Although
it was relatively inexpensive, Nautilus-X was not seen as
a worthy investment for low-earth-orbit, despite it only
requiring 64 months of manufacturing work. However,
certain characteristics such as a certain centrifuge with
artificial microgravity effects would be evolved and
tested on the International Space Station. [7]
An important consideration of having a permanent
space-station in low earth orbit is the medical aspects for
the crew on board. The risks involved in living in a
microgravity environment for an extended period are
already well documented and involve to name a few
specific examples of the vast variety of negative side
effects: gravity density effects, insignificant effects of
buoyancy, effects on capillary pressures, and bone
density variations. Bone loss occurs at 1 to 1.5 percent a
month, loss of muscle mass in the lower extremities
occurs, cardiovascular physiology puffiness occurs, and
the neurovestibular system becomes differentiated. [1]

HISTORICAL EXAMPLES
There have been many examples of low earth orbital
space stations in aerospace history. Notably, the
International Space Station, a permanent low orbit space
station, which was selected as it is the lowest inclination
that can be reached by a Soyuz and Progress spacecrafted without the additional cost spent in rocket stages.
These LEO are technically in space, where the ISS orbits
400km above Earth’s surface; however, that is not that
significantly high in terms of orbits, which thus in term
lets them become temporary orbits. The low earth objects
will interact with the atmosphere, and in this low-earthorbit, the drag force is minimal, exerting only small
effects on the stations and objects. Thus, in turn, the
altitude of which the ISS orbits also poses the threat of
space debris damage. This is another consideration when
stationing in low earth orbit. Objects such as defunct
satellites, explosion fragments, slag from solid rocket
monitors, and natural micrometeoroids can significantly
threaten the space station. [5]

The International Space Station is the most well-known
low-earth orbital space station. This poses as a fantastic
opportunity to study the long-term effects of
microgravity, and thus a test and evaluation to see how
feasible the idea of a low-earth orbit station would be.
The International Space Station should be used as the
primary test station for the baseline research and data for
human physical and physiological research. A major
example is NASA, who has not dedicated enough
resources to access the feasibility of human health in
low-earth-orbit microgravity. Humans have been
traveling in space for almost four decades with a lack of
clinical data and analysis collected, with this lack due to
insufficient funding, overtaking mission priorities, not
enough attention to detail, not enough access to live
biological samples, and the methods themselves. [8]

An example of a successful low-earth-orbit space station
was the MIR spacecraft designed and missioned by the
Soviet Union as the first modular space station that was
assembled in orbit. It was the largest artificial satellite in
orbit before the ISS. A major advantage of this satellite
is that it was a microgravity research laboratory that
allowed the crew to conduct experiments in human
biology, meteorology, and physics, all contributing to the
requirements for the permanent occupation of space. It
was the first long-term inhabited orbital station, and until
the ISS beat their record in 2010, it was the most
prolonged duration of space presence by humans. This
station leads an example for the next generation of low
earth orbit permanent satellites for human inhabitants.
[6]

PHYSICS OF CENTRIFUGAL GRAVITY
It is commonly stated that the centrifugal force does not
exist. This however, depends on which frame of
reference is used. A person inside a rotating space station
will experience an apparent force pulling them towards
the inside rim of the object, giving an illusion of gravity.
To a person observing the situation from a frame of
reference outside of the object, they will see the person
inside the space station being pulled towards the centre.
Both observations are valid, however the centrifugal
‘force’ felt by the person inside the space station is
instead due to the inertia of the mass of the person. If they

On the other hand, NASA has faced criticism for placing
stations in low-earth-orbit spaces faced criticism due to
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were not constrained by the inside wall of the space
station, they would be flung tangentially to the rotation
of the space station. However, they are instead
accelerated in a circular motion, causing this ‘force’ to
be felt.

Design Considerations
Bigelow Aerospace are currently developing inflatable
space station modules that can expand to create a larger
volume than what could ordinarily fit inside the fairing
of a rocket. They have a smaller concept, called the
B330, which contains 330 m3 [10] of usable volume and
the B2100 which has 2100 m3 of usable volume. This
contrasts with the International Space Station which has
388 m3 of pressurised volume.

The simulated gravitational force felt by any inhabitants
onboard a rotating space station can be calculated using
the equation as follows:
2& !
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'

Studies have shown that three revolutions per minute is
the maximum withstandable level of rotation for people
who are not prone to nausea [11]. This rotational value
will be used in each concept as well, as a larger angular
velocity will result in a smaller radius being needed to
simulate the effects of gravity, which will reduce mass
and therefore overall costs. People who are trained are
usually able to adapt psychologically to the rotation after
a day or two. In the beginning, it is likely that any visitors
will be trained astronauts, and so they would be able to
cope with this.

(1)

Where ! is the acceleration, R is the radius from the
center, and T is the rotational period. This can be
converted to use revolutions per minute by substituting
in sixty for the rotational period and adding a new
constant for how many revolutions per minute which
results in the following equation where N is the
revolutions per minute of a space station:
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It was noted that 1.71 revolutions per minute produced
no visible symptoms in even the most susceptible to
motion-sickness people. This would be a useful number
to keep in mind if designing larger space stations capable
of accommodating both tourists and trained astronauts
[11].

Another important factor in rotating space-station
designs is the Coriolis effect. This is another force which
is commonly labelled as a ‘fictitious’ force, in that it
must be accounted for but does not exist in reality.
This effect happens when an object is traveling on a
trajectory unbounded by the rotating reference frame of
the space station. To provide an elementary example, if
a person were to stand on the inside rim of the space
station and throw a ball vertically in the air, they would
find that the ball is deflected by an unknown force. In
reality, this is because the ball is traveling in a straight
line as it leaves the hand of the person, but as the space
station rotates, the person will observe the ball veering
off at an angle due to the rotation of the reference frame,
giving the illusion of a curved path [9].

The Coriolis Effect can also cause the crew to experience
changes in the simulated gravity as they increase or
decrease their tangential velocity. This will prove to be
extremely disorientating and so the tangential velocity
must be of a sufficiently high value such that the average
walking velocity of a member of the crew will not be
likely approach it.
All centrifugal-gravity space stations will require a
system of redistributing mass throughout the space
station to account for the change of mass inside the space
station. As people and cargo move around, the centre of
gravity will change, causing potential instability. To
solve this, the easiest system will likely be a system of
water pumps, which can pump the water supply to
different tanks distributed throughout the station to
account for the change in mass. Water is a particularly
good choice as it is very dense, while also being an
essential resource for any astronauts on board, meaning
the station-station will require it in large volumes.

POTENTIAL IMPLEMENTATIONS
It is unlikely that either national space agencies or
commercial space companies will be capable of
immediately constructing a one earth-gravity centrifugal
space station due to the exorbitant costs involved with
launching mass to orbit. This may change in time as the
commercial launch sector develops and matures, but for
now the focus will be on currently available launch
technology.

The Near Future

This paper offers two potential stations that could be
constructed progressively as more engineering
experience is gained in constructing large space-based
infrastructure. The concepts will be aimed at determining
an approximate size of each station, and the financial
costs of assembling and building each space station,
rather than focusing on the engineering behind it, which
is beyond the scope of this paper.
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Stories from science-fiction typically depict centrifugal
space stations as an enclosed ring or an O’Neill cylinder,
but it is not necessary to have a continuous structure like
this to create the illusion of gravity. Instead, a small
enclosed habitation module can be attached via a high
strength tether to an equivalent mass counter-weight, and
the entire structure can be rotated to provide a centrifugal
force in the habitat section of the station.
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The first concept could conceivably be achieved within
the decade. It consists of a single B330 module attached
via a tether to an equivalent mass counterweight. To
provide a simulation of the force felt while under 0.5 g
of gravitational acceleration, it will be necessary for the
‘floor’ of the habitat module to be 50 m from the centre
of rotation.

long, meaning that the full tether can be sent on a single
flight.
Figure 2: Tether sections within the Fairing of a
Falcon 9 Rocket
For astronauts to be able to arrive and leave the space
station, there must be a way for the space-station to be
able to increase and reduce its rotation so that the
docking port remains in a stable location. The water mass
contained within the counterweight could be used as a
monopropellant for a rocket engine utilising superheated
steam as an exhaust propellant. These rocket nozzles
would need to be placed at both ends of the space station
to allow for it to rotate stably. Smaller nozzles could be
placed perpendicular to these rockets to allow for any
wobble to be corrected.

To calculate the radius, the following equation was
derived by rearranging the terms to equate to the radius:
60 !
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Where !, the simulated gravitational acceleration was set
to 4.91 m s-2 and N, the revolutions per minute, was set
to three as this was the maximum allowable rotation.

The cost of the B330 module hasn’t been mentioned
publicly, but an estimate of £1bn can be made for the
cost. Similarly, the total cost of the counterweight and
tether is not likely to exceed £1bn either. Combining this
with the four launches required of the Falcon 9 at a price
of $90m [12] per launch, the total cost of this station may
be approximately £2.5bn.
Although the volume of this space station is still
relatively small, being slightly smaller than the ISS, it is
substantially cheaper by a significant margin. The
modular nature of the habitat module allows for this
space station to be extended over time, as more space is
required. Alternatively, multiple different space stations
may be able to orbit the Earth simultaneously as different
nations or commercial organisations around the world
may require a space station for different purposes, and so
they’d be able to have an entire space station dedicated
to their aim rather than a small portion of an aging and
already overcrowded International Space Station.

Figure 1: 3D Rendering of a Counterweight-Based
Space Station
In order to balance the mass of the inflatable habitat
module, an equal mass must be placed on the opposite
end of the tether. Instead of simply using dead weight,
the counterweight could consist of a tank of water. Water
is already relatively dense at 1000 kg m3 compared to the
majority of other metals and alloys that could be used
instead, while also offering the advantage of being a
valuable resource for the crew onboard the station.

Looking Further Ahead
The second concept is a possible design for a space
station that has a simulated gravity of 1g. It consists of
sixteen B2100 modules, connected via the docking
adapters by a specially designed interconnector which
will allow for passage between each of the modules and
to the central docking port. Working through the math
required to determine the radius of the floor from the
centre, it was found that the radius would need to be 100
m to be able to comfortably simulate 1g of gravity,
resulting in a space-station that is approximately 200 m
in diameter, which is nearly double the width of the
average football field.

A B330 module is capable of fitting within a standard
fairing of a SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket [12] and has a
sufficiently low enough mass that it can be delivered to
LEO. The tether has also been designed to be able to fit
within the diameter of a Falcon 9 rocket, which can be
seen in Figure 2, as the fairing is approximately 13 m

This space station has large solar panels arranged on the
side of the modules to provide power. This exposes them
to less stress, while also meaning they can be packed as
part of the modules when they get delivered, reducing the
total number of launches needed.
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The centrepiece of the space station is 5 m in diameter
and 7 m in length, which means it is also capable of
fitting within the payload bay of a Falcon 9 [12] rocket.
Each interconnector piece connecting two B2100
modules together is 8 m in length and 4 m in diameter,
meaning they can also fit on top of a Falcon 9 [12] rocket,
one at a time, requiring an additional sixteen launches.
Each of the corridors connecting the ‘spokes’ of the
wheel to the modules themselves are also 4 m in diameter
and are a total of approximately 170 m in length, which
can be launched in seventeen flights.
Bigelow Aerospace have not yet released any public
information about the pricing of the B2100 module, so a
conservative estimate will be made. The Tranquility
module on the ISS, along with the Cupola module, cost
a combined $409m [15]. Assuming economies of scale,
and the relatively more complex design of the module,
and the larger volume, an estimate of £2bn for each
module will be made. This is likely to be much less in
reality, but it provides a useful starting point.

Figure 3: 3D Rendering of a 1g Space-Station
As the docking port for visiting spacecraft is centrally
located, the space station can maintain its rate of rotation
at all times, as the visiting spacecraft can simply match
the rate of rotation as it docks. This means that it will
only need to increase its rate of rotation once after it’s
finished construction, meaning that any further
adjustments in the future are likely to be minor. Due to
the infrequency of this, rocket engines can be utilized to
increase and decrease the rate of rotation, with a flywheel
providing any fine-tuning or adjustment as needed.

Each corridor section is relatively simple, only
containing pipes, electrical cables and other
interconnecting components, so an estimate of £50m per
section will be made. The interconnecting sections will
need to be more specialised, but otherwise have similar
requirements and so they have been estimated at £100m
each.

Bigelow claim that each module is capable of propulsive
positioning itself, meaning that the ring will be able to be
assembled without the use of any other spacecraft. The
corridors and centrepiece will require manoeuvring into
place, this could be achieved with the use of a crawling
robotic arm, similar in style to the Canadarm which is
already used extensively on the International Space
Station to position and dock visiting spacecraft.

Summing up the total cost of each component will result
in a minimum cost of approximately £39bn in launch
costs alone, with a further cost of approximately £40bn
in costs for the space station itself, resulting in a total cost
of approximately £80bn. This should however be
considered a minimum cost, as it is purely the cost to
build and launch. For comparison, the International
Space Station cost around $150bn [16], so this is already
within similar margins of an already constructed space
station.

The sixteen B2100 modules will require an 8 m fairing
to be launched to orbit and each have a mass of
approximately 70,000 kg. As of the publication of this
paper, the only rocket that exists which can deliver this
quantity of mass to Low-Earth-Orbit is NASA’s Space
Launch System [13]. Although the theoretical Starship
rocket being developed by SpaceX claims to be capable
of launching a similar amount of mass [14], it is still in
heavily development, and instead this paper will focus
on currently existing rocket technology instead. Each
Space Launch System rocket will only be capable of
delivering a single B2100 module, necessitating 16
launches of the SLS at a cost of £1.5bn per launch for the
rocket alone.

However, where the ISS offers 330 m3 [10] of
pressurised volume, this concept would have around
33600 m3 of pressurised space for the crew to live and
work in. This would offer the capability of hosting a
much larger crew than the International Space Station
has, while also allowing crew members to spend an
extended duration of time in space, much longer than the
typical six month or 12-month expeditions that take
place to the International Space Station due to the
alleviated risk of zero-gravity.

Each of the docking arms are 4 m in diameter to allow
for easy access for any crew on-board via elevator to and
from the docking port at the centre, they are also
approximately 85 m in length each. SpaceX’s Falcon 9
rocket is capable of delivering anything up to 5.2 m in
diameter to LEO with a fairing length of 13.2 m. Splitting
each corridor section into 5 m lengths, means two
corridors can be stacked on each Falcon 9 launch. This
will result in 34 launches needed to deliver all of the
corridors.
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This space station would also be able to offer a place for
any future crewed spaceships to resupply and prepare for
a long voyage before departing for another planet – or
even another solar system entirely.
The pressurised section at the middle of the space-station
also offers a valuable location for zero-gravity
experiments to be conducted. Should this space not be
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sufficient however, experiments can still be delivered to
the space station and released from the airlock at the
centre, allowing for it to be monitored from the safety of
the space-station. After the experiment has concluded, it
can be retrieved, either by an uncrewed propulsive
spacecraft remotely controlled from the space-station or
by an astronaut performing a spacewalk.

providers, it may be feasible to begin establishing such
large space-stations further beyond Low-Earth-Orbit in
orbit around the Moon or even interplanetary around
other planetary bodies such as Mars or Venus.
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ABSTRACT
The paper discusses the design of a payload similar to the Voyager Golden Records and the Pioneer Plaque. The
Voyager Golden Records were intended to carry a message into deep space portraying basic information about
humanity and planet Earth.
The paper considers two major aspects the design of a message delivery module: Messaging All Intelligent Lifeforms
box (MAILbox) and the design of the message. MAILbox incorporates perceptual modalities that are not entirely
based on the assumption that the species has similar senses to humans and the required subsystems for spaceflight.
The design of the message considers how it would be perceived by any species it might encounter, while not appearing
intimidating, provocative, or misleading about humanity and the Earth. The paper integrates these two aspects and
delivers a design of a space-grade message delivery module with multiple modalities that contains a message
considering communication, language, and interpretation abilities of something that may not be an average human
being. The paper incorporates insights from the fields of astrolingusitics, astrosociology, astronautics, and astrobiology
to present a design of a payload that can be placed alongside any spacecraft carrying a message from Earth.
MAILbox delivers a message in three modalities: visual, auditory, and somatosensory. The visual and auditory systems
consider the possibilit of the species isual and hearing ranges being higher or lo er than that of humans in their
video and audio messages. The somatosensory system implements a programmable tactile display, since touch is the
fundamental modality, regardless of what evolutionary sensory systems the alien species may have developed. The
message discussed in the paper builds a common medium of information passage, primarily using astrolingusitics and
exosemiotics to accommodate a non-human perspective, in a peaceful, non-threatening way.
INTRODUCTION

space in an attempt to communicate to any possible
extraterrestrial species [1].

It takes billions of years for life to form on a planet with
the right physical conditions and chemical composition.
After a few million more years of evolution, humans are
exploring space and looking for answer to various
questions. The questions of whether there are other
intelligent species in the universe, and whether we will
ever encounter one, have always existed. There have
been attempts to find and contact these possible
civilisations with the Voyager Golden Records and the
Pioneer Plaques in the 1970s. The records and the plaque
designed by Carl Sagan and Frank Drake have flown
piggyback on satellites, which are capsules representing
humanity drifting forever in the vastness of space. This
paper discusses and brings forth a modern take on the
Voyager Records with up-to-date research and
technology. There is a growing need for communication
and to convey a message to an unknown, unimaginable,
non-human intelligent species is quite a challenge.

Messaging Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence (METI)
actively searches for intelligent life and attempts to
contact them, with collaborating observatories all over
the world dedicated to its cause. Their approach is to
examine the habitability of known exoplanets, to
determine if any of those might have sentient
civilisations evolved enough to have a capacity to
communicate, and to determine if they might survive
long enough to receive a message from Earth. This
approach is driven directly by Drake s Equation that
evaluates the probability of active and communicative
intelligent alien civilisation.
Physical messages
The Pioneer plaque was the first physical message sent
out into space. The message on the plaque, although
largely anthropocentric, contained multiple schematics
representing the origin of the message and who it is from.
On the top left of the plaque, as seen below, is a diagram
of the hyperfine transition of hydrogen based on Bohr's
atomic model, as hydrogen is the most abundant element
in the universe. It acts as a unit of measurement to
interpret and decipher the message by comprehending
the binary digit one written below the line in the
schematic.

In the year 1977, Carl Sagan and his team designed two
golden records that were carried on the Voyager
spacecraft. The records contained several images,
sounds, music, and greetings from Earth. The record had
inscriptions of where the message came from and
instructions to access the contents of the records. Over
the years, several radio messages have been sent into
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These criticisms show that the concept of the
"universality of mathematics and natural sciences" is
largely flawed and can create more uncertainty than
certainty from a linguistic perspective for conveying an
interstellar message. Ethical issues have been raised
about the depiction of naked humans on the plaque and
the evolutionary anthropological misunderstandings it
might cause.
The Voyager Golden record was the second attempt to
send a physical message into space and had an interactive
characteristic to it. The Voyager records contained 115
images and a 12-minute-long collection of sounds along
with greetings in 55 modern and ancient languages and
in Morse code. It contained 90 minutes of music from
several cultures and eras. The Voyager record had an
inscription on the cover similar to the one on the Pioneer
plaque, but with instructions on how to play the record to
access the record's contents [5].

Figure 1: Pioneer Plaque Schematics [2]
The schematic representation of the atom could be quite
different in an alien world, and the human interpretation
of this could be incoherent to them. Nevertheless,
assuming that the alien civilisation can interpret the
schematic, it is unclear what must be deduced from the
image [3]. The binary digits used to represent our
numerical system cannot be assumed to be the same
system used by extra-terrestrials. Linguist R. F. Smith
criticised the universality of mathematics, saying it
makes no sense for an alien civilisation to understand our
mathematics [4].

The Voyager Golden Records continued in the same
steps of the Pioneer plaque with the assumption of the
universality of mathematics and science. Although the
cartridge and the stylus for playing the record were sent
along with the records, the instructions for assembling
and playing the message are entirely based on the
assumption that an intelligent alien species would decode
the inscription on record in binary digits, build a screen
capable of playing the message, and rotate the disc at the
precise speed to access the contents of the record [6]. The
semiotics or symbols used for describing the numbers 1
and 0 could be different. Recent studies, therefore,
suggest using exosemiotics* and exolinguistics, which
use linguistics perspective rather than just using symbols
to convey a message [7].

Mathematical representations should be viewed in the
same way as a language. It would be like trying to
communicate in English. It is also important to note that
it could also be misinterpreted as its own language.
While cognitive evolution may indicate that a linear
numerical measurement format might arise, another
civilisation may not necessarily have parallel or similar
systems to humans. The 15 lines drawn coinciding at a
point could appear ambiguous and hard to understand on
a two-dimensional representation of the location of our
solar system with respect to selected pulsars. Even more
complicated is identifying these lines to pulsars and their
respective frequencies. The 10-digit binaries are again a
system created by humans, and assuming correct
identification, they could be misinterpreted as distance or
some other quantity. These numbers could be misread
from the right-hand side. It could also be unclear for alien
civilisations to understand that these lines are connected
to a pulsar. The representation of the solar system,
however, suggests that the image represents a star
system, but there is no discernible difference between the
sun and the other planets, which leads to further
ambiguity. Linguists have especially criticised the
Pioneer 10 spacecraft represented with an arrow leaving
the third planet. The arrow, which represents a human
understanding of pointing or direction, could easily be
misunderstood by a foreign species from a linguistic and
semiotic perspective.

Assuming the intelligent alien civilisation understands
our mathematics and theory of wave propagation to play
the message, the contents of the record are filled with
images and sounds that would make no sense from not
only a linguistics but also an alien anthropological
perspective. The 55 different languages spoken were
aimed to be inclusive and show diversity on Earth.
However, an alien civilisation that would play the
message would not be able to distinguish between them
or comprehend its meaning. Linguist Sheri-Wells Jensen
of Bowling State University and a member of METI, has
carefully studied and critiqued the Voyager records [8].
In the proceedings of METI s Language of Cosmos
2018, she discusses how the images and sounds from the
Voyager Records might be confusing to the alien species
even if they had sensory systems similar to ours [9].The
images on the Voyager records are human interpretation
of the surrounding life and environment. Although the
legends for the measurement system are shown in the
images on the record, they make sense to us since we
know the meaning of = sign. Semiotics may seem to
the extraterrestrial more like a foreign script than a

*

The effort to develop understandable sign-systems between humans and extra-terrestrials and to speculate on how a
message might be sent to and by extra-terrestrials is called exosemiotics.
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legend. Moreover, the use of units such as "kg" would
add to the confusion. The music and sounds on the
voyager golden records might sound as chaotic noise [5].
The sound of a beating heart on the record would simply
be heard as a random beat to a species with no heart.

[9], efforts to send future cosmic interstellar messages
are still being investigated by METI and SETI [15].
There are now policies and laws set by the International
Academy of Astronautics (IAA) and the International
Institute of Space Law (IISL), which discuss the
limitations of the contents of a message and the ethical
responsibility in sending a message that would not pose
a threat to humanity upon reception[11]. These policies
include the need to represent human diversity in these
messages. The message should be truthful, not
deliberately deceptive, and it should not give away too
much information.
COMMON LINGUISTIC POSSIBILITIES
The Pioneer Plaque and Voyager Records attempted to
establish a means of communication to convey a message
by using a possible shared scientific knowledge between
humans and intelligent alien civilisation. Today's
technology makes it possible to reduce the need to
decrypt a message in order to play the contents of the
message.
It is now understood that science alone cannot dictate the
content of the message, assuming the "universality of
science and mathematics." Linguistics and sensory
perception play a critical role. It is vital to build a
common ground between the intelligent alien species and
humans. Inter-species communications studies of
animals on Earth show that, although the animals do not
understand each other, they have their surroundings that
they can relate to, through which they build a medium of
communication [17]. These studies have identified a
requirement in SETI and METI to account for the
linguistic options while sending a message. Notions of
linear syntax and expression are easily misunderstood.
This has in turn brought about a new field called
astrolinguistics. Astrolinguistics seeks to build a
universal medium of communication using the logical
common ground between humans and a possible
intelligent alien civilisation [18]. This seems to be the
most appropriate option for transmitting messages,
considering that there is no other language that could be
used.

Figure 2: Voyager Golden records schematics [10]
Evolution on other planets can lead to a different kind of
species and lifeforms that are not like ours. The pictures
of eating and drinking, for example, is incomprehensive
to an autotroph. Similarly, the images of childbirth
would not make sense to an asexually reproducing alien
species. The evolution of life on a different planet might
change the biological characteristics of the resident
lifeforms [11]. Considering smaller microscopic species
on an alien planet could have characteristics dissimilar to
the microscopic organisms on Earth, an evolved
intelligent lifeform cannot be anthropomorphised [12].
ETHICAL AND POLITICAL CRITICISMS
There are many questions and doubts regarding the
sending a message into space and trying to communicate
with an intelligent alien civilisation. Most of these doubts
arise from the fear that the alien civilisation may be
hostile. How could one communicate the origin of the
message without inviting a possible hostile, advanced,
intelligent civilisation to our planet? What if, through the
message, an advanced species recognises that our planet
is a resource it could exploit? How would the message
avoid portraying humans as fragile beings? Most of these
are answered simply by the fact that the need to contact
and learn we are not alone in the universe supersedes the
notion that an advanced civilisation may be hostile. From
a philosophical perspective, a highly developed alien
civilisation may be cosmocentric, with peaceful
coexistence
taking
priority
[13].
Although
extraterrestrial altruism is a primary topic of discussion

It could be assumed that an advanced civilisation from
type I to type II (according to the Kardashev scale )
would have some contemporary aspects of space
exploration and astronomy that would be similar to
humans. It has previously been proposed to include the
semiotics of astronomy in interstellar messages, as in the
radial line diagram of Pioneer Plaque and Voyager
Records [19]. It is logical to apply this concept to create
a common ground for the transmission of a message.
Today's technological advances make it much easier to
depict an image than it was in the 1970s.
Misunderstandings and the risk of misinterpretation can
be avoided by presenting images or videos on screens.

Kardashe scale is a technique of estimating a ci ilisation s technological ad ancement depending on their energ
consumption.
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Actual images and videos can replace semiotics to render
something visually.

There is a spectrum of hearing ranges for species on
Earth [28] [34]. Some of these species have ultrasonic
hearing ranges [35], such as killer whales and dolphins,
which can hear sounds up to 150,000 Hz [36]. Similar to
the previous argument, the spectrum of hearing ranges
can be considered as an example of the natural variation
of hearing ability of sentient living beings. Sending out a
message with hearing ranges taken into account is a
reasonable to explore while covering additional
modalities.

MODALITIES
Although, evolution on Earth led to humans having the
sensory systems we now possess this may not be the case
for another civilisation on another planet. Sensory
modalities are the primary point of access for all
information perception. To have a higher possibility of
conveying the message, it is essential to consider
possible means of conveying the message. This involves
understanding the primary modalities observed on Earth
to increase the probability of successful message
transmission by incorporating most of these modalities.
Therefore, having a multi-perceptual modality message
delivery module will meet this requirement.

It is possible that a specie may have no visual perception
of light, like that of a mole [37]. They may also lack the
auditory modality when the species has developed
entirely telepathically [38]. However, irrespective of
these primary sensory modalities, it is safe to presume
that an intelligent extraterrestrial would almost certainly
possess the sense of touch. It is the most basic sense of
perception. It is logical to explore the possibilities of
message perception through the sense of touch with
something like Braille.

Unfortunately, there are no examples of any
extraterrestrial senses that could serve as a starting point.
Understanding the sensory systems that other sentient
species have on Earth would be a reasonable starting
point. Animals, birds, insects, and aquatic organisms
have several sensory abilities including but not limited to
visual, auditory, and somatosensory. For example, there
is a broad biological diversity of how various animals
visual modalities function [20]. The paper considers
three primary modalities, visual, auditory, and
somatosensory.

To address these modalities, the module's technologies
would need to be designed and assembled in a way that
works harmoniously for successful message delivery.
The above-mentioned attempts were made in the 1970s,
and there are now possible solutions to their
shortcomings. The module must also be space
compatible for long-duration space flight.

On planet Earth, different species have a dissimilar
visual system from humans. Spiders can have up to eight
eyes that work with a different nervous system than ours.
Humans are only capable of seeing visible light. It is
reasonable to explore whether there are possibilities for
an alien civilisation to have a broader range of visual
perception. Biological infrared imaging occurs naturally
on planet Earth. Creatures like snakes see their
surroundings in infrared light as seen below [21], [22],
simulated by a thermal camera. Some species of owls and
bats can see their surroundings in ultraviolet [23], [24].
Rodents and some other vertebrates are also capable of
ultraviolet vision [25], [26]. With these examples, it can
be argued that, since it is possible for some species to see
naturally in infrared and UV light, alien species with
similar characteristics may exist.

COMPOSITION OF THE CONCEPT MESSAGE
It is possible to explore a message design using
Astrolinguistics, incorporated in a modern-day screen for
visual representation. There are also policies, ethics, and
laws to consider while designing the message [16]. The
message has been divided into four parts:
Origin of the module/message or where is it from?
Characteristics of Earth
Who is the message from?
What are Humans doing as an intelligent species?
One of the primary aspects to the start of a message is to
represent the origin of the message. It is vital to show
where the message comes from before setting out who it
comes from. Although the Pioneer Plaque and Voyager
Records used the radial image for this part of the
message, this paper avoids using semiotics to represent
the location of the Earth and the solar system. The
representation of the location of the solar system by
means of images is based on a commonality for all
species whose planets orbit a star. The image, which was
part of the 115 images on Voyager Record, consisted of
a radial line diagram with an image of the most distant
observable celestial object as a reference. This image
retained the graphical representation inscribed on the
record in the hope that the intelligent audience would
make a connection between the image and the
inscription, as seen below. However, ambiguity can now
be avoided by displaying an image directly on a screen.

Figure 3: A snake's vision [27]
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would serve the purpose of the message without
revealing the location of the earth.
To continue the story of the origin of the message, the
Earth is next described. This part of the message is not
as essential as the description of the origin of the
message; however, it is reasonable to specify planetary
features to give the recipient more context of the planet.
Although the planetary properties do not convey a direct
message, their components are indispensable to infer the
properties of life on Earth. This part of the message can
feature landscapes and weather on Earth.

Figure 4: Image on Voyager record to represent the
solar location [39]
The image for the message would require a
representation of the Milky Way as a reference to
indicate the origin of the module or probe. There are
concept images of the Milky Way created assuming its
current size and properties. An image of the probe, which
originated in the Milky Way, could be shown by
graphically tracing it back to the galaxy. From an
astrolinguistic perspective, this image would
characterise some of the details for the message. Such an
image ould con e three major points: and then the
point
The image shows a galaxy that has a logical
commonality.
The probe, traced back to the galaxy, shows a
clear, unambiguous representation of its origin.
It could be inferred that humans are scienceoriented species that look beyond their planet.
The representation of the Earth and the solar system
plays an important role in further describing the origin of
the message. As with the Pioneer Plaque, which indicates
the origin of the plaque from the third planet of a star
system, as seen below, it is possible to trace the module
back from the galaxy to the solar system.

Figure 6: Images on Voyager records depicting
landscapes and weather [39]
It is important to show the alien civilisation that the
people living on planet Earth are the creators of the
message, with a delicate balance between conviviality
and strength. The Voyager Records consisted of several
images of people performing certain activities and
displaying racial diversity on Earth. Although the
representation of human diversity is important, it carries
an increased risk of misrepresentation [40]. Racial
diversity may be puzzling to an intelligent alien species
with little racial diversity on its planet. The records
attempt to depict the growth of science and technology
on Earth with images of vehicles, aeroplanes, rocket
launches, and an astronaut. Although the images
represent human activities on Earth, the selection of
images from several backgrounds of science and
technological must be such that they could be relatable
to an intelligent extraterrestrial. Sending music from
Earth could further increase the risk of
miscommunication and misinterpretation [41]. All these

Figure 5: Solar system portrayed on the Pioneer
plaque [2]
While representing the solar system, one could avoid
displaying the entire planetary system. The Sun is the
most massive celestial object in the solar system and can
be seen from a considerable distance. The image of the
Sun would clearly represent a star and indicate a star
system. The planets are negligible in size compared to
the Sun and are not be visible. Therefore, a message
could contain an image of the Sun representing a star
system. The module is traced back to the image of the
Sun. The Earth is an essential part of the message that
represents the planet from which the message originates.
An image of the Earth would show the origin of the
message and conclude this part of the message. This
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criticisms were taken into consideration while designing
the concept message.

animated clip of astronauts in space. These images
describe technological progress and humanity's
inclination towards science.

Message segments

The audio plays the sound of the rocket launch.

The construction of a concept message for the payload,
followed the steps of the Voyager records while
correcting adjusting to the newfound studies and
linguistics. Primarily consisting of an audio and video
message that would be translated into all the other submodalities in the payload, the concept video message is
two minutes and twenty-two seconds long and can be
watched here.
Origin of the message (0:00

The chosen video clips are implemented without
assuming the universality of science and mathematics.
The video strives to avoid seemingly obscure elements
to an alien life.
DESIGN OF MAILbox
The module is designed to be small and portable, and it
can be easily attached to any spacecraft. The 316 × 298
× 50 mm module weighs 3000 g. The key component for
successful message delivery is the use relevant
components in the payload for enabling the following
multiple modalities of the message:
1. Visual
a. Visible light
b. Infrared
c. Ultraviolet
2. Auditory
a. Normal hearing ranges
b. Ultrasonic hearing ranges
3. Somatosensory

0:10):

The video begins with an image of the module and its
return journey from Earth. It consists of images of the
Milky Way, the Sun, and the Earth - elements of space
that are most likely to be relatable to an intelligent
extraterrestrial civilisation to interpret the origin of the
message.
Landscapes and Weather phenomena (0:10

1:14):

Short clips of a beach, forest, desert, stream, mountain,
and a city are played in this section of the video. It shows
the landscapes of planet Earth, which might resemble
some aspects of the planet with intelligent life, and it is
possible to infer Earth s ecological attributes, without
directly displaying images of the species living in them.
In addition, there are clips of sunlight, clouds, lightning,
rain and snow to represent the weather conditions on
Earth. These conditions again help build a commonality
for inferring the survivability of life on Earth. These
videos help illustrate the characteristics of the Earth
while avoiding the need for scientific explanations.

It is these senses that enable a species to experience its
environment and to perceive information from its
observations. The MAILbox, as seen below, is designed
to bring these modalities together and seeks to
accommodate a larger group of audiences with these
possible sensory abilities for better perception while
being space compatible.
The visual element of the MAILbox consists of an LCD
screen for displaying the video message. To translate the
same video into an infrared and ultrasonic display,
MAILbox consists of an IR emitter matrix and a UV
emitter matrix, consisting of 3500 and 1920 individual
emitters respectively, to emulate a single physical pixel.
The auditory system of the module consists of 4
ultrasonic transducers capable of producing sounds up to
150 kHz, along with a speaker that functions at 0 - 10
kHz frequency range.

Corresponding sounds form the audio message played
parallel to the video. Sounds of waves, breeze, thunder,
rain, blizzard, and a stream are included to relate the
respective video clips to its audio.
Who is the message from? (0:14

1:31):

To ensure that people are portrayed as the authors of the
message, and taking inspiration from previous attempts,
video clips of cities, traffic, people are shown. These
time-lapse clips do not contain details on human
diversity, but a human's physical form and activities can
be understood from the clips, avoiding confusion and
focusing on portraying humans as the primary intelligent
species on Earth.
The audio bits of these clips consist of traffic noise and
people talking to represent a small number of humanmade sounds.
What are Humans doing as an intelligent species?
(0:32 2:22):
This part of the message shows technologies that could
be relatable to intelligent alien civilisation and aims to
avoid depicting various incomprehensible technological
advancements. The video shows a shuttle launch and an
Mummigatti
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A tactile display system provides the somatosensory part
of the message. The concept for the module is to deliver
the message that could be understood by touch. Tactile
surface technology has grown over the years, and studies
have shown their potential applications in everyday life
[42] [48]. There have also been studies that suggest 3-D
representation of objects and subjects could prove to be
a successful form of message interpretation [49]. Tactile
surfaces with actuators have been integrated into the
payload design. The video message components can be
easily modified to be represented on to a shape-shifting
surface.

composed of gold anodised aluminium 7075 [50] which
also provides a certain level of radiation shielding. The
module has a transparent radiation shielding over the
interactive interfaces of the module.

Figure 9: MAILbox CAD (Isometric View 2)
These transparent radiation shielding materials are made
of optically transparent nanocomposite polymers [51],
[52], similar to those used in the radiation shielding of
spacesuit helmets [53] or a crew module or ISS windows.
Polyimide heaters are integrated into the module because
they have an extensive space heritage, are customizable,
power-saving devices with simple operation. Today,
lithium-ion batteries or carbon nanocomposites are
available on a small scale [54] to power the entire
payload when activated. These batteries have a long
service life, function at low temperatures [55], and their
self-discharge can be suppressed for years [56]. The
module also consists of a small solar array to charge the
module as redundancy in case of a failure. All the
components of the module are shown in the following
figure.

Figure 8: Various shapeshifting tactile display
technologies [42] [48]
To produce a module compatible with the deep space
environment, it needs adequate radiation shielding, an
independent power supply, and a thermal system. The
module remains in a hibernation state throughout the
mission and only functions when held, with the help of a
body capacitance transistor connected to the structure of
module, limiting its power requirement. In addition, the
module has a redundancy mode in case of transistor
failure, which uses a pressure switch. The technologies
for the design of MAILbox are currently available on the
market and are carefully selected after several trade-off
studies. To increase it longevity, the module structure is

Figure 10: MAILbox (Exploded view)
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CONCLUSION
With today's technology and scientific knowledge, a
system for transmitting messages with multi-perceptual
modalities can be developed to send a physical message
into space. Ideally, the message would consist of
information that could have a reliable commonality
between humanity and an alien civilisation. With
Astrolinguistics it is possible to create better messages in
the future if such an attempt are made. Although it
requires some research and development in the areas of
power generation and radiation protection for longduration space flights. These improvements would
potentially enable implementation of a physical
messages on board any satellite.
Humanity's long unanswered question about its place in
the universe and whether there are other intelligent alien
civilisations requires going into space and seeking an
answer. MAILbox offers one such concept for expanding
into space and gesticulating human existence.
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ABSTRACT
Why does a lightbulb blow or a star die? For both, energy has been drained. An astronomer once said ha we are
stardus . Hence, o r energ is also going o deple e. This paper proposes he idea of he e ension of life in a
different gravitational scenario. At the Ear h s s rface, a body of mass 1 kg is attracted with a force of 9.8 N, causing
the muscles to do work for human walking which would be halved on an aircraft with near half the Ear h s gravity.
Could gravity be draining li ing en i ies energ ? Wo ld a eaker gravity, then, lengthen their life?
There exists a lot of uncertainty beyond the interaction of gravity with biological processes. Current research
studying the growth of plants under weaker gravity have concluded that microgravity would be favorable to plants
life. Astronauts, on the other hand. show anatomic and physiological alterations demonstrating that all living
organisms would have evolved differently in weightlessness. That is, if life was longer in a different planet with less
gravity, it would also look completely different. Therefore, research further into microgravity is going on through
simulators, despite the constraints on this field of astrobiology.
There exists a wide range of inquiries highly significant to our understanding of the connection between lifetime and
gravity, where exoplanet exploration could search for a micro gravitational environment, resulting in meaningful
discoveries of the duration of the lifecycle. The 4144 exoplanets discovered to date mean that there is every
likelihood of a habitable planet with weaker gravity that may allow for a longer human lifespan.

needed to move the body through he plane s
gravitational field. The work done translates into an
altered potential and/or kinetic energy. In the case of a
lifted object, it means that gravitational potential energy
has been stored. The energy is, then, a quantification of
the ability of something to do work.

INTRODUCTION
A falling apple meant the first acknowledgement of a
force pulling different bodies toward each other:
gravity. This force of mutual attraction is strictly related
to the mass of the bodies, increasing with the mass of
the object. In other words, the gravitational pull from
the Earth on a body is higher than that being exerted by
Mars on the same body, since Mars is about 10 times
less massive than the Earth. In fact, the weight arises
from this attracting force, leading to a reduced weight
on less massive planets compared to Earth. The effect
of the gravitational pull extends to an infinite distance.
Since gravity is inversely proportional to the square of
the separation between the two masses, the pull
becomes weaker as the distance between them
increases. This also applies to the gravitational potential
energy of an object located on a gravitational field. This
energy is the work done by the field to move the mass
to an infinite distance from its location on the field.
Therefore, the location of the body can change by doing
work against gravity. For instance, lifting said body a
distance r from one point of the Earth s gravitational
field to another takes work F
r, where the
gravitational force F = mg is directed vertically towards
the Earth s centre. This means that the work required
would change as g changes. That is, the less attraction
that the planet exerts on the body, the less work is
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ORKING AGAINST GRAVIT
One could extrapolate the lifting problem against
Ear h s a rac ing p ll o a human walking against said
pull. The exchange of energy when walking relates to
the exchange of energy in a simple pendulum. From the
rest position of the pendulum, work must be done to
displace it to an angle 𝜃, gaining gravitational potential
energy on its new position at a height h. As soon as the
mass starts moving from this position, it loses potential
energy to gain kinetic energy (and with it, speed).
Equivalently, human walking depends upon work done
by the muscles o main ain he bod s cen re of mass
(COM) as the pendulum-like exchange of energy
happens [1, 2]. A different gravitational environment
would vary the work needed to overcome the exchange
of potential and kinetic energy at the COM. As gravity
decreases, so it does the work required. On Mars, for
instance, whose gravitational field s strength is 40% of
that existing on Earth, this work would be halved [2].
The extrapolation of this comparison leads to the
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following thought: completing the activities of daily
living demands more energy from organisms in a planet
with higher gravitational force. Consequently, the
higher gra i
o ld be draining hese li ing being s
energy.

the work done per unit mass and the force per unit
mass, walking speed and life expectancy, the following
restrictions are set: X1+ X2
2.52 109 seconds, and
2.56X1+ 57.02X2 3.71 1010 (see Table 1 to understand
the coefficients). The first inequality forces the sum of
the life expectancy on Mars and the life expectancy on
Jupiter to be at least equal to the Earth s life
expectancy. The second inequality forces the sum of the
work done per unit mass by a human when walking on
both Mars and Jupiter to be at least the work per unit
mass that a human must do here under the Earth s
gravitational field. Other inequalities could be also
considered.

Maximizing the Human Life Span
To better understand the reasoning behind this idea, one
may think of the core business of the current largest
companies, which is creating value while maximizing
the profits. This sets an optimization problem consisting
on maximizing/minimizing a real function. This area of
applied mathematics includes linear programming,
which may use an algorithm (simplex method) to find
the largest/smallest value for an objective linear
function. It includes a series of constraints that are
specified with linear equalities and inequalities. In
terms of life, can humans maximize themselves? Can
they reach a mathematical expression to minimize their
energy cost? What restrictions would this expression be
subjected to?

If the algorithm works and finds the optimal values for
Z, X1 and X2, it will demonstrate the relationship
between gravity and life expectancy. Nevertheless,
there exists a wide range of other relationships,
probably nonlinear, that relates gravity and the
biological processes required for the adaptation to a
different gravitational scenario. Note that the approach
outlined here is very hypothetical and general.

Before setting the objective function and the
inequalities, one could recall the equation for the work
done to move an object through a distance, F
r. This
equation could be rewritten as F v t, where v could
be the human walking speed over time
t. By
considering the dimensions of the variables, one could
reach the equality for their units: [J/kg] = [N/kg] [m/s]
[s]. This expression suggests that the work done per
unit mass by a human when walking is equal to the
force per unit mass applied by that human when
walking (force per unit mass needed to overcome the
gravitational acceleration), multiplied by the walking
speed and by the time that the human is walking.
Table 1:

Gravity ‘shapes’ life
For now, only humans and their life span have been
related to gravity. However, the amount of work needed
to be done against gravity to live in a micro
gravitational scenario would also depend on the form of
the organisms living there. If the relevant organisms are
humans, it is essential to study how this scenario would
shape them. In fact, the al e of Ear h s gravity is
responsible for shaping life on said planet. Here, a
body with a mass of 1 kg is attracted with a force of 9.8
N. All living beings have evolved accordingly. For
instance, plant roots look for their nutrients by growing
towards the underground, birds had to evolve a
musculoskeletal system to overcome the lift/drag
problem resulting from gravity and the air density. Both
animals and humans have developed a specific blood
and digestive system to counteract gravity, which also
applies to the configuration of their muscles and bones
[4]. These have evolved to give rise to a sense of
balance in a planet with a 9.8 N gravitational force.
Asking now what would happen, or how living entities
would have evolved in a planet with a smaller
gravitational force poses a challenge.

Variables involved on the optimization
problem

Style

Earth

Mars

Jupiter

Gravitational
acceleration
(m/s2), F/m

9.8

3.71

24.79

Average
walking speed
[3] (m/s), v

1.5

0.69

2.30

Average
human life
expectancy
(s), t

2.52 109

X1

X2

(F/m) ∙ v∙ Δ t
(J/kg)

3.71 1010

2.56X1

The mathematician and physician Freeman Dyson once
said surviving and making a home away from Earth
are problems of biolog a he han enginee ing [5].
This thought could provide a good starting point on the
concerns about the adaptation of astronauts to space
conditions. The astronauts flying aboard these missions
must prepare for the changes that their body will
experience under microgravity. In fact, if a permanent
move into space was considered, a wider adaption of
not only humans, but of all life beings, would have to
be carefully studied and clarified with technology that is
still being developed. Biotechnology has become the

57.02X2

The approach considered to set the optimization
problem starts as follows: let X1 and X2 be the human
average life expectancy on Mars and Jupiter,
respectively. Let 80 years (2.52 109 seconds) be the
human average life expectancy here on the Earth (Table
1). Set the objective function to be X1+ X2 = Z. This
function implies maximizing the sum of both life
expectancies. From the relationships existing between
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science that leads the research on technological
advances that could enhance biological systems lives.

believed that mammalian cells and tissues cultured in a
microgravity environment (such as that simulated in
NASA s bioreactor) would allow simpler, quicker and
more rigorous try-outs of new drugs and treatments.
What is more, the development and structure of tissues
would highly resemble those from the body compared
to the samples grown on the Earth s environment,
where they are subjected to stresses and shear forces.
Consequently, they can be analysed more thoroughly
and quicker. In fact, standard methods of cells and
tissue culture do not guarantee differentiated cells*.
Therefore, they do not exactly copy a tumour or a
tissue. Models of breast, prostate, as well as human
tissue such as heart or skeletal muscle, liver or kidney
cells among others are also expected to improve with
this technology. This provides researchers more insight
into how cancerous tissues grow and into future medical
technologies that can have significant positive impact
on a patient s recovery prospects [6].

STUDYING
THE
IMPACT
OF
A
MICROGRAVITATIONAL ENVIRONMENT ON
BIOLOGY
Biotechnology
The principal areas on which microgravity is being
investigated through biotechnology are protein crystal
growth, mammalian cell and tissue culture.
Proteins are fundamental to complete any daily activity.
Their structure and its relationship with the function
they perform is investigated in order to design drugs
that alter these functions. Precisely, protein crystal
growth is used to reveal information about their
molecular structure. This demands of crystals that have
grown enough so that the structural analysis can be
carried out via X-ray diffraction. It turns out that the
homogeneous crystals required for the analysis grow
better near weightlessness. They show fewer defects
and larger structures that can be straight-forwardly
studied by the diffracted X-rays. This has been
attributed to the convection and sedimentation
processes happening on Earth. Protein crystals descend
towards the bottom of the container due to
sedimentation, which means that other crystals in the
solution may perturb it. Also, the structural order of the
crystal changes noticeably because of the convective
flows. The knowledge gained from protein crystal
growth in microgravity allows researchers to
comprehend pro ein s s r c re and o design ways of
reinforcing it. For instance, it can provide insight into
he pro ein ha ca ses Parkinson s disease [6].

Physiotherapy has also developed new technologies that
operate in zero-g. Alter-G is an anti-gravity treadmill
that uses NASA Differential Air pressure technology to
obtain a range of benefits different from those acquired
on a normal Treadmill [7]. The idea arises from the
need for partially or completely immobilized people to
increase their sport activity, since a lack of it could end
in muscle atrophy [8]. The creator of Alter-G was
Rober Whalen, who worked at the Ames Research
Centre for NASA. He first proposed the use of
differential air pressure in space o imi a e Ear h s
gravity in order to avoid some of the weightlessness
consequences e perienced b NASA s as rona s. The
main idea suggested for the upkeep of the
musculoskeletal system during space missions was to
load bones and muscles with similar activities to those
performed on Earth. Consequently, astronauts would
exercise with a treadmill carrying a harness that would
substitute the loading withstood during daily activities
such as standing or walking. However, the harness was
not practical. Instead, it was replaced by a force
resulting from air pressure that equalled the weight of
the astronaut. The idea suggested by Rober Whalen
became afterwards a rehabilitation device that reversed
the concept of it: instead of simulating Ear h s gra i
in space, it simulated microgravity on the Earth. AlterG gets rid of up to 80% of the body weight by
administering air pressure to the lower part of the body,
resulting in considerably less impact with every step
taken. The efficacy of Alter-G has shown several
benefits, such as the rehabilitation of the lower
extremities, treatment of neurological injuries,
reduction of body weight, aerobic conditioning and
preparing elderly people to fight illness. Furthermore,
Alter-G is currently being developed so that it can be
used by other patients with other disorders such as
cerebral palsy [7, 8]. Therefore, the device has
demonstrated how the human body can take
considerable advantage of what microgravity offers.

Figure 1: Simpler and more ordered structures of
protein crystal s shape grown in microgravity
(right) compared to Earth (left) [6]
Research into further medical applications on cells and
tissues is c rren l being done ia NASA s bioreac or.
This device consists of a slowly rotating horizontal
cylinder that maintains cultured cells in an endless freefall, imitating microgravity. This ground-based facility
was designed to simulate the three-dimensional tissue
formed in a living body instead of the flat sheets of cells
that appear when using static methods. Moreover, it is
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initiated tests on plants under microgravity conditions,
but also scientists on the Russian Mir Space Station
have used short generation-time laboratory plants to
investigate how they would germinate and grow. A total
of three try-outs were carried out, where the levels of
carbon dioxide where changed on the plant chamber.
The investigation concluded that, at first sight plants did
not produce viable seeds, as a result of minimal air
movement, leading to a lack of the amount of carbon
dioxide required. However, if air from the crew cabin
was being pumped into the chamber, the mix of air
ensured enough carbon dioxide and oxygen. Mir
scientists found out that these plants grew and produced
the viable seeds needed to give rise to a new generation.
What is more, it could mean the beginning of a
bioregenerative life support system. The reason for this
is that the plants would benefit from the excess of
carbon dioxide from the crew, bringing economic
advantages as well, due to the energy cost of getting rid
of he cre s e haled carbon dioxide [9].

Figure 2: Astronaut exercising on a treadmill with a
loading harness, in space (left). Patient exercising
with Alter-G on Earth [7].
Biotechnology focuses on designing advance
technology to enhance the processes of living
organisms at different levels. Since this branch of
science has gained strength, it has demonstrated the
wide range of benefits, advantages and improvements
that can be achieved through the simulation of
microgravity here on Earth. Hence, imitating these
gravity conditions when performing experiments on
Earth may hold the key to successfully comprehend
living organisms.
Microgravity’s Impact on Plants and Animals
Revealing biolog s reac ion o l nar/mar ian le els of
gravity is essential to drive exoplanet exploration
forward. Plants are bioregenerative life support systems
(BLSS), meaning that they would be a fundamental part
of the artificial ecosystem (with complex symbiotic
relationships existing between plants, animals and
microorganisms), in space. Exploratory expeditions
demand learning food production in a different system,
which will determine a new lifestyle when leaving
Earth [9]. Space experiments with ground-based studies
have been performed to investigate the evolution of
plants morphological characteristics. The term
automorphogenesis is used to explain the
morphogenesis when there are no external stimuli
affecting it, such as gravity. On Earth,
automorphogenesis
is
camouflage
by
gravimorphogenesis, where gravity would correspond
to the external stimuli affecting the development of the
morphological characteristics [10].

Figure 3: Relationship between plants growth
parameters and the logarithm of the gravitational
acceleration [10] .
Contrastingly, animals that fly or swim under the
Earth s gravity have revealed an odd behaviour under
microgravity characterised by loop, somersault and
spiral motion. This applies to jellyfish, fish and birds.
Rats, prairie dogs and lizards tend to hold on to
something in order to reach a stable point. Experiments
with fish, frogs, and other vertebrate species have been
carried out to demonstrate a possible adaptation to a
new gravitational environment. For instance, several
fish called Medaka were used on a parabolic aeroplane
flight in Japan, where microgravity was simulated.
Most of the fish showed the looping behaviour, whereas
a small number of them did not, including two males
and two females. These were chosen for a space
mission where it was proven that they could reproduce.
Moreover, in 1973 a new flight crew took two adult fish
and eggs from the same species to Skylab, the first
United States space station launched by NASA. At the
beginning, they showed the expected looping
behaviour. However, it took a total of 19 days in space
for them to stop swimming in loops but to swim turning
their backs to the light, as they do on Earth.

From 2008 onwards, experiments have been performed
on the International Space Station (ISS). These
experiments on growth and morphogenesis under
microgravity have demonstrated a decreasing
phototropism (response of plants to light, consisting on
growing towards it) in near weightlessness. They have
also concluded that the BLSS are affected biophysically
but these conditions are not a major issue for their
development [11]. In fact, a reduced gravitational
scenario, such as that on the Moon or Mars might be
beneficial to plant life [10,11]. Not only have the ISS
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Furthermore, pigeons were taken on a military aircraft
from the United States Air Force, the KC-135
aeroplane, and demonstrated a similar behaviour by
moving in circles. Therefore, both looping and
somersaulting are behaviours shared by both swimmers
and flyers near weightlessness, where an adaptation has
been proven days after the arrival to the new
environment [9].

The Effects of Being Exposed to Weightlessness
This investigation starts by analysing the alterations
suffered by astronauts during and after the space
missions that have previously occurred. For instance,
Jay Buckey, physician and NASA astronaut, explained
his own experience losing bone and muscle. Muscle
atrophy is one the most out-standing consequences of
flying into space. This consists on the deterioration of
the so-called antigravity muscles (calf muscles,
quadriceps, muscles of the back and neck) [12]. In
weightlessness, the body does not do any work against
gravity resulting in a shrinkage of the body itself. There
is almost no need for muscle contraction to hold the
body. In fact, there is no weight on the upper body
pressing down on the lumbar vertebrae in a
microgravitational scenario. Consequently, fluid gathers
on the invertebrate discs , which expands, causing the
muscles located between vertebrae to stretch.
Therefore, the body increases its height in space [13].
Regarding the bone loss, astronauts can lose up to a two
percent of their bone mass each month [14].
Furthermore, it is accompanied by a calcium release as
well, resulting in an increasing risk of renal stones [15],
since these are small deposits of calcium in addition to
other minerals [14].

Figure 4: Pigeon flying in circles and quickly
rotating on the KL-135 [9]
As plants and animals have both demonstrated the
possibility of adjustment to space conditions, the goal
of making a home away from Earth becomes more
achievable.
MICROGRAVIT

Fluid redistribution is another major stress factor in
space. On Earth, water descends towards the legs and
the feet due to gravity, whereas on space it would be
uniformly distributed throughout the body. This means
that each leg loses a quart of the water that it would
have under a 1-g acceleration. The astronaut s legs get
skinnier as upper parts start accumulating water and
blood so that the face get swollen [9].

S IMPACT ON HUMANS

From the very beginning of space exploration, the
h man s bod adap a ion o eigh lessness has been
investigated and carefully studied. The prospects of
future space colonization may commence with space
tourism and end up with a permanent move to an
exoplanet, especially if life was lengthened there due to
a lower gravity. Particularly, it is widely believed that
elderly people can considerably benefit from lower
levels of gravity. As human organisms age not only is
the sense of balance and equilibrium noticeably
reduced, but also, they become physically less fit. This
has a strong effect on everyday activities, such as
climbing stairs, walking, or even standing up. In other
words, growing old is a battle against gravity. For
instance, falling to the floor here on Earth can result on
huge traumatic consequences for an elderly person. This
problem happens to be resolved in microgravity, where
falling is no longer possible [9]. That is, microgravity
may end up being the best alternative for the attenuation
of the aging effects.

Regarding the cardiovascular system, an upright human
standing under the Earth s gravity experiences a higher
arterial pressure in the feet compared to that on the head
with respect to the heart. Blood redistribution makes the
astronauts to go through physiological adjustments
causing nausea, headaches, and vomiting during the
first 48 to 72 hours [15]. Astronauts also face a
reduction of their total blood volume due to water loss
resulting on a decreasing number of cells, among other
changes related with the blood and renal system [9].
Regarding the respiratory system, research has been
done for decades on how respiration is modified by
lower gravity levels. The Spacelab missions were a
Europe s initiative consisting on including a laboratory
module inside a shuttle s payload, launched by the
NASA Space Shuttle Program. Spacelab missions 1 and
2 demonstrated that the respiratory frequency increases
and physiological dead space reduces due to the
homogeneous blood redistribution in the lungs.
Relatively long-term stays on the ISS have also
indicated a decrease in the oxygen consumed and the
carbon dioxide being produced. However, this is still
due to unknown reasons [15].

However, in terms of a healthy human, further research
is needed in order to reveal the required adaptation for
benefiting from microgravity.
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approximately 480 km of total thickness that the
atmosphere has. The higher up in the atmosphere, the
thinner the air. If he Ear h s mass ere red ced, so
would the atmosphere thickness [17,18]. Therefore, the
possibility of living under microgravity levels demands
the technological innovation of a look-alike Ear h s
atmosphere that not only protects organisms but also
enables them to live under it.
All these stress factors suggest
formed, shaped and they evolve
gravitational effects of the planet
Hence, any living organism under
look remarkably different.

Figure 5: Comparison of human musculoskeletal
system under the Earth s gravity (left) and under
microgravity (right) [9]

Adaptation to the Stress Factors

The human organism in space experiences another
major stress factor: the radiation effects. Space radiation
contains accelerated atoms almost reaching the speed of
light which have lost their electrons so that only the
nucleus remains. It also includes the particles that are
captured within Ear h s magne ic field. However, it is
the exposure to the two other types of space radiation,
solar particle events, and galactic cosmic radiation, that
is fatal, causing an increasing morbidity if a permanent
move to space was considered. The first kind comes
from solar flares which release incredibly large amounts
of energy as X-rays, gamma rays or accelerated protons
and electrons. The second kind comes from outside the
Solar System, but inside our galaxy, the Milky Way,
probably from supernova remnants [16]. Depending on
the duration of the exposure to these two kinds of
radiation, the effects can correspond to both nausea and
vomiting or to the development of cancer [15]. Other
research studies have shown that exposure can also
result in degenerative diseases and serious central
nervous system effects [16].

Charles Darwin is quoted as saying: I i no the
strongest of the species that survives, it is the one that is
he mo adap able o change . Finding ways to
counteract the stress factors that humans experience
under microgravity is fundamental to ease their
adaptation. The likelihood that these ways do exist, and
that even some of them have already been developed,
would enhance the motivation of leaving the Earth
seeking a longer life on a microgravitational
environment. In fact, this investigation has made a lot
of progress since these conditions started being
simulated.
Simulating Microgravity
Simulating microgravity in order to reveal the impact of
gravity on biology is fundamental for predicting the
changes that will happen during long-term space
missions as well as on a possible space colonization.
Research on this field of astrobiology can be done by
crew members already in orbit or by ground-based
facilities (GBFs). The latter is preferable due to the
constraints on the number of space flights. NASA is
well-known by its orbiting spacecraft method. It
requires a specific speed and altitude so that the Space
Shuttle can maintain on its orbit. Once it has reached a
stable orbit, the Space Shuttle will perform a free fall
pa h parallel o Ear h s c r a re i h negligible
friction since it remains outside the upper atmosphere.
This allows to achieve a zero-g environment inside the
aircraft.

There is a third type of space radiation from which
living entities are protected by the shielding of the
Ear h s a mosphere. In fact, another major issue
regarding living under microgravity is the existence of
an appropriate atmosphere. The thickness of a planet s
atmosphere depends strongly on the plane s gra i . A
smaller gravitational pull from a less massive planet
means also a less dense atmosphere. The gas molecules
do not feel such a strong attractive force from the
planet, and they escape. These particles will also escape
once they have reached the escape velocity. In fact, the
temperature plays a crucial role here since it is a
measure of the kinetic energy of the particles,
enhancing the possibility of escape of the particles. This
explains why the inner planets of the Solar System lost
their original atmospheres, made primarily of hydrogen
and helium. The thin atmospheres they currently have
are formed by gases liberated from their interior, where
Mercury and Mars have showed a loss of their
secondary atmosphere too. Here on Earth, the air
making up the atmosphere is denser nearer the surface
since it feels the pressure from the air above it. What is
more, 90% of the air is within the first 30 km of the
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that organisms are
by adapting to the
in which they live.
microgravity would

In order to understand the underlying physics that exists
on achieving a freefall state, it is important to introduce
the difference between inertial mass and gravitational
mass. The first one is a measure of a particle s
resistance to accelerate (given by Newton s law),
whereas the second one is the particle s mass as
measured by its gravitational attraction for other bodies.
In a lift cabin falling under the Earth s gravitational
field, the gravitational mass equals the inertial mass,
and that is the reason why the person on the lift does
not feel the acceleration. That is, there is no reaction
force from the lift on the person. Consequently, the
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person falls under the influence of the same
gravitational field as the elevator does. As a result, the
person perceive himself/herself to be weightless [19,
20].

the aircraft fall under the influence of the Earth s
gravitational field [6, 19]
All the devices being designed and the ideas that have
allowed the simulation of weightlessness here on Earth
are likely to lead to interesting results on the required
adaptation of organisms to these conditions.

The equality between inertial mass and gravitational
mass in precisely the idea behind the weak equivalence
principle (fundamental in Einstein s general theory of
relativity and gravitation): objects in free-fall do not
feel the effect of gravitation [20]. This idea is also used
to achieve a new gravitational environment on aircrafts
and rockets. If an aircraft follows a parabolic path, short
periods of microgravity conditions (~15 seconds up to
103g) inside the plane are reached. The aeroplane must
trace a parabola by climbing at a 45-degree angle and
then descend at the same angle. In fact, both hyper
gravity and microgravity are achieved by this method.
Equally, rockets performing parabolic paths can
simulate microgravity (~ a few minutes up to 10-5g)
before reaching the atmosphere, and after burning out.
NASA also takes advantage of drop facilities such as
the two facilities located at the NASA Lewis Research
Centre and at the NASA Marshall Space Flight Centre
to create microgravity conditions. These facilities are
characterised by allowing for a drop, either into a hole
in the ground (~132 meter) or from a tower (~24
meters), leading to 5.2 and 2.2 seconds of reduced
gravity respectively. However, it is in Japan where the
longest drop of about 10 seconds is possible through a
490-meter vertical mine shaft [6].

Adaptation to Microgravity
Once weightlessness started being simulated on Earth,
experiments testing biological systems were carried out
continually. The results from these experiments showed
the need for innovative ideas and of technologies to
develop the adjustment of these biological systems to
the new conditions.
Among the biggest concerns of astronauts adapting to
space conditions, there is the adjustment of the
musculoskeletal system. Fundamentally, there exists
physical exercise programs for both the preparation and
the recovery of a microgravitational environment. Over
the last decades, these programs have evolved from an
initial rowing ergometer to a high-tech treadmill,
currently being used on the ISS. As a result, both the
heart rate and the oxygen consumption of astronauts has
been maintained even during the most prolonged space
missions. The astronauts involved in these missions
counteract the stress factors with a bicycle ergometer, a
treadmill, bungee cords and an elastomer, among other
devices. The Advanced Resistive Exercise Device
(ARED) was designed for exercises under
weightlessness during long periods of time, with
successful results on Earth and now being used at the
ISS. Another device that has been developed is the
Zero-Gravity Locomotion Simulator, whose main
characteristic was that it provided a ground resistance
force very similar to the feeling of running here on
Earth [15].

Simulating the same condition via ground-based
facilities (GBF) finds its origin on the classical clinostat
in 1879 by Julius Sachs. This is a device that rotates a
sample (plants or other biological specimen) to prevent
it from perceiving the effects of the gravitational pull.
Another commonly known GBF is the Rotating wall
vessel and Diamagnetic levitation. The first one, was
designed to perform experiments with tissue cultures
and aquatic organisms. The latter was first achieved by
the Universities of Nijmegen and Nottingham when a
live frog was levitated at the High Field Magnet
Laboratory [21].

Besides the necessary physical workout, finding ways
of blocking the breakdown of bone is essential to
reducing the risk of renal stones. This is the objective of
the investigation being carried out by the Human
Research Program a NASA s Johnson Space Centre
together with the Japanese Space Agency. The
astronauts in orbit participating on the research
combined anti-resorptive drugs (which blocks the reabsorption of bone), vitamins and workouts. In fact,
bisphosphonate medication was shown to stop the bone
breakdown. This idea originated from the treatment that
osteoporosis patients undergo here on Earth [14].
On the other hand, the cardio asc lar s s em s great
adaptability to diverse conditions means that there is
every likelihood that a healthy human organism can
adapt to long-term space missions with treatments such
as long bed rest protocols and head-down tilt
experiments. The cardiovascular system is regulated by
neural and endocrine mechanisms. Therefore, the blood
pressure, the heart rate and the mean arterial pressure

Figure 6: Parabolic flight characteristics. Free fall is
achieved when there is no reaction force on the
occupants by the aircraft. Both the occupants and
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among other factors must be constantly monitored.
Recent research indicated that blood redistribution
adaptations have been seen within the first 6-10 hours.
Also, i has been sho n ha he bod s energy is
enhanced and perfusion§ requirements fit better with a
lower heart rate due to a rise in arterial pressure, which
is guaranteed on space. More importantly, the heart
does not have to work as much as on Earth since it no
longer operates against gravity. Therefore, blood
circulation is, in fact, more dynamic under lower levels
of gravity. The redistribution of the blood also concerns
the stress factors happening on the respiratory system,
where a longer exposure of this redistribution would
lead to an earlier adaptation of the system [15].
However, since there has not been any evidence found
of degradation in lung function during prolonged space
missions, as opposed to other organs, lungs do not seem
to structurally change under microgravity [22].

shielding materials are those containing hydrogen.
Hence, Suit 2 resembles Suit 1 but with a Multi-Layer
of materials such as High-density polyethylene
(HDPE), Aluminium, and Kevlar. The third model, Suit
3, shares the content of Suit 1, but these elements are
combined differently [23].

Figure 7: The three spacesuit models proposed for
radiation shielding: (a) Suit 1, (b) Suit 2 and (c) Suit
3 [23]

In terms of the apparent inevitable radiative effects,
finding ways of attenuating them is fundamental to
enhance long-lasting space missions and a possible
permanent stay there. Two approaches have been
investigated so far: a pharmacological one and a
mechanical one. The first kind consists on antioxidants
among other protective substances, and the soybeanderived Bowman-Birk Inhibitor. These can neutralize
reactive species generated by the two dangerous types
of space radiation. These have been shown in successful
in vivo** experiments on mice. In fact, an extension of a
mouse life was identified when experimenting with the
antioxidants. Contrastingly, Chinese medicine provides
a formula that includes different components, fructose
among them. It was used on people undergoing
radiation sickness as well as on irradiated mice, where a
physiological analysis afterwards revealed the
effectiveness of fructose on activating an immune
system response. Nevertheless, more research on this
topic is still needed to reveal the actual effect of these
substances and their effectiveness when protecting from
radiation.

Even though most of the ideas proposed to the day are
still taking shape, progress is being made by both the
astrophysics and the astrobiologist community on
understanding life in a wider context than the Earth
alone. The continuing development of state-of-the-art
technology has every likelihood of helping us face the
formidable challenge of leaving Earth.
CONCLUSION
The life of any organism would be lengthened under
microgravity conditions, where a less work would be
required to perform any daily living activity, such as
walking. This hypothesis suggests that the optimized
problem s solution for the life expectancy in a different
gravitational scenario may be achieved via the simplex
method. However, even if the optimization worked, it
would still demand a thorough and deep investigation
on the impact that gravity has on living organisms. This
investigation is currently supported by microgravity
simulators here on Earth together with space flights,
which have demonstrated the advantages that
weightlessness offers. These applies to the
comprehension of biological systems behaviour and the
benefits they would experience by growing in a lower
gravitational field strength environment. Even though
the evolution underlying this change of habitat has not
been defined yet, it has been shown that the adaptation
of a wide range of organisms is possible. Even when the
human organism appears not to be able to adjust to
some of the stress factors, such as the space radiation,
technology has demonstrated otherwise. Nevertheless,
more clarity is needed on the shape that living entities
would develop under microgravity condition, which is
still being worked out by the astrobiology community.
All in all, however, everything points to a future
departure to a less gravitational celestial body, which
would likely allow for a more extensive existence than
the one that the Earth has offered to this day.

The second approach consists on designing a physical
barrier within the spaceship made of unique and
innovative material [15]. Recent studies have also been
presented aiming to construct a radiation-shielding
spacesuit. Particularly, a dose reduction analysis has
been performed on a total of three different spacesuits
design. This study investigated the shielding properties
of several materials on each of the designs. The results
showed that water was fundamental when modelling the
spacesuit due to its shielding properties and because it
does not suppose an extra load (it is required to already
be present on the relevant space habitat). Therefore,
Suit 1 consists of water elements, where the abdomen,
the chest, the spine, the neck, the arms and the
shoulders are being protected. Moreover, protective
materials are those with higher density for a fixed
volume, such as aluminium, which means that they are
more massive. In the case of a fixed mass, the most
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Notes
*

Cell differentiation allows cells to become specialized
to carry out a specific function. As a result of cell
differentiation, there exists tissues and organs playing
different roles in the organism.
The intervertebral disc lies between adjacent vertebrae
in the vertebral column.
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The dead space is the volume of breath that does not
participate in gas exchange
§

perfusion is the flow of blood to alveolar capillaries,
whereas ventilation is the flow of air into and out of the
alveoli. The ventilation perfusion ratio (V/Q) is
important because it defines the ratio of the amount of
air reaching the alveoli per unit time to the amount of
blood reaching the alveoli per unit time. This ratio
determines the concentration of oxygen and carbon
dioxide in blood.

**

In vivo experiments are performed in living
organisms
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ABSTRACT
Suspending biological processes through hibernation allows endotherms to survive during periods of extreme
environmental variation, a vital adaption for when resources are scarce. Hibernation begins with Torpor – the stage
at which metabolic rates are drastically reduced, followed by a reduction in core body temperature.
A multitude of research has been undertaken on inducing hibernation in non-hibernating species. Two main
techniques have been identified: reducing body temperature through invasive or conductive cooling and using
chemicals or drug-based alterations such as inhaled hydrogen sulphide. Currently, the most prolonged duration of
Torpor achieved from therapeutic hypothermia in humans is 14 days.
Synthetically inducing hypothermia and thus reducing metabolic activity in humans, is advantageous in many
clinical settings. Applications may include using hypothermia to extend the golden hour to provide critical care that
trauma patients need, cryogenic preservation, and long-duration space travel, which will be the focus of this study.
Benefits of synthetic hibernation for use during space travel, include a metabolic requirement reduction, leading to a
decrease in food and oxygen consumption, and waste generation. The envisioned pods in which astronauts may be
kept in will decrease the living space needed. Psychosocial issues that arise due to long term close-quarter
confinement in a high-pressured environment may also be avoided. However, human hibernation is also fraught with
challenges. Currently, inducing hypothermia occurs in a highly monitored clinical environment, requiring extensive
support from both humans and equipment, which is less feasible during space travel. Astronauts will need to be
closely monitored due to inherent risks such as infection and electrolyte and glucose abnormalities. This review will
aim to summarise the recent research into hibernation methods, focussing on the implications of human hibernation
on the crew, and equipment. It will highlight the challenges that may need to be overcome and discuss the feasibility
of doing so in the present day.
BACKGROUND:

is a very real possibility. There are many applications it
can be used for, from extending the golden hour in
patients with traumatic injuries, to long-duration space
travel, where just like the environment of hibernating
animals, there may be a sparse supply of food and other
resources.

Human curiosity has led us to expand the frontiers of
space, exploring further than ever before. With robotic
exploration of Mars already underway, a human
expedition is the next step, but it will be no easy feat.
The duration of a mission to Mars is estimated to last
560 days[1], longer than any human has consecutively
spent in space thus far. It will be fraught with new
challenges and magnify any existing ones, especially
any concerns with the health of the astronauts. A
proposal to mitigate many of those challenges is the
idea of suspended animation for the duration of the
journey. Hibernation, from the Latin hibernātus,
describes “the action of passing the winter[2]”. In order
to survive seasonal variations where conditions are
harsh and resources are scarce, many species developed
this evolutionary mechanism. Animals are able to
reduce their metabolic rate, entering a state of cold,
motionless being, followed by a period of rewarming to
full capacity again, when the conditions are right [3].
Consequently, it increases their annual survival rate by
15% when compared with similar non-hibernating
species [4]. Human hibernation has long been depicted
in the world of science fiction but inducing it in humans
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Hibernation vs Torpor
Animals may be classed as Endotherms or Ectotherms.
Ectotherms rely on the external environment for core
body temperature (Tb) regulation, whereas Endotherms
are able to internally modulate Tb, generating heat as
required. Due to their high metabolic rate, a substantial
amount of energy is needed, and when this is in short
supply, such as in the winter, endotherms will hibernate
[5].
Torpor is a reduction in metabolic rate and other
physiological parameters including heart rate,
respiration rate and fluid loss, followed by a state of
hypothermia. Although Tb is lowered, there is a
minimum set point to prevent tissue damage and ensure
that animals are able to rewarm when needed[3, 6]. Coexisting adaptations allow animals to prevent hypoxia,
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atrophy of muscle and minimal loss of synapses during
the hypothermic periods [7- 9].

be extended to weeks or even months, from the current
maximum in humans of 14 days [10].

Two types of Torpor exist: daily and multiday Torpor.

Hypothermia may be achieved by one of two ways:
invasive endovascular cooling or by conductive
cooling. Invasive cooling utilises an IV infusion of cold
saline through central venous catheters with a closedloop system, whereas surface cooling uses external
sources to reduce Tb[17].

Daily Torpor occurs for a few hours each day and is
followed by periods of scavenging by the animal. It is
linked to the circadian rhythm and tends to follow a 24hour cycle, occurring at times when the animal would
normally be inactive or asleep. This generally occurs in
smaller mammals such as marsupials[3].

Endovascular cooling enables a more rapid reduction in
temperature, allowing the target Tb to be reached
quicker. This decreases the risks of certain side effects
that may occur, including metabolic abnormalities and
shivering[16]. It also allows for tighter control over
temperature levels throughout all three phases.
However, insertion of the catheter will require
experienced personnel to execute the procedure [17]
[11], and is associated with increased complications
such as thrombus formation. In patients who have had
an indwelling catheter for a period of greater than a
week, 33% to 67% of them presented with catheterrelated thrombus formation[18].

On the other hand, multiday Torpor tends to be affected
by season and is uncoupled with the circadian rhythm.
Under this state, Torpor may last for many days or
weeks, with an average of 10-20 days. Hibernation
consists of bouts of multiday Torpor, with periods of
euthermic arousal lasting around 1-2 days; it is thought
to be linked to very low body temperatures in
animals[1]. Warming to the euthermic state requires a
considerable amount of energy and is when the animals
will expend most of their energy[5].
The mechanisms behind Torpor are not yet fully
understood, but they are considered to be due to multisystem metabolic, endogenous and neuronal linkage
creating a homeostatic process[7].

Conductive cooling is achieved by placing gel pads or
blankets onto the surface of the skin, or by using
evaporative gases which enter into the nasal or oral
cavity. This works by allowing blood to pass through an
area of cooling that has occurred due to the spray,
therefore reducing the temperature of the blood[10].
Conductive cooling causes the body to initiate
compensatory mechanisms to prevent hypothermia
from occurring; this includes the increased prevalence
of shivering in order to increase heat production.
Therefore, it requires sedation, analgesia or the use of
paralytic agents for prevention[18]. Furthermore, long
term skin contact with an external cooling device may
cause skin abrasion and destruction [10].

DISCUSSION:
1. Inducing hibernation
Hibernation induction may occur either of two ways:
therapeutic hypothermia or by triggering synthetic
Torpor[10]. The process can be divided into three
phases: induction, maintenance and rewarming[11].
1.1 Therapeutic hypothermia:
Therapeutic
hypothermia
(TH),
or
Targeted
Temperature Management (TTM) is a pre-existing
clinical treatment used in patients with traumatic or
ischaemic injuries, such as neonatal encephalopathy or
heart failure[10]. It originates from the time of
Hippocrates in 4th century BC, when the application of
cold through ice was used for the wounds of soldiers.
The modern-day form originates from the 1950s where
surgeons began experimenting use as a procedure for
whole-body
cooling
in
cardiovascular
or
neurosurgery[12] [13]. It is the only medical treatment
proven to stop cerebral insult[10].

For use in space travel, these systems may need to be
automated in order to reach the desired parameters of
cooling. During the maintenance phase of TH,
astronauts will need to be continuously monitored due
to the risk of numerous complications. The risks most
commonly associated with TH include shivering which
occurs in 36% of people and pneumonia, which occurs
in 96% undergoing this procedure. However, one must
note that these patients are already critically ill, so this
may not occur at all or such an extent in healthy
subjects[19].
Cardiovascular impairment also occurs resulting in
hypovolaemia and ventricular arrhythmias (which may
have poor response to medical management), although
it is less likely if the Tb remains above 30°C. There is
also inhibition of coagulation and platelets are affected,
although there is a minimal risk of bleeding. In order to
alleviate this risk, desmopressin may be used[11].

The mechanism behind TH is that it reduces oxygen
consumption by diminishing metabolic rate, as well as
minimising the inflammatory response as a
consequence of lower permeability to inflammatory
molecules [14-16]. It begins with a reduction in the
patient’s Tb to 32-34°C, leading to a lower Basal
Metabolic Rate (BMR). The patient will, therefore, be
in a state of Torpor. For space travel, TH would need to
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Antibiotic prophylaxis may be required as hypothermia
leads to an increased risk of infection from impairment
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of the inflammatory response[11]. With the possibility
of reactivation of viruses and dysregulation of the
immune system in space, this could prove to be lifethreatening[20]. Metabolic impairments such as
hyperglycaemia and insulin resistance have also been
noted[11]. Pressure ulcers from long term immobility
may also form.

to generate a form of Torpor that closely resembles that
seen in the hibernating animals. Studies show that there
is no one single ‘Hibernation Inducing Molecule’ and
so no reason exists as to why it cannot occur in
humans[25]. Furthermore, as homologous physiological
states to Torpor exist, for instance the human dive
reflex, it additionally indicates such a possibility[26].

The prevalence of complication requires intensive
monitoring, usually assisted by an intra-arterial line in
the critical care setting, but this also carries its own
risks such as aneurysm formation. Other monitoring
methods may include probes. Monitoring that will need
to occur includes ECG (for arrhythmias), electrolyte
laboratory tests (due to Total Parental Nutrition), blood
pressure and blood glucose levels[16]. Simultaneously,
vital signs and temperature will also need to be
continuously monitored.

Numerous experiments have been attempted, with some
succeeding to induce Torpor in non-hibernating animals
but no generic mechanism has yet been identified. This
includes the use of five main agents: Hydrogen
Sulphide (H2S), 5’-AMP, Deoxyglucose, Delta
Opioids, and Thyronamines [27], [28].
Hydrogen Sulphide affects cytochrome c oxidase and
although it was able to induce Torpor in Mus Musculus,
it failed to produce similar results when tried on a larger
mammal, possibly indicating that differences in body
mass may result in different mechanisms that control
the basal metabolic rate Thyronamines were also shown
to cause a Tb reduction in small mammals[29].

In order to receive the adequate nutrition and fluid
volume that astronauts require, they will need Total
Parental Nutrition (TPN) using a central venous
catheter or peripherally inserted catheter. As TPN
bypasses the GI tract, this method is used for patients
who cannot be fed by mouth. Usage for long periods of
time may result in liver disease, as well as metabolic
complications
such
as
hyperlipidaemia
and
hypoglycaemia[21]. There are many elements included
in TPN, such as proteins, fats, electrolytes, vitamins and
trace elements. However, the wrong combination or
absence of elements may lead to serious disorders or
even death[22].

Generating synthetic Torpor may require more than one
molecule, as it is a multi-system process. One study
used eight therapeutic agents with different mechanisms
of action in rats, allowing their temperature to decrease
from 38.5°C to 31.5°C, for a period of 16-17 hours. The
animals returned to normal following the experiment,
although there was a delay in rearing and grooming [9].
Using a combination of chemicals may lead to the best
result.
A genetic component to Torpor may also exist.
However, most of the accompanying genes also exist
within the human genome. This may allow for the
possibility of upregulation or downregulation of gene
expression by viral vectors or by RNA molecules,
thereby temporarily inducing hibernation[30].

For waste management, astronauts will need to be fitted
with urinary catheters, however indwelling catheters are
also at an increased risk of infection causing up to 20%
of acquired bacteraemia in acute care settings[23].
Lastly, patients will also need to have prolonged
intubation with a tracheostomy; complications of this
include infection, obstruction and tracheal stenosis[24].

2. Benefits of hibernation:
Hibernation may have vast benefits for space travel.
Psychological issues will be of paramount importance,
due to added risk factors in longer missions.
Telecommunications taking 20 minutes each way,
coupled with the small number of crew in a confined
vessel with the possibility of danger, will only
compound any negative emotions arising from clashes
due to boredom, language or cultural barriers and
isolation. All of these may have an impact on crew
cohesiveness as well as cognitive ability. The
MARS500 study showed that the initial excitement and
enthusiasm, disappeared around the 2 to 3-month point,
when negative feelings started to dominate [28]. By
placing astronauts in a state of Torpor at the start and
return of the journey, it would allow them to bypass
several months, thereby lessening the psychological
impact. This may lead to improved cognitive ability
once they have landed. However, a detrimental effect
may be seen, as a lack of communication for the

Although TH is a current clinical treatment, it has only
been carried out in the critical care setting, where there
was a high level of personnel and equipment
support[16]. Therefore, little research has been
conducted for the extension of duration. Furthermore,
there are many risks associated with TH although they
are compounded by the circumstance that the patients
were ill to begin with, so better outcomes may arise for
the healthier astronauts[10].
The rewarming phase also had the prospect of negative
consequences such as electrolyte disorders; however
this may be managed by a controlled and slow
rewarming process[18].
1.2 Synthetic torpor:
Synthetic Torpor is the mechanism in which
pharmacological or chemical compounds may be used
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duration of those months may lead the crew to feel
further out of touch and isolated upon awakening, due
to lack of knowledge of any news during the period of
their hibernation.

This is due to the limited extent of research for
synthetic Torpor in humans and the vast amounts of
complications
associated
with
Therapeutic
Hypothermia. The technique that may be used in the
future will most likely be a combination of both
methods of induction in order to take advantage of the
full benefits that hibernation may have to offer. Further
research into hibernation could be an asset to both
clinical use on Earth and for space exploration.

Both Solar Radiation and Galactic Cosmic Radiation
will be a concern during space missions. As Solar
Radiation is of varying intensity and periods of solar
flares may be predicted, this is less of an issue.
Shielding for galactic cosmic radiation is weight
limited. It is estimated that death from the risk of cancer
is 1-20% on a mission to Mars [31] which is higher than
the acceptable level of risk usually set at 3% [32].
Hibernation may be able to provide a dual solution.
Firstly, it may reduce the surface area needed to be
shielded, as it can just be applied to the area habituated
by the crew[33]. Secondly, there is some indication that
hibernation may be radioprotective. As oxygen plays a
key part in the sensitivity of tissue to radiation, and
hibernation causes hypoxia, the tissues may be
radioresistant by a magnitude of 3. There may be other
mechanisms at play as well, such as the cold-inducible
RNA binding protein (CIRP)[34] [35]”. Nevertheless,
due to the lack of studies, one cannot assume that there
will no chronic effect arising from exposure to
radiation, even with radioresistant properties[36].
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g c
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 pacefligh analog e AND n ri ion ( =3)
e a ehic a ac i i
AND h d a i
( =0)
ji ji  AND n ri ion ( =8)
bo ldering AND n ri ion ( =4)
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E

M

R
(kca /h )

R
E A
(kca /h )

94

234

A

F
A
E A

M

S

ab

130

230

Sh

e

114

196

2: A

M
R

/

.A

O
R
(1987).

b-a a i e
e e ai
ca aci d i g
.

R
&

A NASA J h
S ace Ce e
d f d ha
Sh e EVA e ab ic a e e e
e ha i A
S ab i i
a 194 ca /h (Wa ig a & K a ,
1995), a d hei
e
gge ed ha e e g
e e di e d i g EVA a i e e
i a
ai i g f he a .

A
a
ca bec e e e e deh d a ed d e
e e ci e,
i g
2.6% f b d
eigh i
ae
(C e e a ., 2002). A g
a NASA A e Re ea ch
Ce e
died h h d a ed e a e a d d i g
e e ci e,
ee if he ca i c e
f i id had a
i f e ce
a a
e. The f d ha he
di
c e
f a d i had a g ea e i f e ce
ae ic a
ha he e a
ic c e a e ,
a d ha diffe e f
ai
a e ece a d i g
e e ci e; a e
a f
d
be he ea effec i e i
e ba a ce b h a e a d d i g e e ci e
(G ee eaf , e a ., 1998). F he
die i fe ha
e e i g e ec
e d i g EVA
igh aid
ai e a ce f h d a i
a . A
a
a
e e ed he
i f a
-caffei a ed high-e e g
d i , a d hi
gge
he e i a e i e e f
e
f
fe eg
e e a i d i g EVA (NASA,
2017).

T be e
d
ii
a d h dai
e i ed f
EVA , i i be eficia
a a g e
ai
Ea h. Ma
high- e f
a ce a h e e
e
ca b h d a e
e e
d i g e e
ch a
aah , a d
edge f
he e
ai
ca
be a ied
he high- e f
a ce e d a ce f
ace a . Ga i e i a i e ha e a i e i
i ai
he e
ch ca b h d a e
e e
ae
gi e b a h e e a e
i a h d a ed (Zha g, e
a ., 2015). Thi
d a
ed ha c
e cia
a ai ab e ca b h d a e ge
e e ed a g ea deg ee f
a iabi i i hei
ai a dc
i i , a d ha
ch ice f ge h d be ai ed i acc da ce
he
a , e e g de a d , a d e ec ed h d a i .
G c e-f c e c bi a i ge ha e bee f
d
ha e a g ea e i ac
ef
a ce ha g c e
a e (Wi
& I g aha , 2014). A he
d f
d
ha bee
-ba ed ge c d i
e he ha d-g i
e gh f i -i
a ia a i (de O i ei a, e a .,
2018); hi i a icab e
he EVA e i
e ,a
a a
a
e
a dec ea e i
a a de e i
a d abi i d e
d e agai
he e
i ed
g e f EMU (A e di e a ., 2014).

H ff a , e a . (2019) gge ed ha i
a-a h e e
h e ef
a ce a
ge ha 4 h
, i
di i g
hi i
i a f
ai ai i g h d a i
a
a d a idi g h e h d a i . The a
ed
ha i i i
a
a id high di
c e i a
e ec
e
e e a i , a hi ca a
ead
h eh dai .A
e a ic e ie a d e a-a a i
d e b Va De Wa e a d V
ich (2018) gge ed
ha i ga ic
i ae
e e ai
i
ed
e e ci e
e a ce a d e f
a ce b
did
c c i e fi d a
i
d ef
e e ai
(Va De Wa e & V
ich, 2018). Thi i
gge ed a
a
ic f f he e ea ch.

A i acid
e e a i i e i e a h e e ha bee
f d i
e ef
a ce a d e
e
ai i g
(K iede , e a ., 1993). A i
acid
e e ai
bef e a d d i g e e ci e ha a
bee f
d
dec ea e ec e
i e f
i g i e e
.
L g- e
d i g f i ae
e e a i ha bee
h
i c ea e
e
i c c i g i e ia ,
ih
i c ea i g
ge a i (J e a ., 2019); hi
i
ie a i c ea ed efficie c
ih
i-da d i g.
A
d i e iga i g
ii
i
e e h e e
ed ha h - e
c ea i e
e e a i did
i c ea e a ae bic ca aci (Aed a e a ., 2015). O e
e ie
ii
ecific
b de i g gge ed
0.25 0.3 g/ g f
ei
e e ai
i 3 4 h
i e a
a i i e ec e , a d ha c ea i e a d

Church & Mohandass

i i e a ae bic

NASA E e e E i
e
Mi i
O eai
(NEEMO) i a a a i di i g faci i ba ed
he
c a f he F ida Q a (S i h, e a ., 2004). D i g
a 14-da di e, c e e e ie ced
f a e i e,
dec ea ed e e g i a e a d eigh
. The e h d
be c ide ed a a g
acef igh a
a
a
a
e
dec ea ed a e i e
b a d he ISS
(Da Si a, e a ., 2002). Sa a i di i g
ai
ha e bee f
d ha e high e e g de a d . A d
i 2016 ec
e ded e e g i a e f 44-52 ca / g f
b d
a , i h he
e i i bei g ed if e e ci e
a high i e i
g d a i . The a e
d
a
ec
e ded
e ac
ie g ide i e , i h
45-65%
f
a e eg
i a e c i i g
f
ca b h d a e , 20-35% fa , a d a i i
ei
i a e f 1.3g/ g b d
a dai (Deb e a ., 2016).

A
A

a

A
a d
i
ic
i f

d f
d a dec ea e i a ia a i e ic e ide
a i c ea e i
a a e i ac i i
ih i
ai
f a
a
i i
(-6 i
i
ae
ga i f
e i
ai ,f
ed b +10
a
face) (Pa -Le T a , e a ., 1997). Thi
d ca e a
a
e ae
e
ic ,
ca ed b i c ea ed di
e c e i a he id e ; a
ch, a
a
d ha e a i c ea ed
ae
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e i e e d i g LEVA c
e ac he a e
.
A NASA d c e
ec
e ded ha
a EVA
a ici a
d eed ai
a e i a ge a i ie
(Sche i g, e a ., 2007); i a 10
a -bac e i a
i
a ed LEVA, a ici a
e e ed
20%
e a e ha he
ee
ied. Thi h d be
fac ed i
he
a i g LEVA, a d f he
die
h d be d e i
a i g Ma ia EVA (MEVA)
be e
de a d h
he e i
e
Ma
d
affec a e e i e e d i g EVA.
Di c

P idi g a high-e e g d i
a g ide a e f
a
a i ide he EMU
di
e a i eg a i
f e gi ee i g a d h a fac ; a e a
a
i ide he he e
igh e e ic head
e e ,
h
dec ea i g fie d f ie a d i i i g EVA
ef
a ce. A
d d e i
i
h ed ha
i i i g fie d f ie
ig ifica
i ac ed i
ef
a ce i f igh (C e i, e a ., 2010); hi e e f
ef
a ce i i i a
ha e ec ed f a a
a
c e . Re ec i g he i he f a
a ce
a d
idi g a ec d
i f h dai c di
e
a
a
e bei g a d
e e
he
ch gica
he
e
f
he , he e a
a
fee
de ached f
he g
d c e a d ca ca e di c d,
i i e i h cia ide i he . A
i gg
f
EVA- e e a a
a , EMU e gi ee a d i i
a age
a be eeded di c
he
ibi i
fa
ec d d i i g
i
i h he a ai abi i
f a ec d
a i ide he he e f he EMU.

i

A
i c
he
f

idea i a i
f
i i ed e f
a ce
d
de ai i g e- a
ii a d
ii
i
EMU
he ecific a
a , i c di g acc
i g
hei
e-f igh e e
f ce ai
ie . I i a
ib e ha diffe e a
a
i ha e diffe e
a e f ab
i f
he e
ie , a d hi c d
he e ica
be c ide ed i
de e i g he
e e . Thi i
i e
be fea ib e d e
he
ab
a d a ch c
i
ed i h
idi g high
e
a i ed
ii
a , he ef e a a eg h d
be ad ed he eb i ca e
a d
ide be efi f
he a i
f he c e
b a d.

The a ch c
a cia ed i h a i
Ma
ea
ha e e
i ga
f a e ia a ched
be f
ified. A h a
ace e
ai
f a f he
f
Ea h, e i
e
e hea i
i -i
e
ce i i a i (ISRU). Thi
i i e
i i he
f d a ai ab e a
a ce ,
e ia i c ea i g
he eed f
e e ai
f
ie
e- a d
-EVA. Whi e hi i e a icab e a
a
he ISS c e
, i i a fac
c ide i he
a i g fe
a i -c a
i i .

The di c i a i
f he
ii
ba i EMU
(NASA, 2017) c ea e a i e e i g i ; if a
a
ae
i e
c
e
ided
e a ce, he e i
a b iga i b
ace age cie
a dc bc
b
di c i i g i
i i . The
e ia a e a i e f
ii
f a ge
e e
igh be
e i ed
he EVA e i
e ; ge a e e i e c
i g
i ge . A c bi a i
f g c e a d f c e a ea
be c ide ed
i a i e
fi
edia e e e g
, c bi ed i h e ec
e . E ide ce gge
ha
di
i
he
c i ica e ec
e f
c e i g b d
ae, a d f
ii ai
f
ca b h d a e .
E d a ce- ecific
e ec
e
e e ai
h d be
ided, i c di g ca ci ,
ch ide, ch i e, f a e, i , ag e i , a d A, B, C
a d E i a i . The e ge
d
ide e e g
h gh fa
e ab i
f g c e a d f c e i hi
he ge , a d he e ec
e
ided
d he
ba a ce h d a i
e e d i g
ged e e ci e. The
e ac
a i ie
f he e e ec
e
i cha ge
de e di g
he a e f ac i i a d d a i
f
EVA, a d he ef e c d be ab -i e i e
d ce. A a da d eci e f he e ge
d i e
i
e ef
a ce, i h
ai i g
ecific
a , i c bi a i
i h ade a e h d a i f
a
IDB.

Ma
f he
die i hi e ie
e i ed he
g- e ada a i
f i c ea ed e f
a ce a e
a i
edia e
e e a i . The c
i e
a
f
a
a
die bef e a EVA ca be
dified
i
e ef
a ce. A die ha i high i
ei
ca ie ade a e a i acid f a e
f a e age
fi e
a d ac i i
e e , b
a i
acid
e e ai
h d be c ide ed ei he
i
edia e bef e
d i g EVA d e high e e g
.
Re
gge ed
ha
ged
e e ai
i h i a e ca i
e
c e e ai
f
i g e e i , i
e i
edia e e f
a ce
d i g EVA, a d i c ea e
d c i i i he da
f
i g a
ace a . Thi i a i e he
a
a
a
e
fa ig e a d dec ea ed
d ci i
(NASA, 2019). Whe a a
a i ched ed f a
EVA, hei
i i a i a e h d be a e ed
ef ec
hi i he da
ee
eadi g
i . The da
bef e a EVA, a
a
h d ea f d ich i
c
e ca b h d a e ; hi i c
ace i a h e ic
c
i ie a d i
a ca b[ h d a e] adi g .
Thi e ce ca b h d a e a
he b d
e
eadi
i i e g c ge d i g e e ci e,
gi g
ef
ac i i
a d
ai i g e f
a ce. Thi
ada a i
f die
i
EVA ea
ha e
e ha i i eeded
i - a ada a i , a d a
a e
c
e a . Re
gge
ha e e g
e e di e i i e e c e a ed i h ai i g, a d
he ef e he e e f ai i g f a EVA ca be ed

The e i a
ibi i f
e a i a i e a he ge
c d bec e f ee i ide he EMU,
ee i g
b e . Thi c d be ec ified i h
eai a
ai i g i
i ga dc
i g ge . The e
f he
i e a e e ie
gge
ha hi ge h d ha e a
bee
ba e
a d i iga e agai ga
i e i a
di e
e i e ca ed b adi i a ge .

Church & Mohandass
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de e i e he e e g de a d a d h
e-EVA adi g ha h d cc .

ai

a
7.

I i c ea ha a he i
a ce f EVA g
i h he
de e
e
f habi a
he face f he ce e ia
b die , he de a di g f
ii a a d h dai
e ie e
f a
a
bec e
e aa
.
Thi
i
a
f
i i ai
f i di id a
ef
a ce acc di g
hei eed a d i c ea e
a
ch a he
i f addi i a
ii .
The ga i i e a e i h ega d
EVA- ecific
ii
ea e a
e a e e f f
e e ea ch.
Diffe e
i i
e
i
b i g diffe e
e ie e
f
ii ,a di i
ib e ha i he
f
e he a e f he e
ii
i a cha ge;
a
- -da e
edge a d
de a di g i be
c cia
e
e hi i d e efficie
.
Ack

8.
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edg e

O
ha
g
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ABSTRACT
Atrial fibrillation is a common supraventricular tachycardia that is associated with cardiovascular disease,
hypertension and heart failure. It is caused by abnormal electrical activity in the atria, prevents coordinated atrial
contractions, and can be split into three classes: paroxysmal, persistent and permanent. Treatment provided is in the
form of rate or rhythm control. As atrial fibrillation can increase the risk of ischaemic strokes, anticoagulation is
critical in preventing thrombotic sequalae, balanced against the risk of bleeding. Additionally, haemodynamically
unstable atrial fibrillation is characterised by perfusion failure and must be managed urgently.
The space environment poses unique challenges in cardiovascular physiology, in part, due to the thoracic fluid shift
experienced in microgravity. This is associated with a decreased plasma volume and left ventricular mass, and
changes in heart structure have been linked to arrhythmia formation. High levels of radiation have been associated
with the development of coronary artery disease. Whilst arrhythmias have been reported in astronauts, it is difficult
to determine whether these are a direct result of the space environment.
With exploration class missions to Mars on the horizon, the detection, treatment and management of atrial
fibrillation during long duration spaceflight must be considered. Recommendations include the use of intraosseous
amiodarone because of difficulties associated with intravenous access and cardioversion in microgravity. Improved
radiation shielding could prevent damage to coronary arteries. Increased medical autonomy and a medical
practitioner aboard could lead to better outcomes through their ability to deliver higher level care, experience in
clinical decision making, and a likely unavailability of evacuation capability. Astronaut selection, as a means of
prevention, and increased cardiovascular monitoring could also be critical in the development of a complete
management strategy for atrial fibrillation that protects astronauts’ health and helps ensure mission success.
BACKGROUND

mechanisms of arrhythmia formation during spaceflight
and create effective strategies to prevent and manage
this risk to health.

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the leading cause of
mortality worldwide (Mathers, Stevens et al. 2017).
This group of diseases, including stroke, heart failure
and myocardial infarction, can have a significant and
negative impact on quality of life. This includes cardiac
arrhythmias which are characterised by abnormalities in
the rate and rhythm of the heartbeat. Whilst some
arrhythmias are asymptomatic, many can lead to
palpitations, chest pain and shortness of breath
(Schmidt, Kisselbach et al. 2011). Others, including
ventricular tachycardia and ventricular fibrillation, can
be fatal due to loss of cardiac output. Arrhythmias occur
due to abnormal electrical activity and conduction in the
heart.

ATRIAL FIBRILLATION
Atrial fibrillation is the most common abnormal heart
rhythm, affecting about 3% of the global population,
with prevalence increasing with age (Zoni-Berisso,
Lercari et al. 2014). It is a supraventricular tachycardia,
caused by uncoordinated electrical activity in the atria
(Figure 1). Normally, the electrical impulse for an atrial
contraction arises in the sinoatrial node and propagates
across the atria in one wave of coordinated
depolarisation. However, in atrial fibrillation,
asynchronous electrical activity originates in the
pulmonary veins (Haissaguerre, Jais et al. 1998) or is
caused by irregular re-entry circuits. Ventricular
contractions become irregular, as only some
depolarisations are passed through the atrioventricular
node. Symptoms can include palpitations, dizziness and
tiredness. Risk factors include hypertension,
hyperthyroidism and coronary artery disease, alongside
obesity, alcohol and smoking (Staerk, Sherer et al.
2017). Additionally, there is evidence to suggest that
mutations in genes for ion channels, gap junctions and

Some arrhythmias, such as atrial fibrillation, can
develop spontaneously in otherwise healthy hearts,
without a background of CVD. The space environment
poses unique challenges to human habitation, due to
microgravity, radiation and isolation. Procedures and
examinations that are easy to perform on Earth can be
more difficult, and management of common conditions
can become more complex. Given the fact that
astronaut selection includes extensive medical
evaluation, it is pertinent to examine the potential
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pulmonary valves can increase the risk of atrial
fibrillation development (Roberts and Gollob 2014).

may be seen (Figure 1). Echocardiograms are useful
investigations to visualise and quantify structural
changes in the heart as fibrosis and dilatation can occur.

Figure 1: Diagram of electrical conduction of the
heart and electrocardiogram traces in normal and
atrial fibrillation affected hearts. RA = right atrium,
SAN = sino-atrial node, AVN = atrio-ventricular

Complications
Atrial fibrillation can lead to thrombotic sequelae
including ischaemic strokes, vascular dementia and
heart failure (Kamel, Okin et al. 2016). Atrial
fibrillation can increase the risk of a stroke by up to 5
times (Son, Lim et al. 2017). The uncoordinated
mechanical activity of the atria can cause stasis of blood
flow, promoting the formation of thrombi. The clot, or
part of it, can then travel through the circulation (an
embolus) until the size of the artery or arteriole
becomes too small for it to pass (Figure 2). Blockage of
the circulation can lead to ischaemic damage, which
may be irreversible. This potentially life-threatening
complication can lead to changes in motor, sensory and
higher functions dependant on the area of the brain
affected. In order to prevent clot formation,
anticoagulants such as warfarin are used. There are
calculated scores, including ‘CHA2DS2-VASc’ (Lip,
Nieuwlaat et al. 2010), to identify which patients might
benefit from anticoagulation, but this must be balanced
against the risk of bleeding.

node. Yellow arrows show the path taken by
electrical impulses and its errant activity in atrial
fibrillation. Adapted from Alila Medical Media
(2011).
Terrestrial Management

Figure 2: Diagram showing the mechanism behind

Atrial fibrillation can be paroxysmal, where episodes
last less than 7 days, persistent, where episodes last
longer than 7 days, or permanent (Staerk, Sherer et al.
2017). Classically, atrial fibrillation progresses from
paroxysmal to permanent. The onset of atrial fibrillation
is unpredictable, often goes unnoticed and episodes can
spontaneously terminate. Sometimes it is not diagnosed
until a serious medical event, such as a stroke, occurs. If
haemodynamically unstable atrial fibrillation occurs,
immediate electrical cardioversion should be performed
first line which can be life-saving.
If haemodynamically stable, the management of atrial
fibrillation is either through rate or rhythm control
(NICE 2014). If atrial fibrillation is detected within 48
hours, rhythm control by pharmacological cardioversion
with flecainide or amiodarone can be attempted. If atrial
fibrillation has occurred for longer than 48 hours,
anticoagulation should take place before cardioversion
is attempted due to thrombotic risk. In paroxysmal atrial
fibrillation, beta-blockers can be used to prevent
episodes occurring through rate control. In permanent
cases where atrial fibrillation is refractory to rhythm
control, rate control is the mainstay of treatment.
External pacing and radiofrequency ablation can also be
used to prevent episodes from occurring. Management
is commonly carried out in the community, with or
without input from a cardiologist.

the development of an ischaemic stroke due to atrial
fibrillation. (Scott Leighton, 2019).
Fast atrial fibrillation can lead to a loss of diastolic
filling and effective atrial systole, reducing cardiac
output by up to 25% (Kotecha and Piccini 2015). This
can lead to the development of heart failure and
pulmonary oedema, which in turn decreases exercise
tolerance (Andrade, Khairy et al. 2014).

Electrocardiograms (ECGs) can be performed to help
diagnose. In atrial fibrillation, there are irregular ‘R-R’
intervals, corresponding with irregular ventricular
contractions, and no ‘P’ waves due to the loss of
coordinated electrical activity, but fibrillatory waves
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CARDIOVASCULAR
SPACEFLIGHT

PHYSIOLOGY

DURING

tilt bed rest study of 60 days observed decreases in
plasma volume, LVM and left ventricular volume
(Westby, Martin et al. 2016). 3 days post-bed rest,
plasma volume had returned to pre-experimental levels,
but LVM remained 12% ± 4% lower (p < 0.001),
suggesting atrophy to be the cause rather than
dehydration. The decrease in plasma volume and
preload reduces the work the heart needs to perform
with each contraction. Additionally, left ventricular
mass has been reported to increase in response to
greater work, such as during exercise or hypertension
(Lovic, Narayan et al. 2017). This suggests cardiac
remodelling is work dependant and that ventricular
remodelling mediated by myocyte atrophy is the
underlying mechanism of LVM decreases. Changes in
the structure of the heart due to deconditioning in
gravity could give rise to changes in electrophysiology.

The physiological effects of microgravity have been
studied and considered since spaceflight began. Whilst
early missions of the Space Race era were more
concerned with achievements in exploration and
engineering than biomedicine, Project Mercury began
to measure changes in physiology by comparing
measurements taken before, during and after flight.
Skylab and the Space Shuttle gave rise to longer
duration and life-science based missions and today, the
International Space Station (ISS) has become an
essential laboratory for researching the physiological
effects of microgravity and spaceflight.
Microgravity
Microgravity causes deconditioning across multiple
organ systems and the cardiovascular responses are
some of the most researched and apparent. Gravitational
unloading causes a thoracic shift in body fluid due to
the loss of the hydrostatic gradient, giving astronauts a
characteristic ‘puffy’ appearance (Figure 3). Increased
blood pressure in the aorta and carotid bodies activates
the baroreflex causing acute changes in heart rate and
blood pressure (Fritsch-Yelle, Charles et al. 1996).
Chronic adaptations by the renin-angiotensinaldosterone system (RAAS) reduce the circulating
volume (Leach, Alfrey et al. 1996).

Figure 4: Changes in left ventricular mass (g) in 4
astronauts before and after a 10 day flight,
measured 12 hours post-flight. The circles with
error bars show means and standard deviations preand post-flight. (Perhonen et al., 2001).
Radiation
High energy galactic cosmic rays and solar energetic
particles, such as protons and helium nuclei, pose
additional risks on exploration class missions (Durante
and Cucinotta 2011). They are highly ionising and can
cause radiation damage to DNA. In addition to this
radiation, solar proton events, formed of accelerated
particles, are concentrated bursts with enough energy to
cause acute radiation sickness can occur. A populationbased case-control study found there was an increased
risk of ischemic heart disease after radiotherapy for
breast cancer, causing vessel atherosclerosis, valve
disease and the myocardial fibrosis (Darby, Ewertz et
al. 2013). Radiation induced CVD could therefore be a
risk to astronauts, especially as associated fibrosis can
affect conduction pathways (Sylvester, Abe et al. 2018).
Terrestrial life on Earth is protected by the atmosphere,
ionosphere and magnetosphere, but only the latter two

Figure 3: Changes in hydrostatic pressure as a result
in changes in fluid distribution between
microgravity and 1G. (Hargens & Vico, 2016).
Left ventricular mass (LVM) and stroke volume
decreases have been associated with microgravity
exposure. An observational study of 4 astronauts
(Figure 4) on a 10 day flight observed a decrease in
LVM of 12% ± 6.9% (p = 0.07), measured 12 hours
post-flight (Perhonen, Franco et al. 2001). Conversely,
one ground based study has demonstrated that the
decrease in LVM could be a result of dehydration
(Summers, Martin et al. 2005). However, a head down
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protect astronauts aboard the International Space
Station (ISS).

difficult to determine whether these have been the result
of pre-existing disease or due to the effects of the
spaceflight. Premature ventricular beats have been
recorded in astronauts, but in one study of 12 astronauts
across 6 space shuttle missions, no arrhythmias were
recorded (Fritsch-Yelle, Charles et al. 1996). Whilst
microgravity and radiation exposure have a
physiological basis for an increased likelihood of an
abnormality arising, there is little quantitative data
suggesting that spaceflight causes arrhythmia
development. An example of this is long QT syndrome
and the development of ventricular arrhythmias (ElSherif 2001). Whilst the likelihood of a serious
arrhythmic event occurring is thought to be relatively
low per astronaut, there is a high risk of a poor outcome
due to astronauts’ limited medical knowledge and delay
in reaching specialised care.

Currently, astronauts aboard the ISS measure their
radiation exposure with dosimeters. There is increased
shielding in sections of the ISS where astronauts spend
the most time, and during times of increased radiation
activity all astronauts move to the heavily shielded
sections on the ISS. Chronic health effects of radiation
exposure include an increase in cancer incidence, but
only radiation related cataracts have been associated
with spaceflight thus far (Cucinotta, Manuel et al.
2001).
Background radiation does on Earth are about 2.4mSv
per year, with recommendations for radiation dose not
exceed 0.5 – 2Sv over the course of a lifetime
(Cucinotta and Durante 2006). The exact amount of
radiation that would be experienced on a trip to Mars is
difficult to predict due to fluxes in solar weather, solar
magnetic field and the design of the vessel, but one
estimate is 900mSv per year, though the exact
biological nature and effects of these forms of radiation
are currently unknown (Cucinotta and Durante 2006).

FUTURE SPACE EXPLORATION
The landscape of space travel and exploration is rapidly
changing, and exploration class missions are planned
for the future. The Artemis programme organised by
NASA aims to return humans to the moon, including
the first woman, by 2024. Alongside co-operating space
agencies and private companies, the goal is to establish
a sustainable, long-term presence on the moon by 2028.
Further exploration of the lunar surface and evaluating
the feasibility of long term habitation are key objectives
of the missions. Unlike other planets, the moon is much
closer to Earth, quicker to reach and easier to send
communications to and from. Therefore, establishing a
functioning base on the moon is seen as a stepping
stone to reaching Mars. Lessons learned in the Artemis

Arrhythmias
Astronauts are selected based on education, experience,
technical skills and fitness, and undergo pre-flight
screening of CVD. However, the very nature of
spaceflight,
including
isolation,
microgravity,
confinement and altered nutrition can contribute to
developing CVD (Despres 2016). Arrhythmias have
been detected in astronauts (Figure 5), but it has been

Figure 5: An electrocardiogram recording showing a self-terminating run of ventricular tachycardia seen in
a Mir cosmonaut in-flight (NASA, 1998).
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programme will be integrated into plans for future
interplanetary expeditions.

fibrillation development should remain eligible and
could potentially be selected for spaceflight.

Human exploration of Mars poses significant
challenges. Large periods of time will be spent exposed
to greater doses of radiation, with the potential to cause
mutations and ill health, so increased shielding is
therefore necessary (Chancellor, Blue et al. 2018). The
deconditioning effects of microgravity will need to be
countered to prevent a loss in function, particularly
when returning to Earth. Astronauts will need to be
psychologically resilient as they will be socially
isolated in cramped confinements. Ground based
analogues such as Mars500 demonstrated irritability,
depression and tiredness can occur (Wang, Jing et al.
2014). Additionally, the expedition must be selfsufficient as resupplies might not be possible. These
physiological and technical problems must be
considered during the design of the spacecraft, and
when selecting which equipment to take.

Investigations
Astronauts that experience symptoms during spaceflight
should undergo prompt investigation. A cardiovascular
examination should be performed and if paroxysmal
atrial fibrillation is suspected, a Holter monitor could be
used to detect abnormalities. This is a portable,
continuous ECG device that can record over an
extended period of time (often 24 or 48 hours). The
equipment necessary for viewing the tape would need to
be made available, potentially with the ability to send
the data back to Earth for review by a cardiologist.
Additionally, ultrasound equipment (which is very
versatile and can be used in a variety of clinical
contexts) would allow further examination. Regular
medical examinations, by clinical examination, history
and investigation methodologies should be carried out
on all spaceflight participants. As atrial fibrillation can
present with no symptoms and astronauts might be
unaware of its existence, this could be the only way that
detects its development. The management of
haemodynamically stable atrial fibrillation should
include anticoagulation balanced with bleeding risk and
rate control. Rhythm control might not be the preferred
option due to the possibility of cardioversion causing
thrombotic sequelae.

Additionally, there is a growing interest in commercial
space tourism. Whilst previous tourists have spent short
periods aboard the ISS, companies such as SpaceX,
Blue Origin and Virgin Galactic will soon enter the
market, potentially offering trips round the moon in the
future. A wealth-based, not health-based, spacefaring
population could increase the incidence of medical
conditions and emergencies associated with spaceflight.

Decision Making

MANAGEMENT OF ATRIAL FIBRILLATION IN
SPACEFLIGHT

Astronauts aboard the ISS are given basic medical
training to respond to common conditions and
emergencies. This should be extended to astronauts on
exploration class missions. As distance from the Earth
increases, as does the delay in communication, and an
emergency could already be over by the time message
has arrived on Earth. Therefore, a crew member with
advanced medical training, such as a doctor or
paramedic, would be beneficial given the need for
medical care to be delivered with an increased level of
autonomy. Ideally two crew members would be trained
to this standard, in case one of them is incapacitated,
but given the limitations on crew size and the need for a
diverse skillset, this might not be practical.

Selection
Currently, astronaut selection screens for an extensive
variety of medical abnormalities, in order to prevent ill
health arising and mission failure (Johnston, Blue et al.
2014). In addition, those selected must have a good
level of physical fitness. Medical selection is important
due to the space environment posing additional health
challenges and risks. Selection should exclude those
with atrial fibrillation, or previous episodes of it, due to
the increased risk of thrombus formation and heart
failure. It should also exclude those with a history of
CVD. An ECG and echocardiogram should also be
utilised, pre-flight, to determine any structural or
functional abnormalities, and the presence of any
coronary artery disease. Positive findings could also
lead to exclusion.

The management of haemodynamically stable atrial
fibrillation could be managed by a physician asking a
series of questions from Earth, with answers being
returned by an astronaut. Whilst there would be a delay
and conversation would be difficult, perhaps limited to
basic text, it is not a time critical scenario. This allows
specialist input to be given for a variety of nonemergency medical conditions, in addition to the advice
of the onboard medically trained individuals.

Younger astronauts could be less likely to develop atrial
fibrillation as increased age is associated with atrial
fibrillation onset. Given that exploration class missions
are likely to last in the order of years, it could be
pertinent to select astronauts that are younger, as they
might be less likely to develop this, and other, diseases
(Kovacs and Shadden 2017). However, this must be
balanced with increased experience that older astronauts
have. Those with a low risk of CVD and atrial
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potassium and calcium channels. Given the
impracticalities of taking large amounts of rate-control
drugs to space, rhythm control could be the mainstay of
treatment.

Medical Evacuation
As a last resort, medical evacuation of the ISS is
possible by returning in one of the docked Soyuz
capsules. Whilst this has never happened, specialist
medical care can be reached on Earth if absolutely
necessary within 6 hours (Drudi, Ball et al. 2012).
However, in interplanetary travel, a quick emergency
return to Earth would not be possible given the
distances involved, unless the incident occurred soon
after launch. Therefore, the spacecraft needs to be fully
equipped to deal with both stable and unstable patient
scenarios, including ample supplies of essential
medications should long term pharmacological
treatment become necessary.

During an emergency scenario on Earth, amiodarone is
normally administrated intravenously (IV), but this
might not be the most effective method in space. IV
fluids have previously been administered in space, but
access can be difficult to obtain on Earth by medical
professionals, let alone in microgravity by
unexperienced astronauts during a high pressure
emergency (Campbell, Billica et al. 2002). Intraosseous
(IO) delivery (Figure 6), which relies on infusing the
drug directly into the bone marrow, could be an
alternative and has been demonstrated to be as effective
as IV access (Petitpas, Guenezan et al. 2016). Access
can be established quickly and easily through traction,
impaction or by use of a drill, allowing for prompt
delivery of medication.

CONCLUSIONS
Interplanetary space travel is associated with an
increased risk of health issues due to microgravity,
radiation and isolation amongst other factors. Continued
research examining whether arrhythmias, including
atrial fibrillation, can be caused by the space
environment are warranted, given the potential for
serious outcomes. Whilst atrial fibrillation is commonly
and easily managed on Earth, the space environment
requires additional considerations. Risk-based selection,
medical training, autonomy, essential equipment and
medication availability are all necessary to ensure that
prompt and effective medical care can be given. These
recommendations should therefore help lead to more
favourable medical outcomes, contributing in a small,
but important way, towards mission success and the
advancement of human exploration.
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However, IO cannot be used at sites with known
fractures or infections (due to the risk of spreading that
infection).
Additionally,
osteopenia
is
a
contraindication for IO access due to the increased
fracture risk (Petitpas, Guenezan et al. 2016). This
could be problematic as a reduction in bone mineral
density has been observed in astronauts (Sibonga,
Evans et al. 2007). However, the risk of fracture must
be balanced against the risks of not gaining timely
access. Once IO access is gained and medication given,
IV routes could then be established when it is less time
sensitive. IV and IO access kits should form part of the
medical equipment available for use, but the latter will
likely be the preferred rapid-access route.
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ABSTRACT
As a crewed mission to Mars becomes increasingly close to reality, the field of Space Medicine continues to grow.
Being in space can induce physiological deconditioning, of which of increasing concern are the changes made to the
Nervous System.
The peripheral vestibular system is comprised of the semi-circular canals, for the detection of rotational movement,
and the otolith organs, for the measurement of linear accelerations and gravity. Gravity detection enables the vestibular
system to perform its primary functions: to maintain upright posture, balanced locomotion, and stable vision. In the
absence of gravity, the functions of the otolith organs become temporarily redundant. One significant symptom arising
is the impairment of the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR), the mechanism responsible for stabilising images on the retina
during head movement (Hodkinson et al., 2017). Removal of the otolith-mediated component of VOR results in
increased gaze latency and difficulty acquiring visual targets. This can make it difficult for astronauts to read or track
and recognise objects and may interfere with their ability to follow experimental procedures or undertake extra
vehicular activity (EVA). Returning astronauts from extended stays (>6 months) on the International Space Station
(ISS) have also shown a greater delay in recovery of the otolith system than astronauts on short term missions (Hallgren
et al., 2016). This delay may have negative consequences for a crewed mission to Mars; astronauts entering Martian
gravity may be disoriented and unable to perform to the best of their abilities, therein leaving room for potentially fatal
errors.
Of increasing concern is the decrease in visual acuity experienced by astronauts following short- and long-term
missions, termed Spaceflight Associated Neuro-ocular Syndrome (SANS). Ophthalmic abnormalities include optic
disc oedema, choroidal folds, and globe flattening, with some astronauts taking several years to recover, if ever. A
post-flight survey involving 300 astronauts found that risk of degradation in visual acuity increased with duration of
mission, with 60% experiencing degradation following long-term missions, in comparison to 28% following shortterm missions (Mader et al., 2011). For a crewed mission to Mars, this presents a serious issue: astronauts may be
visually impaired, the possible ramifications of which range from inconsequential errors to interference with EVA and
endangerment of fellow crew.
Moreover, this review will attempt to underline some of the greatest issues crewed missions are facing; microgravityinduced deconditioning of the nervous system, and what must be done if we are to ever reach Mars.
INTRODUCTION

functions and, of serious concern, orthostatic intolerance
(Antonutto and di Prampero, 2003). Approximately 80%
of astronauts experience orthostatic intolerance on longduration missions, in comparison to 30% for short
duration (<15 days) missions (Stenger et al., 2010). At
present, research on finding potential countermeasures is
focused on the use of artificial gravity and lower body
negative pressure involving bed-rest studies.

Spaceflight can have severe consequences on the human
body. Long-term exposure to weightlessness
(microgravity) has been shown to induce bone
deterioration, with limited bone density (BMD)
measurements recording mean losses of about 1-1.6%
per month in the spine, femur neck, trochanter, and pelvis
(Leblanc et al., 2000). The proximal femoral bone alone
can lose approximately 10% of its mass after 6 months
and shows incomplete recovery one year following
spaceflight (Lang et al., 2006). Traditional
countermeasures to limit bone loss have focused on
resistive exercise to trigger osteogenesis, but other
avenues such as diet and bisphosphates are being
explored too (Sibonga et al., 2019).

To date, muscle and bone deterioration and
cardiovascular deconditioning have been the focus of
research where space medicine is concerned. However,
in recent times, the focus has shifted onto the effect
microgravity has on the nervous system. Whilst most
adaptations to microgravity tend to stabilise after a short
period of time (~4-6 weeks), there are notable
exceptions. Spaceflight Associated Neuro-ocular
Syndrome (SANS) is one such exception. In 2009,
astronaut Bob Thirsk reported that he could not read the
8-point-font instructions on the ISS. Then, in 2011,
several unusual morphological and functional neuro-

Prolonged exposure to microgravity can also induce
deconditioning of the cardiovascular system. Symptoms
of cardiovascular deconditioning include hypovolemia,
autonomic dysregulation, impairment of vasomotor
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ocular changes were reported in astronauts following
long-duration spaceflight (Mader et al., 2011). The
symptoms identified include a decrease in near-field
visual acuity, globe flattening, optic disc oedema of
variable Frisen grade, cotton wool spots, choroidal folds,
and retinal nerve fiber layer thickening. Collectively,
these findings would become the working definition of
SANS. Since its discovery, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) have continued to
research SANS in preparation for future human
missions. Considering that in the last 10 years,
approximately 1 in 3 astronauts have shown symptoms
of SANS during long duration spaceflight, their interest
is unsurprising (Huang, Stenger and Macias, 2019).

(30%), (Bogle, 2017). Symptoms generally fade once
astronauts have re-acclimatised to Earth s gravity, but
this usually takes a few days.
Etiology of SAS
Our balance system incorporates sensory information
from the vestibular, proprioceptive, and visual systems
to interpret the environment. As part of the vestibular
system, the otolith organs, namely the utricle and the
saccule, sense the linear accelerations of gravity. When
we move, gravity pulls down the calcium carbonate
crystals embedded in the otolithic membrane and
underlying hair cells of the maculae. This sends signals
to the brain that indicates the head s position in space
relative to gravity. In space however, gravity no longer
pulls down the otolith crystals. The brain must instead
rely on other sources of information to interpret its
environment and orientation.

SANS is not the only issue arising from microgravityinduced changes to the nervous system. Approximately
50% of astronauts experience Space Adaptation
Syndrome (SAS) in their first 2-3 days in microgravity
(Jennings, 1990). Symptoms of SAS include nausea and
vomiting, fatigue, and headaches. The leading
hypothesis to explain SAS is a sensorimotor conflict
between unexpected otolith signals and the remaining
senses (Oman, 1998). Besides space motion sickness,
microgravity-induced disruption of the otolith organs
can have a number of adverse effects on other behaviours
and reflexes that depend on otolithic inputs.

The primary cause of SAS is believed to be a sensory
conflict (Oman, 1998). In microgravity, there is a
mismatch between the actual and anticipated sensory
inputs from the otolith system, in addition to discordant
inputs from the other sense organs. Information from the
sensory system does not match previously stored neural
patterns and, as a result, symptoms of SAS ensue
(Reschke et al., 1998). In support of the ‘sensory
conflict theory, head movement that stimulates the
otoliths was shown to intensify symptoms of SAS
(Jennings, 1990). The only problem with this hypothesis
thus far is that susceptibility to terrestrial motion
sickness does not predict susceptibility to SAS, which
would have otherwise been expected.

Space is an inhospitable environment where many things
can go wrong. Needless to say, astronauts will need to be
alert at all times. Thus, if a crewed mission to Mars is
to become a reality, mission success will, in part, depend
on countermeasures to microgravity-induced disruption
of the nervous system.

An alternative hypothesis postulates that SAS is caused
by a cephalad (headward) fluid shift (CFS) induced by
microgravity. This hypothesis has been largely
discredited however, after it was noted in terrestrial
studies which induced CFS that susceptibility to space
motion sickness did not increase (Graybiel and Lackner,
1979).

SPACE ADAPTATION SYNDROME
In August 1961, cosmonaut Gherman Titov became the
first person to vomit in space. He would not be the last.
Space motion sickness, or space adaptation syndrome
(SAS), is a well-recognised condition that affects 3973% of all astronauts in their first 2-3 days in
microgravity (Nagy et al., 2000). According to a study of
72 U.S. astronauts (Heer and Paloski, 2006), the
symptoms of SAS are vomiting (86%), anorexia (78%),
headache (64%), stomach awareness (61%), and malaise
(58%). Other symptoms reported include pallor, cold
sweating, and fatigue. Besides just making astronauts
feel very uncomfortable, SAS interferes with other
important aspects of spaceflight; for one thing, the
condition makes it impossible for astronauts to undertake
EVAs in their first few days in microgravity.

Countermeasures to SAS
For a crewed mission to Mars, SAS could present a
greater problem than considered at present. Astronauts
entering Martian gravity may find themselves unable to
perform certain operational activities i.e. those that
involve precision and dexterity, like landing, resulting in
potentially dangerous errors. Prevention and treatment
of SAS will be of utmost importance for future human
spaceflight endeavours.

Symptoms of SAS can also be observed post-spaceflight,
with approximately 27% of cosmonauts displaying
symptoms
of
readaptation
syndrome
(or
““disembarkation syndrome”) following short-duration
spaceflight (<14 days), (Reschke et al., 1998).
Astronauts find it difficult to walk in a straight line and
are exceedingly clumsy (67%), and several describe
feelings of vertigo or an abnormal perception of motion
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To come up with countermeasures for SAS, appropriate
analogue environments should be utilised. To date,
flight simulators, virtual reality, and rotatory chairs have
all been employed (Figure 1). These training devices,
used in isolation or in combination, are able to trigger the
symptoms of SAS, making it possible to test different
countermeasures pre-flight.
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THE VESTIBULAR-OCULAR REFLEX
The vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR), coupled with the
visual system, is responsible for stabilising images on the
retina during head movement (Young, 2009). When the
head moves, the VOR acts by moving the eyes in the
opposite direction, thereby preserving the image on the
centre of the visual field. Without the VOR, it would be
impossible to read signs or recognise faces as one walks
down the street. Our eyes would not be able to stabilise
during even the slightest of head tremors and a
phenomenon known as nystagmus (involuntary
oscillatory eye movements after prolonged turning) may
ensue.
The VOR is primarily mediated by the vestibular system,
comprising of the otolith organs and the semi-circular
canals. Unlike the otolith organs, which detect the sum
of linear accelerations acting on the head, the semicircular canals detect angular accelerations (De Miguel
et al., 2020). When subject to new conditions, like
microgravity, the vestibular system will adapt (Clarke et
al., 2000). Without gravity, the otolith mediated
component of VOR is reduced, affecting processes like
the VOR pitch and hand-eye co-ordination (Karmali and
Shelhamer, 2010). Astronauts have reported
hypersensitivity to pitch head movements and post-flight
postural instability, both of which have been attributed to
deconditioning of the otolith system (Black et al., 1999).
The ocular counter-roll response, a VOR reflex, has also
been shown to significantly decrease early after long
duration spaceflight (Hallgren et al., 2016). Increasing
severity was noted the longer the astronauts had stayed
in microgravity, which poses a potential issue for deep
space travel. When in a hostile environment, one s ability
to think and move quickly is sometimes what stands
between survival and death. But here, astronauts
entering Martian gravity may be disorientated and unable
to work to their full cognitive potential. Thus, suitable
countermeasures should be elucidated before any such
mission is to occur.

Figure 1) Astronaut Christina Koch using Barany
Chair to test her vestibular system. The rotatory chair
is used to show the effects of spatial disorientation and
demonstrates how unreliable the vestibular system can be
inflight. Credit: NASA/Victor Zelent

According to the International Space Station Integrated
Medical Checklist, astronauts suffering from SAS should
be kept hydrated and to maintain a bland diet. One ought
to move slowly and minimise head movements, and
cabins should be kept cool. In cases of persistent nausea
and vomiting, anti-nausea and anti-vomiting drugs can
be used. Since 1989, intramuscular injection of
promethazine has been a popular choice. Like most
medication, promethazine has undesirable side effects
(drowsiness, sedation, orthostatic hypertension), but
these are fewer and less severe in space than on Earth
(Young, 2009). Scopolamine, another medication for
motion sickness, has also shown some promise; this drug
was able to ameliorate the intensity of SAS symptoms
induced by Barany s chair (Russomano, Da Rosa and
Dos Santos, 2019). Scopolamine does have some
unwanted side effects (drowsiness, performance
decrement), but these are less severe than promethazine
as, unlike the former, scopolamine is a selective
vestibular suppressor. To counteract the side effects that
are experienced, an amphetamine can be added (Clément
et al., 2008). This combination is already in use by the
European Space Agency (ESA) during parabolic flights
and, recently, aqueous intranasal scopolamine spray has
been made available treatment for SAS (Russomano, Da
Rosa and Dos Santos, 2019).
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Countermeasures to disruption of the VOR
A potential countermeasure that has been brought up
time and time again where the otolith organs in
microgravity is concerned is to create artificial gravity in
space (Clément, Bukley and Paloski, 2015). Artificial
gravity devices already in the works include short arm
human centrifuge (SAHC) and the Visual and Vestibular
Investigation System (VVIS). Should we be able to
generate ‘gravitational inputs for the otolith system, the
problems associated with losing and regaining this
stimulus may be avoided. The artificial gravity theory
has already been tested; four astronauts were subject to
in-flight centrifugation on a 16-day long mission.
Following their return, astronauts showed no decrease in
the VOR response (Moore et al., 2005). Whether this is
proof of success is controversial however, as changes to
VOR are only really expected following long-duration
spaceflight (Hallgren et al., 2016). Future studies should
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aim to further test the artificial gravity theory on
astronauts during long-duration spaceflight, to establish
if this countermeasure shows any merit.

(HDT), a commonly used terrestrial analogue of space,
show increased ICP levels when CFS is stimulated
(Laurie et al., 2017). Symptoms of SANS were also
observed in these studies. Alterations in vitamin B12dependent 1-carbon transfer pathways, increased cabin
CO2 levels, resistive exercise and high-salt diet have also
been implicated as secondary causal factors that increase
ICP inflight (Zwart et al., 2012).

SPACEFLIGHT ASSOCIATED NEURO-OCULAR
SYNDROME
Mader et al. 2011 first described the clinical findings of
SANS in seven astronauts following long duration
spaceflight. In this cohort, the main ophthalmic findings
were: decreased near vision acuity (n=6), nerve fiber
layer thickening (n=6), globe flattening (n=5), choroidal
folds (n=5), optic disc swelling (n=5) and retinal nerve
fiber layer infarcts (n=3). Of the six astronauts with
compromised near vision acuity, five had a hyperopic
shift between +0.50 to +1.75 diopters from pre-mission
to post-mission. Post-mission globe flattening (with
secondary axial hyperopic shortening) in five of these
astronauts was also identified using magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) and orbital ultrasonographic imaging. Of
the four astronauts that received lumbar punctures postflight, two of them had moderately elevated opening
pressures of 28cm and 28.5cm H2O on days 12 and 57,
respectively. More recent ocular optical coherence
tomography (OCT) images show an increase in thickness
of the optic nerve head and peripapillary choroid during
spaceflight (Wåhlin et al., 2020).

It is worth noting however, that recent literature has
contested the ICP hypothesis as the sole cause of SANS.
For one thing, data from parabolic flights suggest that
ICP actually decreases during exposure to microgravity,
rather than increase as speculated (Lawley et al., 2017).
Furthermore, clinical findings of terrestrial IHH occur
disproportionately in SANS. Some do not even occur at
all; no astronaut with SANS has thus far experienced
chronic headaches, a symptom observed in >90% of
terrestrial IHH cases (Giuseffi et al., 1991). Other highly
common symptoms, such as temporary vision loss or
pulse synchronous tinnitus, are also not seen in SANS.
Additionally, whilst 50% of optic disc edema in
astronauts is unilateral or highly asymmetric, the
majority of optic disc edema is bilateral and symmetric
in terrestrial IHH (Mader et al., 2019). Last, but not least,
astronauts diagnosed with SANS have shown zero
predisposition for terrestrial IHH, which would have
otherwise been expected (Lee et al., 2017).

Etiology of SANS

Compartmentalisation of cerebrospinal fluid in the
orbital subarachnoid space

The etiology and exact pathophysiology of SANS is still
unclear, but there are several promising hypotheses. One
theory implicates a rise in astronaut intracranial pressure
(ICP) levels inflight, which could result in impairment of
cerebral spinal fluid outflow and cerebral venous
congestion (Shen et al., 2020). On Earth, a rise in ICP, as
seen in idiopathic intracranial hypertension (IIH), is
known to cause abnormalities similar to those observed
in SANS (Zhang and Hargens, 2018). Optic disc edema,
hyperopic shifts and choroidal folds have all been
observed in IHH and SANS. Similarly, posterior globe
flattening, and cerebrospinal fluid enlargement of
subarachnoid space have been observed in both
conditions (Lee et al., 2020). Post-flight lumbar
punctures of astronauts with SANS show moderately
elevated ICP (Mader et al., 2011). Whether this indicates
elevated ICP inflight is not known however, as pre-flight
lumbar punctures were not done. To ascertain if there is
any relationship between ICP and neuro-ocular changes
in-flight, future studies will need to perform lumbar
punctures both pre- and post-mission.

A second hypothesis, albeit not mutually exclusive from
the ICP theory, implicates microgravity-induced
compartmentalisation of cerebrospinal fluid in the orbital
subarachnoid space (Wostyn et al., 2019). In this
scenario, the tightly confined anatomic connection
between the intracranial subarachnoid space and
subarachnoid space surrounding the optic nerve sheath,
coupled with a microgravity induced CFS, results in a
‘fragile flow equilibrium that disrupts the normally
balanced cerebrospinal fluid
flow between these
compartments. This potentially inhibits cerebrospinal
fluid absorption within the orbit, resulting in locally
elevated cerebrospinal fluid at the orbital optic nerve
sheath. Disc swelling and associated findings (i.e. globe
flattening, choroidal folds) ensue, not necessarily
accompanied by elevated ICP. In support of this second
hypothesis, lumbar puncture opening pressures of 22cm
and 16cm H20 one week and one-year post-flight was
reported in an astronaut with optic disc edema, six
months following their long-duration stay in
microgravity (Mader et al., 2017). Here, ICP is only
slightly elevated and not considered high enough to
cause or maintain optic disc edema for this duration of
time. Thus, it is increasingly unlikely that ICP acts alone
in causing optic disc edema or other symptoms observed
in SANS.

The primary causal factor of increased ICP in-flight is
thought to be a CFS induced by microgravity. Upon entry
into microgravity, the hydrostatic pressure of fluids
within the body effectively vanishes, resulting in
redistribution of fluids towards the head in a headward
fluid shift. It is this CFS that causes astronauts faces to
swell and become puffy in their first few days in
microgravity (a condition appropriately named ‘puffy
face syndrome ). Bed rest studies using a head-down tilt
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Terrestrial analogues for human spaceflight

inhibited by some compensatory mechanism, but this is
a promising start. Whether LBNP is ultimately suited to
spaceflight, however, is another matter entirely; for one
thing, LBNP devices are bulky and restrict astronauts to
but one location on the spacecraft. Astronauts would also
need to be constantly monitored, so to make sure syncope
did not develop. Thus, from an operational viewpoint,
LBNP would be a tricky countermeasure to execute.

Considering the limited number of crewed missions
there are, and the operational difficulties with in-flight
experiments, terrestrial analogues that replicate the
effects of microgravity are essential to better understand
SANS. To date, HDT bed rest studies are the closest
NASA has come to doing just that.
During HDT bed rest studies, the body experiences
similar headward fluids astronauts undergo inflight
(Laurie et al., 2017). In order to replicate the CFS, the
participant is placed in the supine position on a bed that
is tilted 6 degrees, so that their feet are elevated while the
head lies closer to the ground (Figure 2). Participants of
HDT bed rest studies have shown some SANS-like
changes. For example, partakers of a 70-day HDT bed
rest showed increased retinal thickening (+18um [5.3%])
on day 70 HDT, versus no change on day 14 (Taibbi et
al., 2016). Similarly, intraocular pressure (IOP)
increased from +1.42mm Hg on day 14 to +1.79mm Hg
on day 70 (Pandiarajan and Hargens, 2020).

Another countermeasure being investigated is
venoconstrictive thigh cuffs (VTC), (Robin et al., 2020).
VTCs sequester fluids in the lower limbs by applying
pressure to the femoral vein. Russian cosmonauts have
used VTCs as an empirical countermeasure to SAS for
many years. Long duration spaceflight (>6 months) has
already demonstrated the ability of VTCs in reducing
jugular vein cross-sectional area in astronauts by 12%20% (Huang, Stenger and Macias, 2019). Terrestrial
HDT bed rest studies also suggest that VTCs are capable
of mitigating the increase of intraocular pressure and
subfoveal choroid thickness, symptoms induced by CFS
(Balasubramanian et al., 2018). Unlike LBNP, VTCs
would let astronauts move without any restrictions, and
would not require continuous cardiovascular monitoring.
So, as a mechanical countermeasure to SANS, the device
shows some promise.
Moreover, whilst HDT bed rest studies have been the
closest to stimulating the conditions of microgravity thus
far, it is not perfect replica. Whether LBNP or VCTs will
work as effectively at mitigating headward fluid shifts
during spaceflight is yet to be determined and requires
further research on the ISS. In terms of the future of
terrestrial studies, based on current results it might be
beneficial to extend the duration of HDT bed rest and dry
immersion experiments, so to further explore the
etiology of SANS.

Figure 2) Examples of terrestrial analogues that
replicate the effects on microgravity. Adapted from
Pandiarajan and Hargens (2020).

Participants of dry immersion, another terrestrial
analogue, have also shown SANS-like changes. In dry
immersion studies, the participant wears waterproof
covering and is submerged from their collarbone down
in water (Figure 2). In doing this, the participant ‘floats
like they would in microgravity. During a 3-day dry
immersion study, there was an approximate 30%
increase in optic nerve sheath diameter, similar to what
is seen in SANS (Kermorgant et al., 2017).

CONCLUSION
When watching a Sci-Fi movie like Star Wars, one of the
things that tends to stick in your mind are the spaceships.
After all, you are unlikely to meet a person who has no
concept of the Death Star. Similarly, when thinking of a
crewed mission to Mars, the general notion is that
mission success will depend on the rocket that gets us
there. However, this is just one piece of the puzzle. We
have discussed at length some of the many known
examples of how space induces changes to the nervous
system, and how these alterations have potentially
disastrous consequences – particularly in tasks that
require precision and quick response times, such as
landing. Furthermore, the increasing severity of
symptoms with time spent in space does suggest that a
human mission to Mars poses a significant risk to
astronaut health and thus, mission success. If the
scheduled 2030 mission to Mars is to become a reality,
research focus must shift to finding suitable
countermeasures against the effect microgravity has on
the nervous system.

Countermeasures to SANS
A countermeasure to SANS being explored at presently
is the application of lower body negative pressure
(LBNP), (Huang, Stenger and Macias, 2019). LBNP is a
technique that applies sub-atmospheric pressure to the
lower parts of the body, shifting fluids caudally and
lowering central venous pressure. In stimulating the
hydrostatic effects of gravity, LBNP is a potential means
of combating microgravity induced ICP. A recent study
demonstrated such; 20mmHg LBNP during HDT was
found to be a non-invasive means of reducing ICP
without disrupting arterial blood pressure (Petersen et al.,
2019). Extended studies will be necessary to determine
whether LBNP will persistently lower ICP, or be in turn
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ABSTRACT
I think a future here e are a space-faring civilization and out there among the stars is infinitely more exciting
and inspiring than one here e are not.
Elon Musk. With a finite time period of habitability left on Earth before
our home s ine itable destruction, seeking alternative hosts for biology is of great importance for sustaining the
existence of life and consciousness in our universe. Investigating and comparing the various proposed methods of
terraforming Mars, this paper explores the prospect of transforming the terrestrial planet to support aerobic life,
using current resources and technology. Potential mechanisms for forming a biosphere are discussed, with reference
to their feasibility with our current launch and payload capabilities, including constructing large space-based mirrors,
re-directing ammonia-abundant asteroids to the planet, releasing greenhouse gases artificially and reducing the
reflectivity of the polar caps to trigger sublimation of frozen carbon dioxide. These techniques revolve around
successful triggering of a runaway greenhouse effect, warming the planet sufficiently such that the frozen carbon
dioxide and water ice within the polar caps begin to sublime and liquify. The carbon dioxide released would further
contribute to the warming of the planet, triggering sublimation of additional carbon dioxide and generating a selfsustaining evaporation of the polar ice stores, thickening the atmosphere. This investigation concludes that
generating artificial greenhouse gases, through sending small greenhouse gas factories to the Martian surface, is the
most cost-effective and least resource-intensive method; strong greenhouse gases can be produced using materials
already present in the Martian regolith and much of the technology required to achieve such a feat has already been
demonstrated. However, this approach relies heavily on sufficient nitrogen already existing in the Martian soil and
realistic means of releasing it on a mass scale. More on-site research is required to assess whether the quantity of
nitrogen stored in the regolith is sufficient to form an atmosphere, potentially signifying the requirement of
additional
sources
of
nitrogen,
such
as
ammonia-abundant
asteroids.
on Earth. Supervolcano eruptions of the past, such as
the explosive eruption of Toba approximately 73,500
years ago, have been estimated to have released
anywhere from 1,000 megatons to 10,000 megatons of
dust and aerosols into the stratosphere. Computer
models, based on smaller scale eruptions, predict that a
release of 1,000 megatons of aerosols into the
stratosphere could be sufficient to trigger a volcanic
winter, lowering average temperatures by 3oC to 5oC,
and even up to 15oC in some regions. This is thought to
have killed off large amounts of vegetation in sudden
hard-freezes, destroying ecosystems and impacting
humans living at the time; genetic studies have revealed
evidence that could suggest a decrease in total human
population to a mere few thousand around the estimated
time of eruption
a near extinction of the human
population. Supereruptions of this magnitude are
estimated to have occurred approximately every 50,000
years in the recent past, based on recognised remnants
of such events (R.Rampino, 2002). Asteroid impacts of
sufficient magnitude pose a similar threat; (Chapman &
Morrison, 1994) suggest that asteroids with a diameter
over 1.5km could generate an impact
inter ,
releasing sub-micrometre dust into the stratosphere that
could trigger an average surface temperature drop of up
to 10oC. Other effects of such an impact include

INTRODUCTION
Terraforming Mars, and other celestial bodies, is a
subject with substantial scientific backing. Promising
research into the concept, such as that done by
(Averner & Macelroy, 1976; Birch, 1992; Fogg, 1995;
Lovelock & Allaby, 1984; Zubrint & McKay, 1993;
Sagan, Toon, & Gierasch, 1973) and others, reveals the
possibility of initiating a terraforming process on the
red planet to form a biosphere, with current resources
and technology. In the context of this paper,
terraforming is taken to mean transforming a planet,
using planetary engineering methods, such that it can
independently support aerobic life. The race to extend
life beyond Earth is of great importance for sustaining
the existence of biology and consciousness in our
universe, given the real possibility of world-wide
catastrophes rendering our home uninhabitable and the
inevitable eventual destruction of our planet. At the
onset of a new commercial space race between private
enterprises, the cost of space travel and transportation is
drastically decreasing, providing new, unique
opportunities to extend life beyond Earth not seen
before.
Natural disasters, in the form of supervolcano eruptions
and asteroid impacts, pose considerable danger to life
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destruction of the ozone layer, agricultural catastrophe
and widespread acid rain. Events of this magnitude are
estimated to occur on the order of every 100,000 years.

25 flights (Blue Origin, 2020). Starship, SpaceX s
ambitious interplanetary transportation vehicle, is
expected to be capable of delivering over 100 metric
tonnes to the Martian surface, while in a fully re-usable
configuration and utilising in-orbit refuelling (Space
Exploration Technologies, 2020). SLS, due to begin
operation in late 2021, is expected to be able to deliver
37 metric tonnes to deep space in block 1 configuration,
with later variations of the vehicle forecast to be even
more capable (NASA, 2020). These new launch
vehicles will provide launch capacities not seen since
the Saturn V, at greatly improved efficiencies and costs.

In addition to natural disasters, the advent of nuclear
arms has excessively increased the destructive power of
the human race, potentially posing a significant threat to
the environment and ecosystems that make Earth
habitable. Research and modelling by (Toon, Robock,
& Turco, 2008) of nuclear detonations predicts soot
emissions of up to 150 tera-grams in full-scale nuclear
war between global superpowers, conceivably lowering
the Earth s a erage surface temperature b up to 8 oC
and decreasing average precipitation rates by up to
40%. Such an event could trigger the collapse of
agriculture across the globe, causing mass starvation of
billions of people
possibly most of the human
population.

RESOURCES ON MARS
Many Earth-like features of Mars make it an attractive
option for hosting life. Research into the soil
composition on Mars indicates it could be conceivable
to grow vegetation without the need for any additional
nutrients, with the exception of increased atmospheric
pressure and CO2 levels and availability of liquid water
(Wamelink, Frissel, Krijnen, Verwoert, & W. Goedhart,
2014). Experiments have been conducted that suggest a
variety of bacteria, lichen and fungi species could
survive in the environment present on Mars today,
when concealed by stone or soil and with access to
liquid water (Thomas, et al., 2006; Onofri, et al., 2015).
Fluvial features observed across the surface and
detailed analysis of the early Martian meteorite
ALH84001 provide extensive evidence that Mars once
had a warm, wet climate sustained by a thick, CO2-rich
atmosphere. Analysis of microscopic features of the
planet s surface and speculated biological residue
within the Martian meteorite even provide some
evidence that Mars once supported life, and still could
be today
(Joseph, Dass, Rizzo, Cantasano, &
Bianciardi, 2019). Any terraforming process relies on
Mars containing much, if not all, the necessary
ingredients to form a biosphere, and these materials
being accessible to planetary engineers.

In the light of the real possibility of such catastrophic
events disrupting civilization and obstructing future
space exploration, it is of great importance to utilise the
unique opportunity presented by recent developments in
space technologies to extend life beyond Earth.
TRANSPORTATION
Recent developments in the private space sector have
revolutionised space travel, drastically reducing launch
costs and improving efficiency. Space Exploration
Technologies (SpaceX), founded in 2002 by Elon
Musk, has successfully implemented the orld s first
reusable orbital-class rocket booster Falcon 9. With
over 90 successful launches and 50 successful landings
to date, the Falcon 9 is one of the most reliable launch
vehicles in use today. At a cost of $62 million per
launch, the vehicle can send 4,020kg of payload to
Mars transfer orbit. Another recent addition to the
SpaceX rocket fleet, Falcon Heavy, is the most
powerful launch vehicle currently in operation.
Consisting of three Falcon 9 Block 5s as the first stage
and a standard Falcon 9 upper stage, an expendable
Falcon Heavy can deliver 16,800kg to Mars transfer
orbit for $150 million (Space Exploration Technologies,
2020). Other, more experienced launch providers
currently in operation include United Launch Alliance
(ULA), Northrop Grumman and other non-American
corporations. While many alternative launch vehicles
ha e accumulated more pro en flights than SpaceX s
Falcon 9 and Falcon Heavy rockets, the cost per unit
mass to Mars is far greater and they provide no
improved payload capability, and so they are not
considered in this investigation.

Most terraforming processes discussed to date revolve
around the concept of triggering a runaway greenhouse
effect on Mars: the process of warming the polar caps
sufficiently such that the CO2 stored within them begins
to sublime. The volatiles released then act as
greenhouse gases, further warming the planet and the
polar caps, and triggering further sublimation of CO2 in
a self-sustaining runaway evaporation. Some of the
methods conceptualized so far include using large
space-based mirrors to focus additional solar radiation
onto the polar ice caps, reducing the albedo of the polar
caps via a dust blanket or bacterial growth, releasing
artificial greenhouse gases produced in situ into the
Martian atmosphere and re-directing NH3 abundant
asteroids to Mars. However, recent studies by (Jakosky
& Edwards, 2018) of the CO2 reservoirs on Mars
suggests it may only be possible to release
approximately 20mbar of stored CO2 into the
atmosphere through the triggering of a runaway
greenhouse effect, though this estimate is largely

Upcoming launch vehicles include Blue Origin s
partially re-usable New Glenn heavy-lift rocket,
SpaceX s fully re-usable Starship super-heavy launch
ehicle and NASA s expendable Space Launch System
(SLS). Scheduled to begin operation in 2021, New
Glenn is expected to be able to deliver 45,000kg to low
Earth orbit (LEO), with each booster stage capable of
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uncertain. Models predict that such a pressure increase
would only be sufficient to raise the surface temperature
by approximately 10k, far below the almost 60k
required for liquid water to remain stable across most of
the surface of the planet. Additional methods of
warming would therefore be required to sustain the
widespread existence of liquid water on the surface and
significantly more volatiles must be sourced by other
means to create the higher pressures required for most
living organisms.

environment, being more resistive to UV radiation, not
producing by-products upon decomposition that
catalyse the depletion of the ozone-layer and providing
a similar warming effect. Recent studies by (Marinova
& McKay, 2005) suggest the gas C3F8 would be the
most potent compound for warming the atmosphere,
requiring a partial pressure of 0.1 to 1 Pa to trigger the
evaporation of CO2 ice stores. An even more effective
approach could be to use a concoction of gases,
including CF4, C2F6, C3F8 and SF6. Such a mixture
would cover a broader absorption spectrum and, in the
right quantities, could trigger the evaporation of the
CO2 stores at a partial pressure of just 0.2pa. The
addition of just 1pa of such a concoction into the
atmosphere is predicted to be able to raise the surface
temperature of Mars by as much as 37.5k. Recent, 3D
simulations performed by (Ridder, Maan, & Summerer,
2010) confirm the atmospheric warming effect
predicted by (Marinova & McKay, 2005) over a short
time period of a few years, though more detailed
models over longer time periods are required to gain a
more accurate picture of how global temperatures on
Mars would evolve in the presence of these newly
introduced gases.

Nitrogen is an essential ingredient for life and must be
present to support any ecosystem. Currently, the partial
pressure of N2 in the Martian atmosphere is just
0.151mbar, far too little to support any kind of
biosphere. However, research suggests that Mars once
had an atmosphere much richer in N2, and much of this
nitrogen could be stored in the regolith as nitrates
(Mancinelli & Banin, 2003). Thermal shock, primarily
from lightning strikes, is the most probable pathway
that N2 could have been transformed into nitrates within
the soils of Mars. This process, however, requires the
presence of liquid water to take place. Climate models
and fluvial features on the surface of Mars provide
evidence that suggests early Mars did have liquid water,
though there is no conclusive proof of this. However,
the Curiosity rover has recently discovered nitrogen
bearing compounds within the Gale Crater on the
surface of Mars, in concentrations ranging from
110ppm to 1100ppm, signifying that some of the N2
from the early Martian atmosphere is in fact stored in
the regolith as nitrates (Stern, et al., 2015). In order to
be useful in any kind of terraforming process, there
would have to be sufficient nitrogen stored within the
regolith to contribute to an atmosphere and realistic
means of releasing this nitrogen via feasible planetary
engineering methods. Further investigation into the
inventory of nitrates on Mars and the suitability and
practicality of releasing it is required to determine
whether Mars has sufficient accessible nitrogen to
support an active biosphere.

The question of how exactly these gases are released
into the Martian atmosphere is still largely unanswered,
though. The mass of volatiles required is on the order
tens of millions of tonnes, far too much to conceivably
manufacture on Earth and transport to Mars. Even with
Starship s theoretical maximum payload capacity
exceeding 100 tonnes, the number of flights to transport
the gases is on the order of 100,000. A more realistic
approach could be to manufacture the gases on Mars;
(Gerstell, Francisco, Yung, Boxe, & Aaltonee, 2001)
suggests the abundance of fluorine on Mars could be
sufficient to produce the amount of volatiles required,
and other elements required for the manufacturing are
abundant in more than sufficient quantities. Small,
nuclear-powered gas manufacturers could be
transported to Mars using current rocket technology
(such as Falcon Heavy), with the development of
Starship potentially facilitating the transportation of
more sizeable manufacturing plants. Additional
research is required to determine a suitable
manufacturing process to produce such fluorocarbons,
depending on the exact composition of the Martian
regolith and the abundancies of the chemicals required
in various locations.

TERRAFORMING METHODS
Super Greenhouse Gases
A promising method of raising the surface temperature
of Mars in order to trigger a runaway greenhouse effect
is to introduce artificial, super greenhouse gases into the
Martian atmosphere. Previous investigations by
(Lovelock & Allaby, 1984; McKay, Toon, & Kasting,
1991) found that releasing CFCs into the Martian
atmosphere in concentrations of just a few ppm could
be sufficient to trigger the sublimation of CO2 stores.
However, due to the lack of an ozone-layer to absorb
much of the incident UV radiation on Mars, the lifetime
of these gases in the Martian atmosphere would be just
hours and the by-products of the decomposition of such
molecules would be catastrophic for any potential
future ozone-layer. More recent studies have suggested
that PFCs could be more suited for the Martian
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Solar Mirrors
Large, space-based mirrors is another concept
considered in previous research. Studies conducted by
(Birch, 1992; Zubrint & McKay, 1993; Fogg, 1995)
suggest the construction of a mirror with 125km
diameter, stationed 214,000 km from Mars, would be
sufficient to raise the surface temperature at the poles
by approximately 5k. Such a mirror, with a mass of
200,000 tonnes, would remain stationary above Mars,
balancing light pressure from reflected solar radiation
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with Mars gravitational forces. Transporting this much
mass would be infeasible with the launch vehicles
currently in operation, though Starship could
theoretically transport the material required in
approximately 2000 launches. Construction of a
structure this large in space has never been attempted
before, and so there are obvious questions about the
feasibility of assembling such a large mirror.

surface is questionable, given the regular dust storms
Mars experiences. An alternative solution is to utilise
the lower albedo of biological organisms; living
organisms would be anchored to the surface and be selfreplicating, reducing the effort required to spread them
across the planet. No known organisms are capable of
surviving in the current Martian environment, however,
and the timescale of the spreading of any living
organisms across the planet is likely not practical.

More recent research by (McInnes, 2009) suggests that
using displaced, sun-synchronous polar orbits for
multiple solar mirrors may be a more effective
approach; reflectors suspended by static equilibrium
require a specific orientation that results in much of the
reflected radiation not being intercepted by the
planetary body. Mirrors in displaced polar orbits avoid
this issue and the orbits are passively stable. However,
the mass of material to fabricate sufficient reflector
surface area is predicted to be 1.120x1010 kg. This is the
equivalent of approximately 112,000 Starship flights to
Mars, rendering the transportation of sufficient material
impractical. A possible alternative source of material
discussed by (McInnes, 2009) is M-type asteroids
abundant in iron and nickel; a relatively pure asteroid of
radius 70m would provide sufficient material to
fabricate the reflectors. However, this would require
significant industrial manufacturing in outer space using
extra-terrestrial resources and is therefore well beyond
our current capabilities.

Re-directing Ammonia Asteroids
Importing large quantities of NH3 and CO2 from
elsewhere in the solar system is another proposed
method of introducing additional greenhouse gases to
Mars. Comets carrying the frozen volatiles could be redirected from the outer solar system to impact Mars,
releasing both the frozen gases in the comet itself and
volatizing any nitrates within the regolith, upon impact,
into N2 and O2. (Zubrint & McKay, 1993) suggest a v
of just 0.3km/s would be sufficient to re-direct an
asteroid at a distance of 25AU from the sun, with the
help of a gravity assist from Uranus, onto a collision
course with Mars. This is far less than the 3 km/s v
required to move an asteroid from the main belt, due to
the increased orbital velocities of asteroids with smaller
orbital radii. As suggested by (Zubrint & McKay,
1993), volatiles from the asteroid itself could be used as
propellant for a nuclear-powered engine. A quartet of
fission-powered thrusters operating at 5000MW would
be capable of heating the volatiles up to 2200k,
producing an exhaust velocity of 4km/s. A burn-time of
approximately 10 years, on an asteroid of mass 10
billion tonnes, would be sufficient to produce a v of
0.3km/s, using only approximately 8% of its mass as
propellant. The NH3 contained by an asteroid of this
size would be sufficient to warm Mars by ~3oC, while
helping to shield the planet s surface from UV
radiation. It is probable that the lifetime of an NH3
molecule on Mars is less than a century, due to the high
levels of UV radiation, and so the gas would eventually
decompose into N2 and hydrogen, increasing the N2
contents of Mars atmosphere.

Reducing the Albedo of the Polar Caps
Decreasing the reflectivity of the polar caps is a
relatively simple way to trigger the sublimation of the
CO2 ice at the poles. This concept was first discussed by
(Sagan, Toon, & Gierasch, 1973) and involves covering
the polar caps in 1011kg of dust, darkening them and
resulting in the warming and evaporation of the volatile
stores. A subsequent NASA study by (Averner &
Macelroy, 1976) suggests the darkening of the ice
sheets may only need to be very subtle; a reduction in
albedo from 0.77 to 0.73 could be sufficient to trigger
the release of CO2 from the ice stores. However, this
technique is largely dependent on triggering a runaway
greenhouse effect to induce sufficient warming across
the entire planet. As discussed by (Jakosky & Edwards,
2018), there is likely insufficient CO2 stored in the polar
ice caps and regolith that could be released to raise the
average surface temperature of Mars by any more than
10k.

The abundancy of volatile-rich asteroids is not known
for the outer solar system; they appear very dim in
comparison to those in the main belt, making them
difficult to detect. However, it is reasonable to assume
the existence of many volatile-rich objects in the outer
solar system, given that NH3, water and other gases
freeze so readily at such a distance from the sun. Other,
larger comets have also been detected that are rich in
these materials, such as Chiron, also signifying the
probable abundance of smaller such objects.

Alternatively, this approach could be extended well
beyond the polar regions and be applied across the
entire planet s surface, as discussed by (Sagan, Toon, &
Gierasch, 1973). However, the maximum warming that
could theoretically be achieved is in the realm of just 5k
and requires the mobilisation of Martian rock on the
order of 2.6x1014kg. The efforts required to achieve
global warming using this technique far outweigh those
of other methods capable of producing the same effect,
and the stability of a thin dust layer on the Martian
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It is important, however, to consider the effects of
asteroid impacts on a relatively small planet. It is
suspected that much of the atmosphere originally
present on Mars was introduced by impacts of volatilerich objects. However, the impact velocities during the
accretion of Mars would have been significantly lower
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than those of a theoretical asteroid re-directed from the
outer solar system. Calculations conducted by (Melosh
& Vickery, 1989) infer that icy projectiles with an
impact velocity exceeding 11.1km/s would induce a
vapour plume within the atmosphere travelling at
speeds greater than Mar s escape velocity, ultimately
resulting in the loss of much of the gas surrounding the
impact site to space. It is suspected that high-velocity
impacts are responsible for the loss of much of Mar s
early atmosphere, resulting in the much colder, dryer
planet we see today. Impact velocities of periodic
comets are predicted to be in the vicinity of 21km/s,
well over the threshold velocity to induce significant
loss of volatiles to space. It may be possible to reduce
impact velocities from outer solar system objects by use
of gravity assists, though it seems probable that manual
intervention would be required to slow an object
sufficiently to avoid a devastating collision.
The quantity of volatiles imported by asteroids of this
size would also be insufficient to increase the
atmospheric pressure by any meaningful amount; 40
such impacts of 10 billion tonne asteroids would merely
double the current N2 pressure of the atmosphere from
approximately 0.15mbar to 0.3mbar (assuming none of
the gas is lost to space). It is possible that large amounts
of N2, O2 and CO2 could be released if an impact were
directed at nitrate beds or known CO2 stores, potentially
releasing vastly more gas then carried by the asteroid
itself and offsetting the loss to space. However, the
abundancy of nitrates in the soils and the quantity of
CO2 that could theoretically be released is still largely
unknown. If further research were to conclude a lack of
available nitrates and CO2 to make any significant
contribution to the atmosphere, impact velocities of
asteroids from the outer solar system would presumably
have to be significantly reduced to have any desired
positive effect, or asteroids would have to be sourced
from the nearby asteroid belt to reduce collision
velocities. Vastly more impacts would be required to
import sufficient volatiles to form any Earth-like
atmosphere and the v required to achieve this is well
outside the capability of any propulsion system we
could conceivably manufacture today.
DISCUSSION
The release of CO2 from a runaway greenhouse effect
would result in an atmospheric pressure increase from
6mbar to approximately 26mbar, causing an associated
temperature increase in the vicinity of 10k. While this
level of warming is far below the required 60k for the
prevailing stability of liquid water across most of the
surface, the release of these volatiles brings the
atmospheric pressure above the triple point pressure of
water of 6.12mbar. This pressure increase is of great
significance because it stabilises liquid water within a
specific temperature range, preventing water-ice
subliming straight to water vapour. For equatorial
regions of the planet, this means liquid water could
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remain stable for long periods of the day, while
temperatures remain above 273k. However, for any
significant regions of the globe to become habitable
beyond the equator, warming of the atmosphere beyond
10k is required.
Reducing the planet s albedo and reflecting solar
radiation onto Mars polar caps provide only a means of
evaporating available CO2 ice stores and are very
resource-intensive methods. The effect of these
techniques is unlikely to warm Mars globally by any
meaningful amount to extend the abundance of liquid
water across the surface and so, alone, would be
inadequate for any terraforming process. The use of
artificial greenhouse gases provides a realistic method
of raising Mars surface temperature beyond the effects
of a runaway greenhouse scenario and is therefore a
more promising method for producing the conditions
required for life. Of the four approaches discussed, this
technique is the least resource-intensive and is
predicated on technology that has largely already been
demonstrated; numerous surface rovers have been
successfully deployed on Mars in the past and the
greenhouse gases suggested have been produced and
extensively studied on Earth. It is therefore reasonable
to conclude, assuming the required abundance of
fluorine and other needed chemicals on Mars, that these
gases could be produced in sufficient quantities to
trigger the evaporation of CO2 stores on the surface of
Mars and induce further warming beyond that caused
by increased CO2 levels, especially with a successful
advent of Starship facilitating mass transportation to the
planet.
The question then arises: what lifeforms could Mars
realistically support, using a combination of the three
approaches discussed above? The resulting atmosphere
would still primarily be composed of CO2, lack any
substantial amount of O2 and be at significantly lower
pressure than that of Earth. It is unlikely that the surface
temperature could be raised manually with artificial
greenhouse gases by the required 60k to make liquid
water stable across most of the surface of the planet,
resulting in the abundance of liquid water being largely
restricted to warmer, equatorial regions. This new
climate, however, could be in the survival range of
some extremophiles found on Earth. A study exposing
Antarctic black rock fungi (Cryomyces antarcticus and
Cryomyces minteri) to Mars like conditions on the ISS
found that 60% of the cells remained intact after the
exposure, with up to 10% even managing to grow and
proliferate, forming colonies (Onofri, et al., 2015).
Research conducted by (Thomas, et al., 2006) also
found that some bacterial strains can survive in
simulated conditions similar to those that would result
from such a terraforming effort. Useful adaptations
possessed by some of these extremophiles, such as high
CO2 tolerance, hypoxia tolerance, increased UV
radiation tolerance and the ability to proliferate at
extremely cold temperatures, could be genetically
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engineered into organisms with switchable genes and
pathways, producing a Mars bug . A genetically
engineered organism with the required characteristics
for survival on Mars could be used to increase the O2
and N2 contents of the atmosphere via respiration and
denitrification of the regolith, possibly paving the way
for other bacteria, fungi and even simple plant life.
However, the survival of these imported organisms on
Mars relies on the abundance of nitrates within the
Martian regolith. If further research were to conclude a
lack of nitrates spread throughout Martian soils,
nitrogen would need to be imported from elsewhere,
most probably from NH3-abundant asteroids.
In order to establish an atmosphere breathable by
humans and other more complex lifeforms, the O2
contents of the atmosphere would need to be
significantly increased and the overall atmospheric
pressure raised to approximately 1bar. Large amounts
of volatiles would need to be released from CO2 and
nitrate stores or imported from elsewhere in the solar
system to achieve this. Of the approaches discussed in
this paper, re-direction of asteroids is the only approach
capable of liberating volatiles potentially stored within
the regolith that are unsusceptible to small temperature
increases. If sufficient CO2 and NH3 were released into
the atmosphere, the average surface temperature of
Mars could conceivably be raised in excess of the
required approximately 60k to allow for the abundance
of liquid water across most of the planet s surface,
facilitating the development of a biosphere well outside
equatorial regions and habitability for animal and
human life. Re-directing enough asteroids to achieve
such a feat, though, would require the use of technology
not demonstrated before.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, it appears feasible that Mars climate
could be transformed to support basic aerobic life, such
as bacteria, fungi and perhaps basic plant life. The most
suitable planetary engineering technique to alter the
conditions on the planet today is to manufacture and
release artificial super greenhouse gases to raise the
surface temperature and trigger the sublimation of
frozen CO2 stores. This method could be used in
conjunction with other approaches, such as using large
solar reflectors and reducing the albedo of the polar ice
caps, though these techniques are more resourceintensive and are unlikely to provide much additional
warming. Further areas of research to confirm
terraforming potential include 1) investigating the
abundance of nitrates in the Martian regolith, 2)
confirming the presence of sufficient fluorine and other
chemicals to manufacture artificial greenhouse gases, 3)
devising a manufacturing process such that greenhouse
gases can be manufactured from Martian soils and 4)
modelling the effects of introducing these artificial
greenhouse gases into the Martian atmosphere in more
detail and over longer time periods. If the required
materials for a terraforming process are not found to be
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present in sufficient quantities on Mars, importation
from elsewhere in the solar system would be required,
such as from ammonia-abundant asteroids. The
technology required to achieve this is well beyond our
capabilities today.
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ABSTRACT
In extra-terrestrial planetary surface exploration rovers must face numerous difficulties arising from the conditions
on extra-terrestrial bodies and the complexity of their missions. These include coping with extreme weather
conditions, a dust storm for instance and overcoming obstacles in their way.
This problem is analogous to the one that ants have to tackle in order to get through hilly terrain, find food and
collect it. Therefore, it would be handy to implement solutions to surface exploration inspired by ant colonies as
nature has already tested and revised their solutions over the course of evolution. Furthermore, this approach could
be useful because in nature simplicity and efficiency are of key importance, which is also true for designing rovers.
In the paper various tasks of rovers and their optimization was investigated aided by the behavioural patterns of ants.
One was a vehicle routing problem, in which the shortest and most energy efficient route should be discovered on
hilly terrain between certain points. In the other part of the problem, rovers had to investigate an area optimally
without parts of the area being checked by more than one rover.
The paper also studied how rovers could be able to form different shapes collectively to lessen the damage and
increase the chances of withstanding a dust storm that they cannot avoid.
The research included computer simulations of the above tasks in Python, in order to model the processes under
conditions that are set to mimic the collective behaviour of ants. The efficiency of the method was also investigated.
The overall aim was to show that even with relatively simple rules taken from ant colonies’ behaviour, it would be
possible to increase the efficiency of rovers on a mission.
INTRODUCTION
The main aim of the paper
The goal of this paper was to demonstrate that adapting
ant colonies’ behaviour to various problems and tasks
can improve the efficiency of extra-terrestrial surface
exploration and can be a useful approach when
designing missions. This was done by examining two
behavioural patterns of ants, foraging and selfassembling. The theory was investigated in both cases,
with more emphasis on the foraging behaviour, since a
numerical modelling was made for that part to obtain
quantified results for the efficiency.
The foraging behaviour was modelled with the Ant
Colony Optimization (ACO) method, that can be
applied to find the shortest and safest path between
many points on an extra-terrestrial surface, that should
be visited by the rover and where measurements should
be taken [1]. With this approach the optimal route could
be found prior to landing. And then smaller local
corrections can be executed by the rover autonomously
using an Ant Colony Optimization algorithm and the
observed environment in case an obstacle suddenly
comes in the originally planned way. The algorithm
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used to solve this was investigated and a simulation was
written in Python based on one of the ACO algorithms,
the Ant System (AS), to model its efficiency [2].
Another program was created, that checked all possible
routes to compare its efficiency with the one based on
ants’ behaviour. It was also examined how this pattern
could be used to investigate an extra-terrestrial area
optimally with one or more autonomous rovers.
The paper also discusses the advantages of having
more, but smaller ‘antlike’ rovers on surface
exploration missions. This way the rovers could benefit
from mimicking self-assembling property of ants [3].
This would help rovers to get through obstacles and
uneven terrain, that would not be possible for a single
rover, in a way that is similar to how ants build
“bridges” to create a shorter or safer path between
points [4]. This approach would also mean an
improvement in handling dust storms, because rovers
could cling together and by determining the direction of
the wind, they could assemble themselves into a shape
that is aerodynamically optimal to reduce the possible
damage caused by the dust storm.
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Difficulties and Needs of Surface Exploration
The main tasks of planetary rovers are taking images,
making measurements and collecting samples.
However, there are several aspects that make this
difficult to perform. Rovers have limitations on their
processing capacities, memory and energy [5]. Besides
the observed celestial bodies are so far away that it is
not possible to have a continuous interaction with them
because of the delays in the communication [6].
Moreover, rovers encounter many adversities on the
surface of the extra-terrestrial body. These comprise
irregularities in the terrain, obstacles in the way and the
possible high speed of winds, for instance on the
surface of Mars [7]. The speed of winds on Mars can
reach 17-30 m/s. (The maximum, 30m/s was observed
during a dust storm at the Viking landing site [8].) This
covers the range from a high wind to a violent storm on
the Beaufort scale and it can easily be fatal for a
mission [9].
For the above reasons it is vital for a mission to
optimize every possible element of the exploration. This
includes the main route of the rover, and the algorithm
that helps the rover to be autonomous and make realtime decisions to correct its path locally when finding
an obstacle in its original way.
These necessities, simplicity and efficiency, are of key
importance in nature as well. Therefore, it would be
advantageous to model and mimic the solutions that
nature has already tested and revised over the course of
evolution. Ant colonies are suitable for this as their
tasks, finding and transporting food, getting through
obstacles and exploring areas are analogous to the ones
that rovers have to face.
Ant Behaviour in Nature
Ant colonies are self-organised adaptive societies. Their
interactions between themselves and between the
individuals and the local environment result in the
macroscopic properties of the colony. The problemsolving abilities of the individual ants are limited,
however the information exchange between the
members of the society enables them to complete
complex tasks like finding the shortest path to a food
source from their nest. To accomplish this, they use
stigmergy, which is the indirect communication by
leaving traces in the environment [10]. They perform
this by depositing pheromones as chemical signals on
the ground. By doing so they can mark favourable paths
that other members of the colony should follow. Others
perceive the presence of pheromone and they tend to
follow the paths with higher pheromone concentration.
The probability of pheromone laying depends on the
quality and quantity of the food source they
encountered. Another important characteristic of this
process, stigmergy, is that the information is local, so
only ants visiting that certain area can access the
conveyed message [10].
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Figure 1: Illustration of Ants’ Behaviour When an
Obstacle Blocks Their Way [1]

Ants’ pheromone trail-following behaviour is combined
with their essentially probabilistic behaviour, the
probability for an ant to follow a trail has a non-linear
dependency on the pheromone level. When a forager
finds food, it marks a trail on the way back to the nest,
however the pheromone concentration of this path is
initially low. For these reasons, at first a higher portion
of ants lose the indicated path before reaching the food.
As the number of journeys made along the trail
increases, those ants reinforce it and therefore, the
concentration of pheromone and the accuracy of trailfollowing increases as well. Eventually most ants will
successfully use that route. When the food source is
exhausted, no new trails are marked by the returning
ants and the pheromone evaporates with time, so it no
longer marks a food source [10].
The ant colony’s method also helps them to adapt to
changes in their environment. For instance, when an
established path to a food source (Fig.1.a) is suddenly
interrupted by an obstacle (Fig.1.b), ants in front of the
object can no longer follow the pheromone trail and
they have to decide, which way to continue their
journey. Since initially there is no pheromone on either
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path, they decide randomly and are expected to choose
between the two ways equally likely. Therefore, on
average half of the ants turn left, the other half turn
right, and the same happens on the other side of the
obstacle (Fig.1.c). All ants move approximately at the
same speed and lay pheromones at the same rate as they
move. For ants taking the upper, shorter route the
journey to the food and back to the nest will take a
shorter amount of time than for ants on the longer path.
Therefore, there will be more traffic on the shorter path.
Consequently, more pheromone will get deposited on
the upper road per unit time and a larger number of ants
will choose it. And ants’ preference for the higher
pheromone level makes the accumulation of pheromone
on the shorter road even faster. In the end all ants will
use the shorter path as an alternative route (Fig.1.d) [10]
[11].
Certain ant species can create self-assemblages out of
their own body to help the colony’s foraging or
survival. For example, red fire ants can construct
floating rafts and weaver ants of the genus Oecophylla
are able to form living “bridges” [4]. They perform this
without having global information on the position and
dimensions of the built structure. Chris Reid, Matthew
Lutz and their fellow researchers experimented with
Army ants (Eciton) that form bridges in order to span
gaps appearing in their foraging trail [12]. In their
study, they changed the geometry of the gap to observe
the colony’s reaction. The benefit that the colony
gained by shortening the foraging trail was balanced by
the cost of taking out a certain number of foragers from
the active ants to create the bridge. They found that
Army ants dynamically adjusted their response to the
changing conditions of their environment’s geometry,
and the final position of the bridge was influenced by
the trade-off between the removed foragers’ number
and the decrease in their path length [12].

Kilobots move using vibrating motors and they
communicate with their local environment through an
infrared transmitter and receiver; however, they do not
have a global knowledge about the others outside their
sensor’s range. With using the algorithm developed by
the researchers the robots managed to form different
predetermined shapes collectively despite their
individual limitations. The algorithm aided them to
accomplish the task by following the edge of the group,
tracking the distance from a predetermined origin and
sensing their relative location [15].
METHODS
The TSP and the Rovers
In the paper, the Ant System’s approach for the
Traveling Salesman Problem was used to find the
optimal path for rovers [1] [11].
A given number of places are set for the rover to visit
and these are represented in a 2D coordinate system in
the simulation. There is a straight line connecting each
two points on the graph, Artificial Ants can use these
paths to move between the cities in the computer
program (Fig. 2). And a pheromone level is associated
with each path connecting cities, which is known for
ants and can be altered by them [11].

The Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)
The Ant Colony Optimization was initially proposed by
Marco Dorigo in his PhD thesis [1] [11]. The first
algorithm that he developed was the Ant System, which
is now one variation from the many ACO algorithms
[11] [13]. The aim was to find the optimal path in a
graph, based on the behaviour of ant colonies seeking a
path between their nest and a food source. Amongst
other combinatorial optimization problems, the method
was applied to the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP),
in which the shortest possible route needs be found that
visits each city exactly once and returns to the original
city, given a list of cities and their distances from one
another [11][13][14].
Self-assembly
Radhika Nagpal, Michael Rubenstein and their fellow
researchers at the Harvard School of Engineering and
Applied Sciences created a swarm of self-assembling
robots (called Kilobots) comprising one thousand
relatively simple but cooperative robots [15]. The
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Figure 2: Example of a map with paths from the
simulation

Artificial and Real Ants – Similarities and Differences
Artificial Ants are the equivalents of real ants in the
computer simulations. Their behaviour is based on that
of real ants, they record their positions and the quality
of their solutions when moving on the graph. This
enables ants in later iterations of the simulation to
locate better solutions [16].
However, there are some aspects in which the Artificial
Ants differ from real ants.
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Artificial Ants follow only the straight paths
between cities, they choose probabilistically
only about which city to visit next.



They are constrained by the rules of the
problem they are applied to, in this case the
TSP.



Artificial Ants know the exact distance of
cities from one another and the quality of the
roads when they have to choose between them.

Ant System (AS) for Solving the TSP
In the program code Artificial Ants find routes on the
map and lay pheromone on the roads that had been
visited, inversely proportionally to the total length of
their journey. When an Artificial Ant has to decide
which way to go next, it considers the probability
associated with each possible path and chooses
randomly but with a given probability for each option
[10] [16]. The equations describing this process are the
following:

(1)
Here
denotes the amount of pheromone laid by the
kth ant on the edge between the ith and jth cities. Q is an
assigned quality of the path (i,j), for instance the energy
consumption associated with that route, which can refer
to how hard it is for the rover to cross that surface. This
can be different for the two directions, like when a
rover has to go uphill in one direction and downhill in
the other. And Lk is the total distance travelled by the
kth ant [1] [11] [16] [17].

(2)
Equation 2 describes how the pheromone level
associated with the given edges gets updated. The new
amount of pheromone consists of the previous one
scaled by the evaporation coefficient ( ) and the sum of
the ‘m’ number of ants’ pheromone that is deposited on
that certain edge (i,j). The ‘t’ marks the time elapsed
from the start of the iterations, where each iteration
corresponds to one unit of timestep [1] [11] [13].

(3)
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(4)
In Equation 3 the probability of choosing the edge (i,j)
is calculated, provided that (i,j) is still in the possible
paths that can be chosen by the Artificial Ant. (The
edge is not in the list of options when it is the same city
where the ant currently is, or when the city had already
been visited.) Here

is the visibility component,

determined by Equation 4, where
is the length of
path (i,j). The visibility component scales the
probability in a way, that shorter paths are more likely
to be chosen, which is a difference compared to real
ants. In Equation 3, ‘i’ stands for the current position,
while ‘j’ marks all other possible cities that can be
chosen. The denominator contains the sum represented
in the numerator for all possible cities (n). and are
parameters, used to scale the contribution and
importance of the pheromone and the visibility
components [11] [13] [16].
Program code
The computational method applied in this paper was
based on Dorigo’s program code for the Ant System
and it was written in Python [11] [16] [18].
Step 1: The following input variables are initialized:
number of cities, position of cities, number of ants (m),
Q – quality of each edge, parameters: and . (In this
simulation each edge was set to have 1 as the value for
Q.) The distance matrix is calculated, that includes each
path length between cities. The cities and the paths
between them are plotted on a graph.
Step 2: The initial pheromone matrix is created. It can
be a random matrix containing small numbers. In this
simulation it was calculated with letting a small number
of ants complete a route on the graph and with using
Equations 1 and 2. In this first part, ants are not biased
by the pheromone or the length of the path when
choosing the order, because this part is only used for
obtaining the initial pheromone matrix with values that
are somewhat more representative than the random
numbers. The best solutions for the length, and the visit
order are recorded through the iterations.
Step 3: In this part the number of iterations matches the
number of ants, and each iteration sets one ant going. At
first a starting city is randomly chosen for the ant. Then
the next city is chosen from the available ones in a
probabilistic manner biased by the level of pheromone
and the length of the edges throughout that iteration
(using Equations 3 and 4). Vertices that are visited are
stored in a list, so that they cannot be chosen again.
Once an ant completes its journey the pheromone
matrix is updated with the use of Equations 1 and 2. If
the length of route is shorter than the previous
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minimum, the best length gets updated, and the
corresponding best order of visit is stored in a matrix.
Step 4: The best solution for the path length is printed
out and the corresponding route is plotted on the graph.
Brute force algorithm
The solutions obtained with the previous method were
checked and compared with a brute force method for
finding the optimal route. In the latter algorithm all
possible routes were checked for their total length, the
optimal solution was stored, and, in the end, it was
printed out and plotted on a graph.
In this case the number of iterations (‘nit’) needed is
given by Equation 5, where ‘c’ is the number of cities.
(5)

Figure 4: Optimal solution for twelve cities

RESULTS
Optimal solutions found with the simulation for two
set-ups can be seen in Figure 3 and 4. The paths
connecting the cities are marked with blue, while the
optimal route found is depicted in red.

Figure 3: Optimal solution for nine cities

Table 1:

Runtimes of the algorithms

Number of
cities

Method A
Runtime
with code
based on the
AS
algorithm
(s)

Method B
Runtime
with brute
force
algorithm
(s)

A runtime equals
this percentage of
B runtime

6

0,409

0,4135

98,91%

7

0,882

0,6492

135,86%

8

1,2532

1,8964

66,08%

9

1,6154

17,7766

9,09%

10

1,703

156,483

1,09%

Table 1 shows the time required to run the program in
case of different city numbers with the two algorithms.
It also shows what percentage of the brute force
method’s runtime equals to the runtime of the AS
algorithm.
There were fifteen runs for each algorithm and each city
number, and the depicted values are the averages of
those measurements.
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Figure 5 depicts the number of iterations/ants needed to
find the optimal path with the Ant System algorithm
and the brute force method. The blue line represents the
values of the program based on the AS algorithm, while
the results of the brute force method are marked with
orange. In case of the brute force method all possible
paths were checked, and the starting city mattered in
calculating the number of total possibilities since in a
real-life situation the direction of the path matters. The
iteration number was calculated using Equation 5. The
number of ants depicted in case of the AS algorithm is
the minimum number of ants that were needed to find
the optimal solution accurately in at least 95% of the
runs of the program.
DISCUSSION
The city number in the simulation was limited by the
capacity of the used computer and the programming
platform. The brute force program code did not run in
case of eleven cities. It would have needed to compute
39 916 800 iterations. However, the collected data for
lower city numbers can still prove the efficiency
increase in Method A compared to the brute force
algorithm.
As it can be seen in Table 1, for lower city numbers the
runtime for the two methods were relatively close. In
the second data row, with seven cities, the brute force
algorithm was on average faster than the AS based
code. Since the iteration number for the latter was
considerably lower than that of the brute force method,
as it is shown in Figure 5, the difference might have
been caused by a temporary change in the internet
connection of the computer or in the functioning of the
coding platform.
However, the runtime in Method B grew significantly
compared to the previous results when the city number
reached 9 and 10. At this point the runtime for Method
A only took about 1% of that of Method B, as Method
A grew only a slightly through the increase of city
numbers.
From the above discussed, it can be concluded that the
code based on the Ant System meant a considerable
improvement compared to the brute force method. This
difference in the efficiency of the two methods is
predicted to increase as the number of points grows,
based on the increase in the number of iterations needed
in the two cases (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Number of iterations/ants needed in case
of the two algorithms for different city numbers
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The same method, with small modifications in the
program code could also be used to improve efficiency
when there are more rovers, and even more points to
visit. The graph can be divided into smaller subsections
and the AS algorithm can be applied to those to find the
optimal solution. This way whole areas could be
searched thoroughly without rovers checking the same
subsections twice. But for this, an effective way of
communication would be needed between the rovers so
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that they are able to share information with the other
rovers about the changes. They are required to know the
outline of their journey (prior to landing) but are
allowed and prepared for making local corrections with
the algorithm as a response to their dynamic
environment.
Uses of self-assembly
Having a larger number of smaller rovers would allow
them to mimic Army ants’ behaviour, just like the
Kilobots did in Radhika Nagpal’s laboratory [15]. That
way, the self-assembling rovers could be able to get
through uneven terrain and obstacles more easily just
like ants do. In addition, when rovers are able to form
any programmed shape, their self-assembling property
could also be advantageous in lessening the damage of
a dust storm that they cannot avoid. With appropriate
sensors, they could detect the strength and direction of
the approaching dust storm and with build-in algorithms
they would be able to calculate the aerodynamically
optimal collective shape based on the collected data.
Then applying an algorithm that allows them to follow
the edge of the group, track their distance from the
chosen origin and sense their relative location to the
other rovers, they could be able to create the optimal
structure that they have calculated and cling together to
increase their chances [15]. This cannot guarantee that
all rovers withstand dust storms of all level of strength,
but it can increase the possibility that a higher number
of rovers will remain undamaged.
However, there are some disadvantages of having
many, but smaller rovers on a mission, that need to be
mitigated and could be a topic of further research. An
effective way of communication should be established
between the large number of rovers as they are required
the share information with the others almost
continuously. The consequences of having smaller
place for the processing unit, memory and energy
storing devices also need to be taken into account.

route than the brute force method. Therefore, with
further enhancements and refinements this approach
could be a useful way of tackling the difficulties of
extra-terrestrial surface exploration.
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ABSTRACT
Space is one of humanity s greatest enigmas and is considered by many to be our final frontier. There is a relentless
drive to discover and learn more about the universe. This is the fundamental motive for the development of new
methods of space travel.
There are several boundaries that must be overcome to grant humanity access to what lies beyond the solar system.
The main challenge to enable that exploration is the creation of a feasible method of travel, that would make it possible
to explore the outer reaches of space within practical time periods. In order to carry out these expeditions one must
therefore find a method of travel that is fast enough for us to return with data and have a meaningful impact on the
world within a generation or so. However, if a spacecraft was to travel near to the speed of light, via conventional
methods of propulsion, observers on Earth would experience negative effects of time dilation. Regardless of the crew s
mission; it would be pointless, as by the time they sent back any data, humanity would have progressed far beyond the
usefulness of the mission.
A solution to this challenge may be the Alcubierre
Drive. This futuristic, and borderline science-fiction
method of space travel has the potential to break the
universal speed limit, enabling us to redefine space
exploration and turn humanity into an interstellar
species. This paper explains Dr. Miguel Alcubierre s
concept and derivations for a warp drive. The
progress made on the drive since the initial
publication is discussed, along with the next steps
humanity must take in order to progress further with
the concept.
It is known to be impossible for matter to break the
light barrier locally. However, beyond the event
horizon, the escape velocity of a black hole surpasses
the speed of light, meaning, in this region, space
moves faster than the speed of light towards the singularity. This concept is similar to what will be used for propelling
the spacecraft. The basic principle is that the drive creates a spacetime contraction in front of it and a spacetime
expansion behind it. This wave like effect allows the craft to move through spacetime itself, at potentially superluminal
speeds. The concept of warp physics is in line with Einstein s theory of general relativity, and one day this may be
implemented to create a propulsion system like no other.
Figure 1: NASA Eagleworks warp drive spacecraft
concept art

INTRODUCTION
In order to understand the importance of developing a
new method of space travel, one must first come to terms
with the fundamental flaws of the current methods and
how they are ensnared by relativity.
Take the following scenario: A spacecraft and its crew
are tasked with travelling 100 light-years to the star TOI
700, to take a closer look at one of its planets, TOI 700d,
that lives in the system s habitable zone (Garner, 2019).
From the perspective of Earth, say the craft travels at 0.5c
(which by today s standards would be an incredible feat
seeing as the fastest recorded manmade spacecraft
travels under 0.0003c (Frazier, 2018)), it would take 200
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years for the crew to reach the star system. However, due
to the time it takes for light to travel it would actually
take 300 years before Earth observers see them reaching
the system and receive any data (Davies, 2005).
As one can see, the total mission time is entirely
unfeasible for several different reasons. Firstly, the
spacecraft would have to be crewed by numerous
generations of astronauts as a single human life span
simply couldn t last the duration of the mission. Even if
human life spans were increased, or perhaps cryogenic
technology was used, the crew would most likely
experience serious physical and psychological damage.
The other issue is that, due how fast the spacecraft is
travelling, the effect of time dilation would be so great
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that the time spent on Earth overseeing this mission
would take so long that humanity would have moved on
significantly. Engineers on Earth may well have created
an even faster spacecraft that could potentially overtake
the original spacecraft. Thus, in this scenario, the
eventual result would be humanity waiting indefinitely
for an ever-faster spacecraft. To overcome this, the
challenge is to create, from the outset, a spacecraft that
can travel faster than the speed of light and, more
importantly, not be affected by time dilation. The
possibility of this is what Dr. Alcubierre set out to prove.
General Relativity
In order to understand how the Alcubierre Drive could
be possible, one must have an understanding of General
Relativity. At its core, General Relativity provides a
geometric description of spacetime. In this context,
gravity is thought of as a geometric warping of
spacetime.

The Alcubierre Drive is closely related to general
relativity because the physics used to describe the warp
drive is a geometric manipulation of the Einstein field
equations.
Gravity
One of general relativity s most important contributions
to physics is its description of gravity. Here, gravity is
considered to be a contraction of spacetime. Observers
that experience the pull of gravity are located near this
contraction. A simple way to understand this effect is to
take a large elastic sheet and stretch it out, consider this
to be spacetime. Take a massive object and place it on
the sheet. The sheet will dip where the object is placed.
If another, less massive, object is placed on the sheet it
will appear to be pulled towards the first object. See
figure 2. For a real-world example; think of the more
massive object as Earth and the less massive object as a
person.

“Spacetime tells matter how to move; matter tells
spacetime how to curve (Wheeler, 1998). As matter is
equivalent to energy, one could apply this philosophy to
the Alcubierre Drive and say, the energy generated by
the Alcubierre Drive tells spacetime how to curve;
spacetime tells the spacecraft how to move .
To understand the way in which spacetime is curved, it
is important to outline and define Einstein's Field
Equation:
1

𝑅𝜇𝜈 − 2 𝑔𝜇𝜈 𝑅 + Λ𝑔𝜇𝜈 = κ𝑇𝜇𝜈

where 𝑅𝜇𝜈 = Ricci curvature tensor; 𝑔𝜇𝜈 = metric tensor;
𝑅 = scalar curvature; Λ = Cosmological constant; 𝜅 =
Einstein s gravitational constant; 𝑇𝜇𝜈 = stress energy
momentum tensor.
In general, the RHS (excluding the constant) represents
the stress, energy and momentum within spacetime. The
LHS represents the curvature of spacetime. From a
geometric point of view, when a vector is parallel
transported around a surface back to the same point, but
the vector has changed direction, it has passed over a
curve in the surface. This is what defines curvature.
The metric tensor, 𝑔𝜇𝜈 was originally introduced during
the manipulation of Pythagoras theorem to produce:
𝑑𝑠 2 = 𝑔𝑚𝑛 𝑑𝑦 𝑟 𝑑𝑦 𝑠

(2)

where 𝑑𝑠 = line element; 𝑑𝑦 𝑟 = differential displacement
in the 𝑟 dimension; 𝑑𝑦 𝑠 = differential displacement in
the 𝑠 dimension. Here the indices for the metric tensor
are 𝑚 and 𝑛 because 𝜇 and 𝜈 are for when time is
introduced. This equation describes curved space. For
reference if the space happens to be flat, 𝑔𝑚𝑛 reduces to
the Kronecker delta, 𝛿𝑚𝑛 .
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Figure 2: Gravity Causing Spacetime Contraction

(1)

Boundaries of General Relativity
One of the laws produced from Einstein s theory of
relativity is that no object can travel faster than the speed
of light. At first this law might make it seem as though
superluminal speeds cannot be achieved. However, Dr.
Alcubierre found a way to circumvent this obstacle.
Instead of moving the spacecraft through spacetime via
methods of propulsion he considered the possibility of
warping a radial region of spacetime with a spacecraft at
the centre. Moving this region of spacetime grants the
spacecraft with speeds potentially greater than that of
light, as spacetime itself has no speed limit (Alcubierre,
1994).
Spacetime has been observed to move faster than light in
certain cases across the universe. One example is the
space beyond the event horizon of a black hole. The
event horizon is the threshold around a black hole where
the escape velocity surpasses the speed of light, meaning,
beyond this threshold, space is moving inwards faster
than the speed of light (Choi, 2019). Another example is
the expansion of the universe. If one was to consider any
galaxy beyond the observable universe, measurements
have proven that it is accelerating away from Earth at
speeds greater than the speed of light. This implies that
the light from this galaxy has not reached us. Hence, it is
not part of our observable universe.
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These two examples are very important as they provide
us with feasible motivation to look further into the theory
of the Alcubierre Drive.
FEASIBILITY OF WARPING SPACETIME

White-Juday warp-field interferometer was to work, the
results from LIGO suggest that the amount spacetime
would get warped would be extremely small and almost
impossible to measure.

Before the theory behind the warping of spacetime is
explained, it is important to look at example experiments
where scientists attempt to see if warping spacetime is
physically possible.
In 2013, an experiment was conducted by Harold White
and Dr. Richard Juday using a modified Michelson
interferometer, named the White-Juday warp-field
interferometer , see figure 3. In this experiment the
mechanism employed to vary the length of one of the
split beam paths was a high-voltage toroidal capacitor
ring, normal to the beam path. In theory it would create
a warp in spacetime, due to the electric field, along the
path of one of the split beams and result in a measurable
phase shift (White, 2006). However, the results were
inconclusive.
One reason as to why concrete results may not have been
found is because a different mechanism is being used for
warping spacetime here compared to the theory
described by Dr. Alcubierre.

Figure 4: White-Juday warp-field interferometer
Yet, in 2016, the Laser Interferometer Gravitationalwave Observatory (LIGO) Scientific Collaboration
announced the confirmation of gravitational waves
being observed from two black holes colliding. This is
the strongest evidence so far of spacetime being
warped. When the collision occurred, gravitational
waves were given off which are essentially ripples in
spacetime.
The setup at LIGO is also very similar to the Michelson
interferometer but on a much larger scale. There are two
L-shaped detectors (separated by several states in the
US) with 4 km long vaccuum chambers, see figure 4.
Even with such a massive collision, the ripples in
spacetime only caused a motion that is a thousand times
smaller than an atomic nucleus (Abbott et al., 2016).
Even if the mechanism used to warp spacetime in the
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Figure 3: LIGO Detector
Since the first detection, LIGO has gone on to detect
many more gravitational wave events. These
observations are the best real-world support for the
theory behind warping spacetime.
WARP PHYSICS
A simple description of how the Alcubierre Drive works
is that it creates a bubble of warped spacetime around
the spacecraft. It is warped in such a way that there is an
expansion of spacetime behind the craft and a contraction
in front of it. Inside the bubble, proper acceleration is
zero, meaning no acceleration is felt from inside the
bubble. In other words, spacetime here is completely flat.
If spacetime was contracted and or expanded in the same
region as the spacecraft, it could potentially kill the
crewmembers and destroy the spacecraft. This is because
extreme gravitational forces would be experienced
aboard the craft. Therefore, spacetime should only be
warped at a distinct distance from and around the craft.
Typically, when using Einstein s field equations, one
starts by considering a specific concentration of matter
which leads to a corresponding deformation of
spacetime, with its own metric of spacetime. However,
Dr. Alcubierre used Einstein s equations the opposite
way around . He started by stating a very specific
deformation of spacetime, with the metric (4). He then
went through the equations backwards to work out what
sort of energy density (26) would be required to create
said deformation of spacetime.
Dr. Alcubierre derived the equations to prove that a warp
drive is possible. In doing so, his equations ensured and
revealed several important points about the drive. Firstly,
it is inherently shown that a craft using this drive could
go at any arbitrary speed, potentially superluminal,
provided there was sufficient energy. Secondly, by
design, the craft is not affected by time dilation. Finally,
the craft requires the use of a fuel that is referred to as
“exotic matter (Alcubierre, 1994).
The warp drive was proven to be possible using
Einstein s field equations, described using the language
of 3+1 formalism in general relativity. 3+1 formalism
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decomposes spacetime into “space + “time . So within
3-dimensional space only time-varying tensor field
vectors can be manipulated (Gourgoulhon, 2012).

is correctly positioned and formed. Applying the
predefined parameters (6), (7), (8) and (9) to the metric
(4) one gets:

The basic metric tensor, for any curved spacetime, in
terms of lapse and shift is defined as:

𝑑𝑠 2 = (𝑣𝑠 𝑡 𝑓(𝑟𝑠 𝑡 ) − 1)𝑑𝑡 2 − 2𝑣𝑠 𝑡 𝑓(𝑟𝑠 𝑡 )𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑡 + 𝛿𝑖 𝑑𝑥 𝑖 𝑑𝑥

𝜇

𝜈

2

2

𝑖

𝑔𝜇𝜈 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑥 = 𝛼 𝑑𝑡 + 𝛾𝑖 𝑑𝑥 + 𝛽 𝑑𝑡 𝑑𝑥 + 𝛽 𝑑𝑡
(3)
where 𝛼 = lapse function, which measures the rate of
flow of proper time; 𝑥 𝑖 = 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍 , where 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍 are the
three dimensions of space; 𝛽𝑖 = shift vector.
Warping Spacetime and Time dilation
This language will be used to describe a family of 3
dimensional surfaces that can be manipulated in such a
way as to expand and contract spacetime and enable a
craft to exist within a moving region of spacetime. The
metric of spacetime that has these characteristics can be
defined as:
𝑑𝑠 2 = −𝑑𝜏 2 = 𝑔𝛼𝛽 𝑑𝑥 𝛼 𝑑𝑥 𝛽

where 𝜏 = proper time; 𝛾𝑖 = a positive metric that
ensures the spacetime is globally hyperbolic.
Assume the spacecraft moves along the x-axis of the
cartesian coordinate system. In general, the system is
defined as:
2

+ 𝑑𝑦 − 𝑌𝑑𝑡

2

+ 𝑑𝑧 − 𝑍𝑑𝑡

2

(5)
The parameters that will push the craft along a
trajectory described by an arbitrary function of time
𝑥𝑠 𝑡 is given by:
𝛼=1

(6)

𝛽 𝑥 = −𝑣𝑠 𝑡 𝑓 𝑟𝑠 𝑡

(7)

𝛽𝑦 = 𝛽𝑧 = 0

(8)

𝛾𝑖 = 𝛿𝑖

(9)

where 𝑣𝑠 𝑡 =

𝑑𝑥𝑠 𝑡
𝑑𝑡

the speed of the warp bubble;
2

𝑟𝑠2 𝑡 = (𝑥 − 𝑥𝑠 𝑡 ) + 𝑦 2 + 𝑧 2 is a radial coordinate
centred at the spacecraft. 𝑓 is a function defined as:
𝑓 𝑟𝑠 =

(𝜎 𝑟𝑠 +𝑅 )−
2

𝜎 𝑟𝑠 −𝑅
𝜎𝑅

(10)

where spacetime will be flat everywhere except within a
region with a radius of order R, centred at the point
𝑥𝑠 𝑡 , 0, 0 ; 𝜎 = thickness of the warp bubble . This
function is very important, as it ensures the warp bubble
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Comparing the coefficients of (5) and (11), the cartesian
components of the vector field in Euclidean 3 – space
are:
𝑋 = 𝑣𝑠 𝑡 𝑓 𝑟𝑠 𝑡 , 𝑌 = 𝑍 = 0

(12)

Setting 𝑑𝑦 = 𝑑𝑧 = 0 and 𝑥 = 𝑥𝑠 𝑡 , one gets:
𝑑𝑠 2 = −𝑑𝑡 2 + 𝑑𝑥𝑠 𝑡 −

𝑑𝑥𝑠 𝑡
𝑑𝑡

𝑓(𝑟𝑠 𝑡 )𝑑𝑡

2

(13)

For a large 𝜎, (10) rapidly approaches a top hat
function:
lim 𝑓 𝑟𝑠 =

(4)

(11)

2

= −𝑑𝑡 2 + (𝑑𝑥 − 𝑣𝑠 𝑡 𝑓(𝑟𝑠 𝑡 )𝑑𝑡) + 𝑑𝑦 2 + 𝑑𝑧 2

𝜎→

= − 𝛼 2 − 𝛽𝑖 𝛽𝑖 𝑑𝑡 2 + 2𝛽𝑖 𝑑𝑥 𝑖 𝑑𝑡 + 𝛾𝑖 𝑑𝑥 𝑖 𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑠 2 = −𝑑𝑡 2 + 𝑑𝑥 − 𝑋𝑑𝑡

2

= (𝑣𝑠 𝑡 𝑓(𝑟𝑠 𝑡 )𝑑𝑡) − 𝑑𝑡 2 − 2𝑣𝑠 𝑡 𝑓(𝑟𝑠 𝑡 )𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑡 + 𝑑𝑥 2 + 𝑑𝑦 2 + 𝑑𝑧 2

𝑖

1 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑟𝑠 ∈ −𝑅, 𝑅
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

(14)

This means that 𝑓 is only non-zero in the immediate
vicinity of the bubble. Now consider the space inside the
region with radius of order R, centred at the centre of the
craft 𝑥𝑠 𝑡 , 0, 0 . Here 𝑓 𝑟𝑠 = 1. Therefore, (13) easily
reduces to:
𝑑𝑠 2 = −𝑑𝑡 2

(15)

Equating this to (4) it can be shown that:
𝑑𝑡 = 𝑑𝜏

(16)

This is the first important point to note about the physics
behind the warp drive and the effect it has on the
spacecraft engulfed in it. The change in proper time of an
observer, in flat spacetime, far away from the spacecraft
is equal to coordinate time. This means that when the
warp drive is in use, time dilation has no effect.
Therefore, in theory, the rate at which time passes is the
same for both crewmembers aboard the spacecraft and
observers outside the warp bubble. It is important to note
this equation may not apply to reality, depending on how
close a first-generation warp drive withholds the theory.
This is vitally important to the overall design of the
Alcubierre drive and what it aims to achieve. Say the
craft experienced extreme effects of time dilation. From
the perspective of mission control on Earth, it would take
too long for the spacecraft to complete its mission. By
the time the crew returned, there is a high chance that
whatever they set out to achieve has become
meaningless.
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Speed and Energy

𝑇𝑟 𝐾 = 𝑣𝑠 𝑡

Considering the Lorentz factor, in this scenario, one
realises that:
1

𝛾=

𝑣2

(17)

≡1

1− 2
𝑐

Rearranging this it is shown that 𝑣 = 0. This confirms
that the spacecraft does not travel through spacetime
locally. Instead, the spacetime surrounding the craft
travels with velocity 𝑣𝑠 𝑡 . If the warp drive is provided
with the correct amount and type of fuel, the craft would
be able to travel at superluminal speeds without violating
the laws of general relativity.
In his paper, Dr. Alcubierre discusses the energy
requirements for the warp drive and what the energy
density would look like. Consider the extrinsic curvature
tensor, defined as:
𝐾𝑖 =

1

𝐷𝑖 𝛽 + 𝐷 𝛽𝑖 −

2𝛼

𝜕𝑔𝑖

𝑟𝑠

𝑑𝑟𝑠

(23)

This is referred to as the stretching function . The
expansion 𝜃 of the volume elements in terms of 𝐾 is
given by:
𝜃 = −𝛼 𝑇𝑟 𝐾

where 𝑐 = speed of light; 𝑣 = speed of spacecraft.

𝑥−𝑥𝑠 𝑑𝑓

(24)

This allows one to define York Extrinsic Time at the 𝑥 =
0 coordinate:
𝜃 = 𝑣𝑠 𝑡

𝑥𝑠 𝑑𝑓
𝑟𝑠 𝑑𝑟𝑠

(25)

This function dictates how the warp bubble stretches
spacetime. It s the driving phenomenon that facilitates
the contraction and expansion of spacetime. As the warp
bubble thickness is decreased, the magnitude of the York
Time increases, see figure 5.

(18)

𝜕𝑡

where 𝐷𝑖 denotes covariant differentiation with respect
to the 3-metric 𝛾𝑖 .
Applying the previously defined parameters, (6), (7), (8)
and (9), this tensor reduces to:
1

(19)

𝐾𝑖 = 2 (𝜕𝑖 𝛽 + ∂ 𝛽𝑖 )

This occurs because the spatial metric 𝛾𝑖 is flat (𝛾𝑖 =
𝛿𝑖 ). This means the Γ components of the covariant
derivatives cancel. Similarly, because the region inside
the bubble is flat, 𝑔𝑖 = 𝛾𝑖 = 𝛿𝑖 , so

𝜕𝑔𝑖
𝜕𝑡

= 0.

The trace of the extrinsic curvature tensor provides the
result:
𝑇𝑟 𝐾 = 𝐾𝑖𝑖 = 𝜕𝑖 𝑥 𝑖

(20)

Figure 5: a) Dimensions of warp field b) Varying
bubble thickness with York Time, v denotes the
velocity
Also note that the more extreme the contractions and
expansions of spacetime are, the faster the spacecraft
travels, see figure 6. However, this does not determine
the direction in which the craft travels. For this the craft
would need to have a subluminal velocity in the direction
of travel, the warp drive would then be turned on and it
would propel the craft in the same direction (White,
2011).

(DeBenedictis, 2020) where Tr is the trace function of a
matrix (i.e. the sum of all diagonal components in a
matrix); 𝑥 𝑖 = (𝑣𝑠 𝑡 𝑓(𝑟𝑠 𝑡 ), 0, 0).
Expanding this and applying the chain rule:
𝑇𝑟 𝐾 = 𝑣𝑠 𝑡
𝜕𝑟𝑠 𝑑𝑓

= 𝑣𝑠 𝑡

𝑑𝑓
𝑑𝑥

𝜕𝑥 𝑑𝑟𝑠

(21)

Take the value of 𝑟𝑠 𝑡 and differentiate it w.r.t. 𝑥𝑠 :
𝜕𝑟𝑠
𝜕𝑥

=

𝑥−𝑥𝑠
𝑟𝑠

Substitute (22) into (21) to obtain:
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Figure 6: Effects of Contraction and Expansion on
Warp Speed

(22)

If one calculates the Einstein tensor from the metric (11),
the energy density for powering the warp drive is given
by:
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1 𝑣𝑠2 𝜌2

1

𝑇 𝛼𝛽 𝑛𝛼 𝑛𝛽 = 𝛼 2 𝑇 00 = 8 𝐺 00 = − 8

𝑟𝑠2

𝑑𝑓 2
𝑑𝑟𝑠

(26)

where 𝑇 𝛼𝛽 = stress energy momentum tensor; 𝐺 00 =
Einstein tensor; 𝜌 = 𝑦 2 + 𝑧 2

1
2

(Alcubierre, 1994).

This equation is incredibly important in providing us
with an understanding of what type of fuel such a warp
drive would require.
OVERCOMING HURDLES
From the results of the warp drive equations it is clear to
see that the main issue with creating such a drive is the
energy deficit. Breaking this down there are two sub
issues that contribute.
Firstly, according to general relativity, spacetime is
malleable, meaning it can be contracted and expanded.
This is vitally important for the functionality of the
Alcubierre drive. However, despite it having the ability
to be warped, it requires a lot of energy to do so. A
measure for how much this is, is Einstein s gravitational
constant, 𝜅, which can also be thought of as a measure
for the rigidity of spacetime. It is defined as:
𝜅=

8 𝐺
𝑐

≈ 2.07 ∗ 10−

3

𝑠 2 ∙ 𝑚 −1 ∙ 𝑘𝑔−1

From a practical standpoint this is extremely problematic
as negative energy is a complex topic that has never been
utilised, nor has a quantifiable source of negative energy
been discovered. This is the most prevalent hurdle that
must be overcome to turn the Alcubierre drive into a
reality.
Minimise Fuel Consumption
Considering these issues, it is important that the amount
of negative energy required is minimised. This can be
done by studying (26).
The overall goal of the Alcubierre drive is to create a
spacecraft that enables humans to travel across space in
as little time a possible. Therefore, when dealing with
interstellar distances, speed is not something that the
drive can compromise on. One solution would be to
consider minimising the size of the spacecraft so the
value of the

𝜌2
𝑟𝑠2

term could be reduced.

(27)

where 𝐺 = gravitational constant; 𝑐 = speed of light.
Due to 𝑐 having such a large value, 𝜅 is extremely small.
Put simply, referring to Einstein s field equation (1), a
very large amount of energy (RHS) is required to
produce a slight curve spacetime (LHS). Equation (26)
shows that the energy density is directly proportional to
𝑣𝑠2 𝑡 , meaning as the warp bubble s speed is increased
the amount of energy required is increased. Thus, it will
require high levels of energy to produce the contractions
and expansions required for speeds beyond 3.00 ∗
108 𝑚 ∙ 𝑠 −1.

Figure 7: Thickening Toroidal Rings
Furthermore, a generally accepted design is using
toroidal rings to emit the warp bubble around the craft.
Research by Harold White has shown that the required
energy density is reduced by making the rings thicker
and more torus like, see figure 7. White also showed that
if the negative energy field is oscillated it improves the
malleability of spacetime around the warp bubble. Thus,
requiring less energy to power the drive (White, 2011).

The second part of the problem is that; in order to create
a warp drive, a contraction of spacetime is needed in
front of the spacecraft. Positive energy would be required
for this in the same way positive mass creates an
attractive force (gravity). An expansion of spacetime is
needed behind the craft. This would be the opposite of
gravity, with a negative energy to create a repulsive
force. This implies that positive energy would be
concentrated in the front of the craft and negative energy
concentrated in the back.

FEASIBILITY OF NEGATIVE ENERGY

However, (26) shows that the energy density is negative
overall, meaning the negative energy must surround the
entire spacecraft. In terms of Einstein s mass – energy
equivalence equation, the fuel would take the form:

Ei

𝐸 = −𝑚𝑐 2
where 𝐸 = energy; 𝑚 = mass; 𝑐 = speed of light.
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(28)

While it is important to look into methods of minimising
the amount of negative energy required. One must also
look at whether it is even physically possible to obtain
negative energy in such a way that it can be utilised.
Hope lies in the fact that Einstein s field equations do
allow for the concept of negative energy and there is a
possibility that negative energy has already been
detected but under a different name.
ei

C

gica C

a

The Cosmological constant, defined in (1) as Λ, is the
energy density of space and is the simplest way of
describing the way in which the shape of the universe is
changing. The currently accepted numerical value is:
Λ=3
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𝑐

ΩΛ = 2.85 ∗ 10−122 𝑚𝑝2

(29)
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where 𝐻0 = 67.3 𝑘𝑚 ∙ 𝑠 −1 ∙ 𝑀𝑝𝑐 −1 is Hubble s
constant; ΩΛ = 0.683 is Omega Lambda (Aghanim et
al., 2020); 𝑐 = 3.00 ∗ 108 𝑚 ∙ 𝑠 −1 .
Although it has such a small value, it makes a significant
contribution to the energy of the universe because it
describes the energy density across the entire universe.
Originally, Einstein included the constant to keep his
model of the universe static. This was the accepted
concept of the time. However, through observation,
Hubble proved the universe was expanding. He showed
that stars are red shifted, meaning all matter, to a varying
degree, is moving away from each other (Bahcall, 2015).
This led Einstein to redefining Λ. Its value is now
positive, which is associated with a negative pressure.
This type of pressure is what drives the expansion of the
universe. It would make sense to think that the universe
is expanding at a decelerating rate. All matter in the
universe should gradually begin to move towards each
other due to the attractive forces of gravity. However, in
1998, researchers found that type Ia supernovae
explosions were too faint to fit this theory and they
instead showed the universe to be expanding at an
accelerating rate, with a confidence level greater than
99.9% (3.9 𝜎) (Riess et al., 1998).
Dark Energy
Despite the confirmation of an accelerating expanding
universe it was still unknown as to what causes it. If it
was to be discovered, there is a possibility the Alcubierre
drive could utilise it as a type of negative fuel. The
discovery of an expanding universe invoked the theory
of dark energy.
Approximately 68% of the universe is made up of this
dark energy. For context, all normal matter such as atoms
adds up to less than 5% of the universe. These
percentages are known because, although dark energy
cannot be observed directly, one can see how it affects
the universe s expansion. It appears to induce the same
behaviour as what may be thought of as anti-gravity. This
is very important because the expansion needed behind
the spacecraft would need to come from the opposite of
gravity, which causes contractions.
There are several different theories about what dark
energy actually is:
Firstly, dark energy may not be an actual form of energy
in the way normal energy is considered but instead it is a
property of space. Empty space has its own energy and,
as it expands due to this energy, the amount of energy
would not be diluted because more energy would appear
to cause even more expansion. This would explain why
the universe is expanding at an accelerating rate and
supports the idea that dark energy expands space.
However, the issue with this theory is that it violates the
energy conservation principle because it states that
energy seemingly appears from the gaps between
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spacetime. This does not make much sense and more
work on this theory is clearly needed.
A quantum theory of dark energy suggests that empty
space is not empty but instead it is full of temporary,
virtual, particles that spontaneously and continually
appear from nothing and then disappear into nothing
again. It is theorised that energy from these particles
could be dark energy. However, if one were to calculate
how much energy these particles contribute it is actually
much larger than the theory suggested by Einstein.
Lastly, another popular theory is that dark energy is an
unknown type of dynamic energy fluid or field which
permeates the entire universe. It has the opposite effect
on the universe compared to normal energy and matter
(Nagaraja, 2012). It can be thought of as a scalar field
with an energy density that varies across spacetime.
Dark energy most definitely does not have the same
characteristics as the forms of energy currently in use
today. Using the Very Large Telescope in Chile,
scientists have observed, what is thought to be, virtual
particles in space, polarising light emitted from a neutron
star (Mignani et al., 2016). Furthermore, almost all
theories agree that dark energy spans across the entire
universe. So, in reality, it is most likely that none of these
theories are exactly correct and it is something in
between. What is certain however, is that a lot more
research has to be done in order to produce a sound
theory of dark energy.
Is Dark Energy Negative?
Despite all these uncertainties, applying what is currently
known, it is reasonable to postulate that dark energy is
the same energy needed to fuel the Alcubierre drive. It
has important similarities with negative energy.
To create an expansion of spacetime, Alcubierre s
equations demand negative energy. The universe has
been observed to expand due to dark energy. Negative
energy would result in matter experiencing a repulsive
force. Matter, on a cosmological scale, experiences a
repulsive force, due to dark energy.
These statements are a strong implication that dark and
negative energy have properties similar enough that dark
energy could have the desired effect on the warp drive.
Therefore, more research should be done into the
understanding and utilisation of dark energy.
IMPLICATIONS OF CREATING THE DRIVE
Despite the hurdles that must be overcome to create the
Alcubierre drive. It is important to discuss what it would
mean for humanity to have access to superluminal
spacecrafts, as its potential is the main motivation for its
development. To understand the implications, the
example of a hypothetical mission to the star TOI 700 via
conventional methods of propulsion shall be compared
to using the warp drive as the propulsion method.
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Travel Time
As has already been said, travelling at half the speed of
light would take 200 years to reach TOI 700. Using the
fastest ever manmade spacecraft it would take more than
0.3 million years*. Due to humanity being so far from
creating a spacecraft that utilises a warp drive, it is hard
to estimate what speeds it would reach. However, in
theory there is no finite limit to how fast it could travel.
Its speed would only be limited by the drive s efficiency
and how much negative energy it receives.
To give an idea of how fast it might travel, one might
suggest a speed that has reference to the origin of its
original concept. Dr. Alcubierre came up with his warp
field, within general relativity, after watching an episode
of Star Trek: The Next Generation . In the finale of this
series, which aired the same year Dr. Alcubierre
published his paper, their warp drive allows the
Enterprise crew to travel at 2197c. If the Alcubierre drive
could take a spacecraft to TOI 700 at such a speed it
would take just under 17 days. This would be an
incredible feat and would, in a way, shrink the size of the
universe from humanity s perspective.
However, it is important to note that the first-generation
warp drives would most likely reach nowhere near these
speeds and may not even be superluminal. Nevertheless,
it is still good to consider the ultimate goals for this
technology. Furthermore, there are many interesting
locations in the universe that are much closer and equally
important to get a more detailed view of.
Time Dilation on TOI 700d
When Einstein was developing his theory of general
relativity, he discovered the rate of flow of time is not
just affected by how fast something is moving, but also
by how close it is to a massive object and how much mass
this object has. The typical equation used to describe the
time dilation of an observer effected by a gravitational
field is defined as:
𝑡0 = 𝑡𝑓 1 −

𝑣𝑒2
𝑐2

(30)

where 𝑡0 = proper time; 𝑡𝑓 = coordinate time; 𝑣𝑒 =
2𝐺𝑀
𝑟

the escape velocity of the object creating the

gravitational field; 𝑟 = radial coordinate of the observer
within the gravitational field; 𝑀 = mass of the object
creating the gravitational field.
Say the crew of this hypothetical voyage landed on TOI
700d and found it to be habitable. The mass of this planet
is 20% greater than Earth s mass. Therefore, time on this
planet would tick slower relative to time on Earth,

*

Calculated from dividing 100 light-years by 0.0003c. This speed is a
rounded value of the speed of the fastest manmade spacecraft (Frazier,
2018).
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because of the difference in their gravitational forces.
This implies the longer the crew stay on TOI 700d, the
greater the separation of time will be, relative to Earth.
This is an important ethical issue to consider because the
crew would age slower than their family members on
Earth. Spending a significant amount of time on TOI
700d may result in them outliving their next of kin. If the
crew were to then return home, this could have a negative
psychological impact.
Therefore, crew members of such expeditions should
only land on celestial bodies for short amounts of time,
in accordance with the mass of the said body.
Alternatively, they would have to be prepared to travel
to these planets and not return home. For example, this
type of scenario would be for a colony mission.
Observations from the Crew
It is also interesting to discuss what traveling faster than
the speed of light would be like from the perspective of
the crew members.
As the spacecraft approaches light speed, stars behind
would begin to be red shifted. As light speed is
surpassed, stars would only be visible in a very small
cone directly in front of the craft. Stars to the sides and
behind the craft would become invisible because the light
emitted from them would not be able to catch up with the
crew. So everywhere apart from the cone would be
completely black. The stars in the small cone would
become blue shifted because of how fast the craft is
moving towards them. If unprotected, this would actually
become a danger to the crew because instead of receiving
visible light, the crew would be irradiated due to the now
higher frequencies, potentially gamma rays.
The spacecraft would also require some type of energy
shield because colliding with even a grain of sand would
be extremely destructive when traveling at such great
speeds.
FINAL THOUGHTS
If humanity wishes to take the next step towards creating
the Alcubierre drive, all efforts should be focused on
gaining deeper understandings of dark energy and
ultimately find methods of harnessing it. Having said
this, very little is currently known about dark energy and
scientists are still in the early stages of creating and
testing theories. From a realistic point of view, if dark
energy is the answer to the energy deficit, it is most
probable that the Alcubierre drive will not be created for
quite some time, perhaps not in our lifetime. However,
this should not discourage us from pursuing the creation
of such a spacecraft, otherwise it may never be created.
As Isaac Newton said, he was able to see further than
others because he “stood on the shoulders of giants .
Perhaps one day someone will say they stood on the
shoulders of Dr. Miguel Alcubierre when they turn on
their warp drive and set off to a distant star.
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ABSTRACT
Columbia, Challenger, Discovery, Atlantis and Endeavour. Five vehicles that encapsulated a
g ea e
engineering feats. The idea of a reusable space vehicle that could carry up to eight crew and twenty-nine tonnes of
cargo likely seemed alien in 1961 when the Soviets launched Yuri Gagarin into space in Vostok 1. Yet it became
reality only 20 years later when Space Shuttle Columbia e ced Ea h a
he e. It was the pinnacle of 20th
century engineering, he e
e af e he A
ga
e
cce , raising the bar for mankind in what was
technologically possible. The Space Shuttle
355 a
a
be
d ea h a
he e, transported more than
1500 tonnes of cargo, built a space station, completed more than 20,000 orbits and inspired generations to come. It
was clearly an unequivocal success. Or was it?
With a vehicle failure rate of 40%, 14 astronauts lost and an average cost of $1.5 billion per launch over its lifetime,
it would seem there is a darker side to the Shuttle, and several skeletons in its closet. The Space Shuttle is depicted as
an icon, praised and commemorated by the American public as both a technological and patriotic marvel,
e ee
g A e ca position at the forefront of human spaceflight. Even through the tragedies of Challenger
and Columbia, Americans wholeheartedly backed the Shuttle. Yet how many are aware of the Soviet alternative,
the technologically superior Buran? How many are aware of the Sh e f a c a fa g a d NASA
gg e
effectively manage such a complex programme. The harsh truth is that the Shuttle was primarily intended to reduce
the expense of space exploration and failed to do so while simultaneously becoming the deadliest space vehicle of all
time. So it begs the question; was the Space Shuttle a success?
That of course depends on the definition of success. Accountants will look at the figures, engineers - the technology
and politicians - the publicity, three areas the Shuttle certainly covered. With SpaceX recently showcasing the next
step in space travel, it is rather appropriate to look back to the pioneer of reusable spacecraft, the lessons learned and
discuss whether the Space Shuttle was a worthwhile venture.
INTRODUCTION
The Space Shuttle is often regarded as a technological
marvel, being the most complex machine ever built.
The idea of a reusable spacecraft was revolutionary
since expendable rockets had been used since the
inception of space exploration. The Sh e s chapter in
history spans thirty years of service and is known and
recognised the world over for its role in establishing
ma
e a e
e e ce
ace by helping to
construct the International Space Station while
furthering scientific research and deepening mankind s
understanding of the universe with its launch and repair
of the Hubble Space Telescope. Numerous publications,
articles and documentaries exist detailing the Shuttle
and its legacy, often praising its achievements and its
pioneering technology yet there remains the darker side
of the Shuttle that is often disguised.
Several critics of the Shuttle brand it as a failure which
appears true when backed by cold, hard facts and
statistics, and it would be rather injudicious to simply
disregard them, particularly as substantial progress is
currently made towards the next chapter in reusable
space vehicle technology. It is therefore pertinent to
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e e a d ea
f
he Sh e failures and
shortcomings now that SpaceX have ushered in a new
era of reusable spacecraft. By examining and discussing
he Sh e origins, political ties, technology, financial
impact and its role in space exploration, this paper
adopts a holistic approach in determining whether the
Space Shuttle programme should be considered a
success.
THE SHUTTLE’S ORIGINS
Unlike the Apollo program established by President
E e h e
ad
a
1960 and the ensuing
space race incited b P e de Ke ed
fa
speech in May of 1961 where he challenged the United
States to set foot on the Moon by the end of the decade,
no solitary action, decision or speech led directly to the
birth of the Space Shuttle programme [1]. In fact, the
concept of a reusable spacecraft stemmed from as far
back as Nazi Germany.
With the increasing threat of the United States joining
the war in the early 1940s, the project known as
Amerikabomber was commissioned by the Nazis to
design a vehicle capable of reaching and bombing the
continental United States from mainland Europe.
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Several conventional, four-engine aircraft designs were
proposed such as the Messerschmitt Me 264 [2].
However, the proposal of Silbervogel (German for
S e B d ) by Austrian aerospace engineer Eugen
Sänger and German mathematician Irene Bredt differed
greatly [3].

balance of technological superiority to the Soviets, the
achievement was perceived as a matter of national
security with fears that the Soviets were capable of
placing weapons in space while simultaneously denting
American pride knowing that their enemy of contrasting
ideologies seemingly had the edge. Studies on RLVs
continued with the concept of lifting-body technology
proposed by Dr Alfred Eggers which eventually led to
the proposal for the X-20 Dyna-Soar, a delta-wing
spaceplane [6].

Figure 1: Original proposal for Silbervogel by Eugen
Sänger and Irene Bredt [4]
The proposal was for a reusable two-stage rocketpowered sub-orbital bomber, incorporating lifting body
technology, that would bound along the upper edge of
the atmosphere at hypersonic speeds. Ultimately, the
design was labelled too expensive and beyond the
technological capabilities of the time and was never
developed but marked the beginning of Reusable
Launch Vehicle (RLV) and hypersonic vehicle research
that would find its way into the hands of the U.S. Air
Force and the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics (NACA) through Operation Paperclip
where more than one thousand German engineers and
scientists were employed by the U.S. government after
World War II [5].
Following significant advances in aerospace technology
during the war, a period of substantial research began
into several critical areas required for both supersonic
flight and spaceflight. The Department of Defense
(DOD) formed a close working relationship with
NACA to conduct further research into several
fundamental areas of hypersonic flight that would prove
critical to development of RLVs.
In the late 1940s under the guidance of Wernher von
Braun, ballistic missile tests utilising principles of the
V-2 rocket were conducted while concurrent research
into supersonic flight was occurring with the Bell X-1
breaking the sound barrier in 1947. By the mid-1950s,
both NACA and the DOD began examining the
viability of a RLV for a variety of civilian and military
purposes such as reconnaissance, satellite delivery and
interception and weaponization. This required extensive
research into the uncharted territory of hypersonic flight
[1,5].
In the midst of the Cold War, the Soviets blind-sided
the U.S. by launching the first artificial satellite,
Sputnik, in October of 1957. As well as shifting the
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Figure 2: X-20 Dyna-Soar mock-up [5]
In 1962, the Air Force issued contracts to the major
aerospace companies to design a reusable two-stage
vehicle the Aerospaceplane which led to significant
advances in propulsion systems, materials and
structures required for hypersonic flight yet both the X20 Dyna-Soar and Aerospaceplane were cancelled by
December 1963 by the DOD amidst growing technical
challenges that outweighed the technology of the time,
rising costs and competition with Project Gemini and
subsequently Apollo [1]. Despite the cancellations,
testing of the X-15 during the 1950s had provided
valuable information regarding the challenges of
hypersonic flight and namely the problems associated
with heating while re-entering the Earth s atmosphere.

Figure 3: X-15 test flight [7]
As the space race advanced it became imperative to the
U.S. to keep pace and surpass the Soviets which
subsequently led to the downfall and cancellation of
several American projects. With the concept of RLVs
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still in its infancy and the need for rapid progress,
NASA resorted to the more tried and tested
combination of expendable rockets and capsules,
seeking to address existing technical issues [1].
Furthermore, the necessity to be first was clear. Only
one trip to the moon was necessary to bea he Soviets
meaning the time and expense required to develop a
reusable spacecraft would be unjustifiable.
Despite the combination of unfortunate timing and
technical challenges that required addressing, scientists
and engineers predicted that reusable vehicles, either
partially or fully, were in fact the way forward.
Significant progress in aerospace was made both during
and post-war with progress in hypersonic
aerodynamics, propulsion, materials and structures
made which would contribute significantly to the
development of the Space Shuttle. However, an
emerging trend of bureaucratic interference from
Congress that stemmed from Project Mercury [1] would
later f a e he Sh e de e
e ,
h ch
government agencies dictated what to create and how to
do it, leaving little room for creativity or negotiation
and thereby constraining NASA and the Shuttle
programme from the beginning.
THE POLITICAL PROCESS
July 20th 1969 was the culmination of the space race as
Apollo 11 astronauts Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin
became the first human beings to set foot on a celestial
body other than Earth. The monumental feat had
received total commitment from the government in
terms of financing, backing and resources. The Apollo
programme was successfully used as a Cold War tool
demonstrating not only technological superiority over
the Soviets, but served as a microcosm representing the
differing political beliefs and advocating traditional
American values such as progress, democracy, freedom
and independence [8]. Despite its success, the Apollo
programme caused unforeseen consequences for future
programmes. The United States had earned the
reputation as the world leader in space technology and
thereby assumed the responsibility to both uphold it and
to maintain their position of leadership in space
exploration.
The establishment of NASA in 1958 and development
of such an extensive and intricate space programme that
employed thousands led NASA officials to assume that
future programmes would receive similar levels of
public and congressional support as Apollo which
would justify and fully utilise the investments. A
success and the resulting optimism suggested that
NASA post-Apollo direction should set similarly
ambitious goals and so planning began with NASA
establishment of the Space Shuttle Task Group (SSTG)
in December 1968 and President Nixo
e ab h e
of the Space Task Group (STG) in February 1969 [1, 3]
as Apollo wound down to determine the answer to the
g e
f What next?
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The STG [9] recommended in September of 1969 to
return to what later became known as the von Braun
paradigm
effectively a blueprint proposed by
pioneering aerospace engineer Wernher von Braun
(acquired post-war during Operation Paperclip)
outlining a strategic method to further space exploration
[10]:
1) Development of multi-stage rockets to deliver
humans and satellites to space
2) Development of a winged, reusable spacecraft
to improve accessibility and reduce costs
3) Development and inhabitation of a permanent
space station as a base to launch crewed
expeditions to deeper space i.e. the Moon and
Mars
NASA
ary objective was the construction of a
space station with the Shuttle serving as the means of
access. However, the request to develop a Shuttle and
space station simultaneously was refuted by President
Nixon who favoured the sole development of the
Shuttle. The trust and optimism of NASA planners had
been misplaced as they failed to realise that the
circumstances surrounding Apollo were vastly different
he Sh e .
NASA
Apollo Ha g e [11] arose soon after the
ga
e
c c
h he g e
e
a h g f NASA de g a
f he federal budget at
a peak of $5.9 billion (4.4%) in 1966 during the height
of Apollo to around $4 billion (2.3%) in 1969 [10, 13]
as the era of the Shuttle dawned. NASA initial tactic
to pursue a more complex design for a fully reusable
two-stage Shuttle in order to fully utilise the space
ga
e resources and keep major facilities in
Houston, Huntsville and Cape Canaveral operational
was curtailed when the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) declared in May of 1971 that the
Sh e a ca ed budget would remain at $3.2 billion
despite estimates of $10-12 billion being required [1,
9]. Rigorous redesigns and re-analysised ensued,
leading to extensive compromises, disagreements and
design changes. The wavering financial backing was
a ched b he
b c
f f he
ace
exploration as interest began to feign in the early 1970s
during the Shuttle s formative years.
The themes of ambivalence, indifference and reluctance
would unfortunately plague the Shuttle both during its
design and throughout its life, with the main
perpetrators being of political and economic
backgrounds, a point which was emphasised by NASA
having to sell the concept of the Shuttle as a tool for
military, intelligence and commercial usage on the
grounds of economics and practicality despite meeting
C g e de a d
a decade ea er to send men to
the moon fuelled by technological innovation and
patriotism[3, 9].
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The necessary belief in the Shuttle was absent which
would lead to the development of a compromised
vehicle, both politically and technologically. The
ambivalent political approach left the Shuttle lacking
clear direct
de e NASA a e
to transition
from space exploration to utilisation as noted by John
M. Logsdon, author of various articles examining the
political roots of the Shuttle:
The Shuttle was approved, as a means of operating in
space, without any extensive debate over what the goals
of space operations in the 1980s might be [3].
The
ga
e
e ab
a ed he Sh e a
somewhat of a blank canvas, with various government
agencies, analysts and aerospace contractors vying for
supremacy and
he Sh e
de g .
Th gh
he Sh e c ce
a d e e af e its
unveiling, dysfunction was rife as opponents questioned
whether the Shuttle was even a necessary undertaking
with some arguing that it was simply the result of
NASA de ire to be viewed as an independent entity
f
gA
h. D b a e as to whether
the Shuttle would even mee he a
eed a had
become a compromised amalgamation of several
agendas, appearing to stray dangerously from its
original proposal. Despite intense political interference,
the DOD quickly re-established a working relationship
with NASA after recognising the potential military
capabilities the Shuttle could provide in exchange for
the necessary political pull to green-light the
programme but at the expense of compromising several
design criteria.
From the outset, the Shuttle programme was severely
hindered lacking the support necessary for such a
complex project to thrive and was treated with
ambivalence by Congress. Moreover, the programme
was heavily and unnecessarily politicised by the Nixon
administration [3]. The Apollo programme was founded
in a political arena at a time of necessity for the United
States as they fell behind the Soviets whereas the
Shuttle had no such point to prove. It should have been
a demonstration of pure technological capability,
progressing space exploration and utilisation but was
tarnished by excessive bureaucracy. The high-level
dysfunction left the Shuttle delayed and grossly underfunded while trying to adapt to shifting political and
economic landscapes as politicians sought to deliver
popular short-term results with no real regard for the
Sh e long-term success.

TECHNOLOGICAL CHALLENGES
On January 5th 1972, the Space Transportation System
(STS) was unveiled by President Nixon. Its purpose
was to increase accessibility to space and reduce costs
by frequently transporting crew and payloads into LowEarth Orbit (LEO). The Shuttle would serve as a
laboratory for scientific experiments and enable the
launch, maintenance and recovery of commercial and
military payloads such as satellites, telescopes and
space station modules.
Amidst fierce competition between aerospace
contractors, McDonnell Douglas and North American
Rockwell received contracts in June of 1970 to design
fully reusable two-stage launch vehicles until the
announcement from the OMB in 1971 ha NASA
budget for the Shuttle programme had not only been
reduced but would remain fixed with little hope of
increasing throughout its development. The budget
alteration forced NASA to abandon the fully reusable
design, opting for a partially reusable vehicle using
expendable components to reduce design costs.
Although providing financial relief to the programme
during development and likely ensuring its survival, the
decision would prove paradoxical. The expenditure of
components would result in increased operational costs
when in service, meaning the Shuttle
e
Congress of cost-effectiveness would never be met. The
OMB s verdict allowed Boeing, General Dynamics,
Grumman and Lockheed to re-enter the fray and
propose alternative designs for the now partially
reusable vehicle which although reducing costs by up to
$350 million [14], negated much of the existing design
studies while creating significant confusion well into
he Sh e de elopment [11].

Despite the political shambles the Shuttle was
conceived in, the challenge was still one of science,
engineering and technology
all disciplines posing
extreme challenges to the Shuttle regardless of political
interference. As the premiere reusable spacecraft, it
faced countless engineering challenges coupled with
continual budgetary constraints would force NASA to
take shortcuts and even more disastrously, normalise
doing so.
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Figure 4: Initial Shuttle designs [14]
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Regardless of political interference, NASA and its
contractors still faced steep engineering challenges.
After several delays, the final configuration of the
Sh e S ac was comprised of the External Tank
(ET) the only expendable component containing two
separate internal tanks storing liquid hydrogen and
oxygen manufactured by Martin Marietta, two reusable
Solid Rocket Boosters (SRBs) developed by Morton
Thiokol and the Orbiter Vehicle developed by North
American Rockwell [5].

Figure 5: Space Shuttle Stack Configuration [15]
Throughout the Sh e development, several delays
were incurred not only due to fluctuating budgets but
two major technical setbacks which can be broadly
categorised as the propulsion system and the Thermal
Protection System (TPS).
The topic of a suitable propulsion system was one of
extensive debate with no agreed upon configuration
until March of 1972, two months after the plans for the
Shuttle were publicly announced. The decision was
once again guided by budgetary factors with liquidfuelled boosters projecting lower operational costs
compared to the solid-fuelled option which provided
lower developmental costs [11]. The final arrangement
utilised a combination of both, with two SRBs
providing the majority of thrust (72%) until their
separation and the end of the first stage after which the
three Rocketdyne Space Shuttle Main Engines
(SSMEs), fuelled by the ET, propelled the Shuttle to
orbital velocity [16]. The SSMEs proved troublesome
to develop as NASA required reusable and throttleable
engines able to withstand higher chamber pressures
than existing engines could handle, ruling out reuse of
the F-1 engines used to power the Saturn V [5]. After a
nine month delay due to material sourcing issues,
Rocketdyne completed the first RS-25 SSME in March
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of 1975. The SSME utilised similar engine features to
he Sa
V F-1 engine such regenerative cooling by
circulating fuel around the nozzle exterior to pre-heat
fuel before combustion [17] as well as gimbals to
manoeuvre the engines laterally by 8.5 degrees and
vertically by 10.5 degrees to provide thrust vectoring
capabilities for trajectory adjustments during ascent
[16]. In May of 1978 the design was approved despite
continual and ongoing testing delays due to failures of
turbopumps, turbine blades and nozzles which remained
unresolved even once the Shuttle became operational
[1].
Perhaps the biggest challenge facing the Shuttle was
protecting it during re-entry when decelerating from
hypersonic speeds through Ea h a
he e and
dissipating the kinetic energy. The research conducted
post-war and testing of the X-15 provided valuable
insights into the difficulties of controlling aerothermal
heating and its effects on the O b e
ab y and
control. The Orbiter experienced extremely high surface
temperatures during re-entry which required an intricate
and complex variety of heat-resistant materials. The
necessity for reusability and cost-effectiveness ruled out
the ablative heat shields used by Apollo and preceding
programmes leading NASA to select a ceramic heat
shield consisting of up to 30,000 silica tiles (High
Temperature Reusable Surface Insulation HRSI) to
protect the Orbiter s underside where temperatures
reached up to 1260oC while Reinforced Carbon-Carbon
(RCC) was applied at wing leading edges and the
nosecap where the highest temperatures of up to 1650oC
occurred while Nomex-coated blankets (Flexible RSI
FRSI) were used on the Orbiter s cooler upper surfaces
[5]. The various materials constituting the TPS and their
locations are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Thermal Protection System materials
Problems with the TPS persisted with both the silica
HRSI and RCC experiencing significant stresses and
encountering issues with brittleness and adhesion to the
Ob e
c e
h e e a incidents of tiles
detaching during transit. The TPS would prove
troublesome not only throughout the Shuttle
development by incurring delays and increasing
development costs but also during its operational life
with higher than anticipated refurbishment and
maintenance times required. Estimates by Rockwell
International and NASA in July of 1983 predicted up to
twenty-four launches per year would be required to
meet military and commercial demands which would
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assist in the Shuttle s quest for cost-effectiveness but in
ea
NASA d c e ed ea
he Sh e
operation that extensive maintenance was required to
refurbish both the TPS and SSMEs. A peak number of
launches occurred in 1985 with only nine and the
perpetual upgrades and fixes meant that maintenance
costs and turnaround times always e ceeded NASA
initial expectations. Ultimately, the Shuttle would never
be devoid of faults with both systems suffering from a
multitude of issues with some having more severe
consequences than others.
The requirements of the Shuttle as a whole evolved
over time after initially being envisioned to transport
payloads such as satellites and construct NASA
planned space station. Ensuing political debates often
affected design requirements, listed in Table 1, but none
e
ha he DOD s who pledged their support for
the programme after recognising the Shuttle s potential
military capabilities. N ab , he O b e
a
payload and cargo bay dimensions were governed by
he
a
eed
accommodate military satellites
while the demand for a high cross-range (the ability to
laterally manoeuvre during re-entry) resulted in the
change from a straight-wing to a heavier delta wing
configuration, exposing the Shuttle to the high re-entry
temperatures for longer, requiring an even more durable
TPS and leading to an increase in weight [18].
NASA

DOD

Space Station logistical support

Cross range of 1,100 nautical
miles

Satellite launch, retrieval and
capture

Payload:
65,000 lbs (29,400
kg) to LEO
40,000 lbs (18,100
kg) to polar orbit

Short-duration manned missions

15ft x 60ft (4.57m x 18.29m)
payload bay

Transportation of crew, payload
and supplies to LEO
Reduce cost/kg per launch
Improve operational capability
compared to expendable vehicles

Table 1 : NASA and DOD requirements for the
Shuttle [5]

and living quarters for astronauts. Columbia launched
on STS-1 on April 12th 1981 as John Young and Robert
Crippen orbited the Earth thirty-seven times while
testing several Shuttle systems and components. Three
more test flights followed with several issues presented
each time such as damage to the TPS. Despite the
issues, the Shuttle was declared operational following
C l mbia successful test flights. With Discovery and
Atlantis under construction and Challenger already
awaiting its first flight, the Shuttle embarked on a thirty
year career of transporting crew and cargo into orbit
and the programme was boosted by the Reagan
administration s declaration that the existing Delta,
Atlas and Titan expendable vehicles would be
discontinued [1] to allow the Shuttle to handle
government payloads which would prove costly
following the programme s hiatus following the loss of
Challenger in 1986.
In consideration of the technological feats the Shuttle
achieved, comparison to other programmes of similar
scale and complexity would be appropriate. Despite the
similar scale of Apollo and the Shuttle programmes,
they were contextually very different both politically,
financially and technologically. Therefore a more valid
comparison would be to examine the lesser-known
Soviet version of the Shuttle, the Energia Buran.
THE BURAN
The Buran was the Soviet equivalent of the Space
Shuttle, unveiled on November 15th 1988 after more
than a decade of covert development by the Soviet
Union who believed the American Sh e
a ed g a
did not align with reality with glaringly higher launch
costs than existing rockets that incited fear that the
Shuttle would be used to militarise space. Despite
striking similarities in their appearances, the Buran
boasted several superior technological features over its
American counterpart. The Buran programme made use
of the largely unclassified information regarding the
Shuttle but also remained politically unrestrained unlike
the Shuttle and refuted the Sh e de g f c saving and embraced values more ef ec e f NASA
initial goals of technological capability. It is far less
conspicuous considering its short lifespan and single
uncrewed launch in which it orbited Earth only twice
but the B an anonymity is not a result of technical or
financial failings and although only speculation today,
many believe that the Buran e ceeded he Sh e
capability, robustness and would have been more
successful if it were not for the collapse of the Soviet
Union in 1991 leading to the prog a
e
abandonment.

Despite interference, ever-changing demands, and steep
e g ee g cha e ge , NASA de e ed he
d
first RLV, capable of transporting a twenty-nine tonne
payload while accommodating up to eight
crewmembers and serving as a laboratory, observatory
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The Energia rocket alone provided greater flexibility
with the ability to launch up to one-hundred tonnes
without the Buran while the Sh e e
a e of the
Energia, the ET and SRBs, served no practical purpose
without the Orbiter [1].

Figure 7: Comparison of Space Shuttle and Buran
[19]
The lack of political and financial restraints allowed
engineers to develop a vehicle with theoretically
superior technological capabilities which are best
demonstrated by its increased payload, automated flight
capabilities and safety systems. The B a
a ad
exceeded the Shu e
b one tonne, which is
significant considering the cost per kg for the Shuttle s
payload exceeded $50,000 in 1995 [20][21], and was
largely attributed to its propulsion system configuration.
The extensive design compromises of the Shuttle
required three integrated SSMEs, fuelled by the ET,
which became redundant after the ascent to orbit,
meaning nine tonnes of dead weight were launched with
each Shuttle flight. The Buran (equivalent to the
Orbiter) contained no integrated engines and was
instead propelled independently by the Energia rocket
and four additional boosters. A h gh he Sh e
integrated engines theoretically improved reusability,
these benefits were offset by aforementioned extensive
maintenance requirements.

A significant benefit of the Buran not only in terms of
safety but practicality too was its fully automated flight
capabilities which were demonstrated during its one and
only unpiloted test flight. While not only a superior
technical achievement, the feature would have likely
provided the Shuttle with substantial cost savings in
terms of crew training had it been implemented. The
benefits of such a system became obvious following the
Columbia disaster in February 2003 where the resulting
investigation examined the feasibility of conducting a
rescue mission using Atlantis which was preparing for
its own mission in March of that year. The primary
reservation concerned potentially endangering another
crew that were necessary to operate the Shuttle if
Atlantis suffered the same damage as Columbia.
Although fast-tracking Atlan i
maintenance and
preparation would have been risky and extremely
difficult, the investigation by the Columbia Accident
Investigation Board (CAIB) deemed a rescue mission
was considered challenging but feasible [22]. While
only hypothetical, automated flight capabilities would
have at least removed the barrier of endangerment of
another crew.
The omnipresent drive to reduce costs and complexity
revealed several inherent weaknesses in the Shuttle
programme philosophy that festered from the outset.
The Buran technology served to undermine the
Shuttle a d demonstrated what the Shuttle could have
been. Yet despite its technical inferiority, the Shuttle
flew 135 missions over thirty years whereas the Buran
is consigned to history as a textbook case of an
engineering
ha f . The Sh e would begin its
career with relative success and although encountering
technical issues and criticism from not only outsiders
but even Shuttle astronauts, twenty-four successful
missions were flown between April 1981 until January
1986.
CHALLENGER

Figure 8: Buran landing after first and only orbital
flight [19]
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On January 28th 1986, audiences across the globe
watched in horror as Challenger disintegrated 73
seconds after launch. STS-51L was the 25th shuttle
a d he f
f he a ed Teacher in S ace
project which carried high school teacher Christa
McAuliffe aboard. Particularly cold temperatures on the
morning of the launch increased the rigidity of a rubber
O-ring on the right-hand SRB and prevented it from
deforming under the SRB
e a
e
e during
launch, which would normally seal the joint, allowing
propellant to leak from the SRB and weaken its lower
attachment to the ET, causing the SRB to separate and
rupture the ET with aerodynamic loads tearing
Challenger apart. The physical destruction was
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metaphorical f NASA
ernal issues coming to a
head as years of technical issues, mismanagement and
complacency culminated. The Shuttle was grounded for
thirty-two months as an investigation was launched and
the necessary changes were implemented. The Rogers
Commission [23] investigating the accident concluded
that the O-ring issue was well-known amongst NASA
officials and SRB manufacturer Morton Thiokol with
erosion and damage to O-rings occurring on several
previous flights. Extensive research analysing both the
technical and managerial ignorance has been conducted
by several authors who document the persistent
shortcomings within NASA d
g he Sh e ea
years. The disregard for safety was blatant as
demonstrated by NASA
indifference towards
numerous engineers who raised the O-ring issue and
namely Roger Boisjoly, a Morton Thiokol engineer,
who pleaded that the launch be halted mere hours
before launch, knowing that the O-ring was bound to
fail in the -1oC conditions [24]. Instead, he was ignored
by management who succumbed to bureaucratic
pressure to launch after multiple weather delays.

Figure 7: Challenger during ascent of STS-51L with
red arrow indicating propellent leak from SRB [25]
NASA had fallen prey to normalisation of deviance as
noted by former Shuttle astronaut Mike Mullane in
which unacceptable practices and procedures go
unpunished, leading to a false sense of security. The
principle was exercised throughout NASA believing
that since the O-ring had not failed on previous
la che d
g c d
ea her, it would not fail on
Challenger s fateful flight [26]. Management had
c
ed he Sh e afe and in doing so, the
ga
e
eg . In addition to a redesign of the
SRB, a review and restructuring of management was
required in order to ensure the programme could resume
which led to several new safety procedures which
would further dent NASA
dream of costeffectiveness. The loss of Challenger forever tarnished
he Sh e
egac b t provided powerful and
necessary lessons to both NASA and the government
f
h ch
ch f he Sh e
ga
e
h
would stem.
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RETURN TO FLIGHT
The grounding of the Shuttle fleet during the
Challenger investigation left the programme in
jeopardy. The decision by Congress to phase out the use
of expendable rockets for military payloads and rely
entirely on the Shuttle left the U.S. without access to
ace d
g he Sh e g
d g h ch a
argued was a significant security risk, particularly with
the emergence of the Soviet Buran and its unknown
capabilities. The loss of Challenger could easily have
ended the Shuttle programme as critics stressed the
need for expendable rockets which would not impose
the same difficulties as crewed missions if they were to
fail, namely the loss of human lives [27].
NASA remained persistent, returning to space on
September 29th 1988 with Space Shuttle Discovery
which was heralded as a triumph and a symbol of the
progra
e
resilience after attracting the largest
audience for a space mission since the Apollo 11 moon
landing. The Shuttle would prove relatively successful
throughout the late 1980s and early 1990s with
maintenance times reducing as NASA studies found
that reducing the flight frequency as opposed to
increasing it would improve reliability which coupled
with the government dec
e Expendable
Launch Vehicles (ELVs) for missions not requiring the
Shuttle s specific abilities reduced the strain on the
programme. Surveys following the Challenger disaster
indicated increased public support for the Shuttle [28]
which would go on to launch a variety of payloads and
service and retrieve satellites such as the capture of the
Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) launched in
1984 [1]. As well as conducting numerous scientific
experiments, arguably the most significant payload of
the Shuttle during this period was the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) which after extensive delays incurred
due to the loss of Challenger, was launched aboard
STS-31 in April 1990. The HST has today provided
invaluable insight to scientists and astronomers,
furthering their understanding of the universe and its
origins with images from Hubble contributing to studies
of galaxy formation and dark energy as well as
determining the age of the universe [29]. However,
soon after Hubble launch problems were immediately
apparent with only blurred images transmitted. Hubble
was stuck in orbit with a defective mirror rendering it
useless. On STS-61 in December 1993, Space Shuttle
Endeavour rendezvoused with the telescope to correct
the problem, expertly demonstrating the Shuttle s
benefits and the value it could provide which ELVs
could not.
In December 1998, the Shuttle would finally serve its
purpose envisioned by NASA during the late 1960s as it
served as the primary vehicle used to construct the
International Space Station (ISS).
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caused substantially more damage than initially
expected.

Figure 8: Space Shuttle Endeavour docked with ISS
[30]
Thirty-six missions would be required to construct the
station which was made possible by the Shuttle as the
only vehicle capable of transporting payloads of the
required size. It is therefore evident that the
establishment of man permanent presence in space
was made possible by the Shuttle.
COLUMBIA
From the beginning, the Shuttle was beset with issues
regarding its TPS which had always been the result of a
compromise due to DOD requirements and the need to
minimise development costs. Along with the Orbiter s
TPS issues, problems arose with the insulation of both
the ET and SRBs which maintained the internal fuel
stores of liquid hydrogen and oxygen at cryogenic
temperatures and housed the solid propellant
respectively. The issue of insulation shedding was wellknown after occurring on several previous flights but
was usually deemed acceptable by management
believing that the effects of the lightweight foam
impacting the RCC leading edge would be minimal.
During the launch of STS-27 in 1988, the second flight
after the loss of Challenger, Atlantis suffered extensive
damage from foam debris which upon inspection led the
crew to believe they would not survive and that the
Shuttle would disintegrate upon re-entry [26]. Atlantis
ultimately returned safely although severely damaged.
Unfortunately, the crew of STS-107 would suffer a
different fate as Space Shuttle Columbia broke apart in
the skies above Texas on February 1st 2003 during reentry as superheated atmospheric gases penetrated the
Orbiter s wing, melting the aluminium structure,
claiming the lives of the crew and cementing the Shuttle
as the deadliest space vehicle in history. The damage to
the Orbiter had occurred eighty-two seconds into flight
when a section of insulation dislodged from the ET and
struck the Orbiter s left wing. The CAIB conducted
ground tests to evaluate the extent of the damage caused
by the insulation, finding that the relative velocity of the
insulation impacting the leading edge RCC would have
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Figure 9: Estimated damage to Columbia’s wing
conducted by ground tests during CAIB
investigation [31]
The obvious question of how NASA had allowed the
destruction of a second Shuttle and the loss of another
crew loomed. It appeared that NASA had failed to learn
from the lessons provided by Challenger, becoming
complacent and normalising anomalies.
The issue was not new. It was documented, studied and
understood yet was allowed to continue. The CAIB
recognized early on that the accident was probably not
an anomalous, random event, but rather likely rooted to
some degree in NASA s history and the human space
flight program s culture [22]. The reasons for the
accident were attributed as much to the organisational
flaws as to the physical cause, seeming to echo the
findings of Challenger.
NASA had been granted a second chance with the
resumption of the programme following Challenger and
for seventeen years maintained the charade that they
had learned. Such as often the nature of inherent,
systemic flaws, they are hidden and supressed rather
than confronted, resulting in an often disastrous
outcome particularly in the field of aerospace with such
fine margins for error.
THE SPACE SHUTTLE: THE TRUE COST
While numerous publications examining the topics
covered within this paper in greater depth are available,
this paper analyses the Shuttle programme from a more
holistic standpoint. There are of course numerous
intricacies and sub-categories providing ample material
for further research.
In determining whether the Space Shuttle programme
should be considered a success requires consideration
of various aspects from different perspectives. The
definition of success varies between the major themes
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of the Shuttle evaluated in this paper
technology,
financial history and legacy, and the more intangible
qualities of its political background and management.
The areas of technology and finances are more
objective due to the vast amounts of published data and
technical research available on the Shuttle and while
plentiful, analysis of the human qualities such as
leadership and management are far more subjective.
The political handling presents a strong case as the
primary cause for the Shuttle
fa g
a d
shortcomings. Researche a d a a
f he Sh e
political workings hold the commonly shared opinion
that the traits of dysfunction, ignorance and
ambivalence that characterised the Shuttle programme
stemmed from politicians and bureaucrats. Several
articles suggest that the Shuttle was a political failure
but it is perhaps more appropriate to say that politics
failed the Shuttle instead. Contrasting circumstances
surrounded the Apollo and Shuttle programmes as
Apollo was designed as a political weapon from the
outset in a time of great need for the United States. It
was politicised from the core whereas the Shuttle
adopted that mentality over time as it was tarred with
the same bureaucratic brush of Apollo. This was
reflected by the relative political disinterest as both the
White House and Congress expressed either little or
weak support [3, 10]. The unintentional consequence of
Apollo was the creation of a thriving programme that
was effectively too large and intricate to end with
400,000 employees, 20,000 contractors and various
high-tech facilities built during Apollo. The potential
employment opportunities presented by the Shuttle
appealed to President Nixon with the election of 1972
looming with estimates of the programme employing
24,000 workers by 1974 [11]. Political analyst of the
Shuttle programme, John M Logsdon, eloquently
summarises the internal issues of the political process
that surrounded the Shuttle:
It is the nature of the US system of government that
such a hierarchical ordering of goals and priorities
seldom occurs What substitutes for this ordering is
often the complicated process of cooperation and
competition among policy makers that took place in the
case of the Shuttle, in which a 'strain towards
agreement' overrides conflicts about preferred goals.
Whether the results of such a process are in the best
interests of a nation is not always clear. Such is the
case with respect to the decision to develop the Space
Shuttle [11].
The Sh e cracked foundations were compounded by
the government unwittingly torpedoing their own
programme by slashing budgets, imposing new
requirements and adopting a rather ambivalent attitude
during the Shuttle s early, most formative years.
Among
e ea che a d a a
f he Sh e
financial handling, it is common knowledge that the
Shuttle was a financial failure. This is echoed by almost
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every conceivable statistic and metric. It is arguably the
Shuttle s greatest downfall and begs the question as to
how it could fail so dramatically but the answer
becomes apparent after understanding the bureaucratic
issues and the government s mishandling.
Figures and statistics can be endlessly glorified and
manipulated to more positively reflect the programme
such as operating costs reducing by 40% [15] during its
service which highlights the importance of context. The
extent of the financial shortcomings can be
demonstrated by considering initial estimates projected
a cost of $9 million per launch falling to $5.5 million
for a Mark II version [14], yet the actual per-flight cost
exceeded $1 billion while total programme costs
reached $209 - $211 billion by its end in 2011 [20][32].
The survival of NASA s primary programme became
essential and contrarily, the expense contributed to the
Shuttle
longevity with nearly 20,000 employees
required to operate the Shuttle located across politically
influential states such as Florida, Texas and California.
The Shuttle undeniably failed to achieve its goal of
cost-effectiveness and increasing routine access to
space. These failings are primarily underpinned by the
political, bureaucratic and financial constraints imposed
from the outset. These altered NASA
on, forcing
them to sell the Shuttle based on economic grounds by
increasing accessibility to space by launching
frequently. Although appealing to Congress, the goals
had become overly-ambitious and unrealistic. NASA
was also guilty of misplacing optimism in the shadow
f A
cce . Overestimates of governmental
and presidential enthusiasm combined with the
continually changing political landscape and budgets
meant that the Shuttle was doomed to fail in some way
from the beginning making it all the more impressive
that it served for thirty years an achievement that was
an accident with a Mark II version intended for
development [14].
Although maintenance costs and turnaround times for
the Shuttle decreased over its lifetime as problems were
resolved and improvements implemented, the
programme fell well short of its financial targets. Initial
ambitions for the Shuttle predicted it would eventually
require maintenance levels equivalent to a commercial
airliner and so improved turnaround times became the
critical element in increasing flight rates, a rather
counter-intuitive approach as opposed to addressing the
technical and maintenance issues that hindered launches
in the first place. The Sh e
g a
e as
never to increase cost-savings and was instead a goal
forced upon it along its journey during the design stages
by politicians and bureaucrats who did not have the
Shuttle be
terests in mind. The programme was
damaged from the outset and continually throughout
which is apparent when compared to the Buran which
was given greater political freedom according to chief
designer Valentin Glushko [33]. Although the Buran
capabilities and potential were never fully explored, it
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demonstrated that the relative absence of political
micromanagement in a scientific arena is conducive to
technological development.
The Buran perhaps demonstrates what would have
been possible for the Shuttle to achieve technologically
had it not been curtailed. It is unfortunate that the
Shuttle f
e a c ceived in the late 1960s was
never allowed to materialise. Analysing technical
aspects such as payload capacity or heat shield
configurations would suggest that the Shuttle
technology was inferior to the Buran but that does not
imply the Shuttle was a technological failure as such.
Comparison of the Shuttle to the Buran is contentious
considering similar issues that troubled the Shuttle may
have befell the Buran had it served as long.
Technologically, the Shuttle exhibited several
drawbacks and although troubled, as the original RLV
and the most complex machine ever created, it was
bound to incur problems.
The most haunting statistic of the Shuttle is its failure
rate of 1 in 67 flights. The Shuttle earned and retains the
unwanted moniker of the deadliest space vehicle in
history with the loss of 14 crewmembers and the
destruction of two Shuttles. The overall approach to
safety has been endlessly scrutinised, particularly
NASA failure to learn from Challenger which made
the loss of Columbia not only devastating, but
unnecessary. The normalisation of deviance and
complacency within NASA combined with ever-present
bureaucratic pressure led to the sacrifice of the
Challenger and Columbia crews who will forever serve
as a stark reminder to the dangers of spaceflight.
The debate as to whether the Shuttle furthered or
hindered space exploration is a divisive one with claims
from opponents that the Shuttle stunted the progression
of space exploration. The Shuttle became a hinderance
to the U.S. space programme which remained stagnant
following the losses of Challenger and Columbia but
the more controversial argument is that it repressed it
by requiring much more intensive efforts than first
envisioned and thereby delaying future projects to the
Moon and Mars. With lunar and Mars missions still
anticipated, the argument is pertinent although the
development of a reusable space vehicle was inevitable
and it is perhaps fortuitous that the Shuttle was
developed at the earliest opportunity in the history of
spaceflight due to the vast amount of political, financial
and technological lessons it has provided. While
proving valuable throughout its life, particularly with
the launch and repair of Hubble and the construction of
the ISS, there exists arguments to undermine these
achievements, particularly the ISS which is criticised as
being scientifically meaningless while proving
insignificant to space exploration by orbiting only 250
miles from Earth. [34]
The analysis of the Space Shuttle benefits greatly from
hindsight and many key observations and lessons were
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not always so apparent. It is therefore astute to examine
the Shuttle egac a d how it shapes today
f
space exploration particularly with the next generation
of reusable space vehicles demonstrated in May of 2020
by SpaceX. The emerging trend of the twenty-first
century is the growth of private space companies such
as SpaceX, Blue Origin, Virgin Galactic and others
which will hopefully reduce if not eliminate the
political interference suffered by the Shuttle. The
concept of spaceplanes has been developed by Virgin
Galactic with SpaceShipTwo yet the frontrunner,
SpaceX, has resorted to the more conventional capsule
method with the Crew Dragon but with the added
benefit of reusable components with the self-landing
booster of the Falcon 9. The recent success of SpaceX
is well-documented with significant progress made
within the last decade likely due in part to the lack of
political involvement as a private company and the
awareness of the pitfalls of RLV development that the
Shuttle endured to pioneer the concept. It is reasonable
to surmise that the Shuttle did much of the grunt work
to pave the way for the future era of spaceplanes that
will one day arrive and without the Shuttle, the progress
attainable today would be significantly more difficult.
CONCLUSION
The Space Shuttle programme was undoubtedly littered
with failures throughout its existence yet that does not
define it as a failure. Certain aspects pertaining to the
Shuttle are less ambiguous than others and simpler to
classify such as its financial handling which statistics
show was disastrous. The root of the mishandling stems
from political incompetence by attempting to politicise
such a complex project, and managerial ineptitude
which would fail the Shuttle throughout its life with the
crews of Challenger and Columbia paying the highest
price. The Shuttle technological capabilities while
marvelled at, were the results of extensive compromises
and in fact underwhelming relative to its potential and
would be the sources of great anguish which
contributed to its failure to provide cheaper and reliable
access to space. Although flawed, considering the
relatively young age of space flight, the technology of
the day and the perpetually changing budget and
requirements, the Shuttle as an engineering feat lasting
three decades and the concept as a whole is extremely
impressive.
The lessons learned from the Shuttle provide today
private space companies with significant advantages
that will hopefully ensure the continual rapid progress
made in space flight which has occurred in recent years.
The true cost of the Space Shuttle is one of
compromise, mistakes and failures. The question of
whether the Space Shuttle programme was a
worthwhile endeavour remains to be seen as only time
will tell how much it truly contributed to spaceflight
and the ultimate goal of reaching Mars. The necessity
for minimal interference and clear objectives coupled
with strong leadership will allow future programmes to
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flourish not only for the benefit of politicians and
bureaucrats, but for all of mankind.
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